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BLOCK Il1.1: SPECIFY LEARNING EVENTS/ACTIVITIES*
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OVERVIEW

Particular learning events and activities must occur in the

learning environment in order for instruction to be effective and

efficient. Some general learning guidelines are applicable for a

variety of learning objectives. Other guidelines are unique to each

category of learning. The objectives of this block are to classify

learning objectives according to the appropriate sub-category within

M •their learning category, to identify, for each sub-category, those

learning guidelines necessary for optimum learning to take place, and

to specify activities that must take place in the learning environment

to provide training most directly related to task performance.

*Portions of this material have been adapted from: Aagard, J. A, and
Braby, R. Learning guidelines and algorithms for twelve types of training
objectives (TAEG Report No. 23). Orlando, Fl.: Training Analysis and
EvTaluaton Group, NTEC, (manuscript from to be published in mid-1975).
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SPECIFY LEARNING EVENTS/ACTIVITIES

1.1 INT)ODUCTION

The objectivis of this block are to determine applicable learning

guidelines and to specify learning activities that must take place In

the learning environment to help make sure the instruction-is as effec-

tive and efficient as possible, and Is as directly related to task if

performance as possible.

All learning objectives do not require the same specific learning

guidelines for optimum learning to take place. Information is not best
learned the same w&y as a physical skill. This block provides guidance

for separating learning objectives into sub-categories that may require

different instructional treatment. Specific instructional guidelines are

matched with the different sub-categories of objectives so the instruction

can be as efferftive as possible.

The term "learning guideline" may not be clear at this point. Some

learning guidelines that are essential to teaching a specific learning

objective are shown in the following example.

EXAMPLE

Suppose the learning objective Is "classify a sonar
target as 'submarine' or 'non-submarine'." In order
to teach this, the activity would require calling
attention to the important features that distinguish
one pattern from another pattern. Then, it would
require providing for students to practice making
recognitions. In this case, "call attention to the
important features that distinguish one pattern from
another patteni" and "provide for students to
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practice making recognitions," are jus,. two of
the many l'uarniag guidelines listed in this block
for various sub-categories of learning objectives.

Another question you miogt want answered is. "what should be done

with these learning guidelines?" These guidelines will be helpful in

determining learning activities, and will be useful in Blocks 111.2,

111.3, and 111.4 when selecting a management plan and delivery system,

selecting existing materials, and developing instruction. The objec-

tives of this block are:

1. to identify appropriate learning guidelines,

2. to provide guidance for their use in selecting or developing

appropriate learning materials and specifying learning

activities, and

3. to provide guidance for using learning activities in

selection of appropriate media and management plans,

and in developing appropriate learning materials.

The steps in specifying learning events/activities are shown in

Figure I11.1, the fold-out page at the end of this block.

2.0 PROCEDURES

2.1 Identify General Learning Guidelines

There are four general guidelines that

are appropriate for most learning objectives.
These are: L _

1. Inform the learner of the

objectives.

S• + , ._ . • . • + • • , • . - ... . . . . ;,....... . .... .. ... ...
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2. Provide for active practice.

3. Provide guidance and prompts for the learner.

4. Provide feedback to the learner.

These learning guidelines will assist students in learning a wide

variety of new knowledge, skills, and attitudes. In determining

exactly how to implement these general guidelines, consider their ap-'

plication in each of the groups of objectives resulting from the

structuring of the objectives in Block If.1. Guidance for effective

use of these general guidelines is discussed in the following sections.

The guidelines are designed to provide for maximum performance training

and to eliminate non-essential training.

2.1.1 Inform the Learner of the Objectives

The first general guideline is for the learner to be informed of

the objectives. Students meet most objectives better when they have a

clear understanding of what they are expected to learn. The best way

to create this understanding is to inform them of the terminal learning

objectives.

2.1.2 Provide for Active Response

The second general learning guideline is active responses on the

part of the student. Students learn better when they actively practice

the new learning. Practice on performance can assist in learning

faster, improving during learning, and retaining what is learned.

Table llI.1 contrasts the instructional conditions of active practice

and passive conditions.
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TABLE III.1

Contrasting Instructional Conditions: Active vs. Passive

ACTIVE PRACTICE CONDITIONS PASSIVE CO'IDITIONS

During learning, the student The student has no opportunity
has opportunity to produce, to perform the task to be learned
practice, or try his hand at until after instruction has been
the task to be learned. completed.

Student practice may: The student merely:

*Be enmedded throughout *Listens to Instructional
"instructional materials materials about the actions

*Occur at wide intervals to be learned

*Reads about the actions to
*Occur at the end, but before be learned
tests or on-the-job
performance *Watches a demonstration of

the materials to be learned
*Be observable or unobservable

Examples: Examples:

*Solving problems *Watching instructor solve
problems on the board

*Applying principles to
examples *Reading about application

of principles to examples*Analyzing data

*Watching a demonstration of
*Correcting a malfunction how to repair a malfunction

4
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2.1,3 Provide for Gu'Jdance and Prompts

Tne third general learning guideline is for the students to receive

apDropriate guidance and promots. Cues or prompts before the perfor-

mance can help students perform correctly without wasting time through

trial and error learning. Guidance during early performance can assist

the student in relating new learning to past learning and In focusing

attention on specific cues of things to watch for during the perfo-imance.

Cues can be used in two ways, before or during practice. Tdble 11I.2

presents cues that prucede practice and cues that accompany practice.

2.1.4 Provide for Feedback

The fourth general learning guideline is for the students to receive

appropriate feedback. Ln order for practice to be as effective as

possible, the student needs to have feedback about his performance.

This feedback should let the student kiow what he is doing wrong, what

he is doing right, and how he can improve his performance.

rable 111.3 compares natural and artificial feedback. Tables 111.4

and 111.5 detail types of artificial feedback.

- .•.I

i'
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913A TABLE 111.3

Forms Feedback May Take

NATURAL FEEDBACK ARTIFICIAL FEEDBACK

Aries naturally 4rom the task Does not arise out of the task

environment. The results of an itself. It is provided by ad-
action taken is erie type of ditlonal means, such as instructor
natural feedback. Another would critique or mechanical indicator.
be the actual product or object This form of feedback is present
produced. "ihis form of feedback only during learning and must be
is present both during learning carefully planned. (See Tables
and later on the job. Pushing 111.4 and 111.5.)
a button and getting a correct
reading on an instrument is one
example.

TABLE 111.4

Types of Artificial Feedback

PPROPRIATE ARTIFICIAL FEEDBACK LESS APPROPRIATE ARTIFICIAL

6 . FEEDBACK

Complete: Provide feedback in Inco.plete: Merely indicate
the context of the learning right or ,wrong.
material.

Immediate: Give correction Delayed: Give all the answers
immediately after each practice at the end of an exercise.
trial.

Similarity: Like the product or Dissimilarity: Different from
action produced by the student. the product or action produced
For example, provide a standard by the student. For examph.,
against which the student may provide a checklist as to what
compare his output. the product should be like,

rather than the product itself.

Specific: Identify errors in General: Give a grade.
the performance.
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TA4LE 111.5

Examples of Contrasting Artificial Feedback Conditions

EFFECTIVE LESS EFFECTIVE

Spanish student practices saying Student practices saying a word
a word and iamediately hears the ani the correct phonetic spelling
correct word spiken on a tape. is flashed on a screen immediately
Practice and feedback are same afterward. Practice and feedbackmode. are in different modes.

A nmi learning to fi iI out forns The standards used for comparison
con,)ares his completed forms are filled out with another exer-
with standards, The standards cise. Here the content of the
he uses are filled out on the feedback is different.
same exercise he is practicing.

A student is learning to set up A student is given a verbal des-
laboratory equipment. After cription of a correct laboratory
setting up the equipment, he is setup to determine if his is
shown a mockup of the correct correct. His setup is visual,
setup to compare his setup with. but the feedback is verbal.

A student is learning to solve Feedback is Indicated only by
algebraic equations. His feed- statement of right or wrong. If
back includes all steps in the his answer is wrong, he has no
equation, allowing him to check way of determnining where he went
each step In his answers. wrong.

_.2 Ciassify Each Learning Objective According to Ca tgory and

SO-Category of Learning

The use of the general instructional

guidelines will help to design effective

instruction. They are particularly useful m
when looking at large groups of learning

objectives. They are good "rules of thumb"

for beginning to specify learning guide-

lines that facilitate learning. They
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are not sufficient in themselves W produce efective and efficient
instruction. You also need to include the specific, unique learning

guidelines for different categories and sub-categories of objectives.
The first step in identifying those unique guidelines is to classify'
each learning objective according to its learning category. Once the
appropriate learning category has been specified (this takes place in
II.2 when developic,9 objectives) the appropriate sub-category of learning
within each category needs to be determined. This classification step
also will be helpful in Block 111.2 when you begin the task of speci-
fying the instructional managei•e-tt plan and delivery system.

The categories and sub-categorIes with which you will be concerned

are:

LEARNtING CATEGORY SUB-CATEGORY
1 . -Mental Skill: 1. Rule Learning and Using2. Classifying-Recognizing Patterns

3. Identifying Symbolis
4. Detecting
5. Making Decisions

II. Irnformation: 6. Recalling Bodies of Knowledge

III. Physical Skills: 7. Performing Gross Motor Skills
8. Steering and Guiding-Continuous

Movement
9. Positioning Movement and Recalling

Procedures
10. Voice Communicating

IV. Attitude: 11. Attitude Learning

Table 111.6 lists behavioral attributes, learning objective action
verbs, and examples for each sub-category of laarning. To classify each

t, of your learning objectives into one of the learning sub-categories, checkI
\
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the learning objective against the informaticn given for each category,

and decide in which category it fits best.

If you have difficulty fitting a learning objective Into a single D
sub-category because it seems to fit equally well in several sub-categories,

the learning objective may not be specific or clear, the action required

may be two or more objectives or it may have other faults. Decide what

in the objective will require the most instruction. Place the objective U '
in that category.

EXAMPLE

The learning objective might be "Paint barracks
when painting is needed." Applying the paint is
a repetitive mechanical skill, and the objective
fits sub-category 7, perforning gross motor skills.
However, knowing when painting is needed requires
choosing a course of action based on applying known
rules, and the objective also fits sub-category 1,
rule learning and using. Divide the original
objective into two new ones: "Paint the barracks,"
and "Identify that barracks needs painting."

2.3 !dentify Specific Learning Guidelines for Each Sub-Category of

Learning

The next step is to identify the specific

learning guidelines applicable to the learning

sub-category for each learning objective.

Since you classified each learning objective

in the last section, the first requirement

here is to locate the particular learning

sub-category and note the list of learning

k
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guidelines given for each. Generally, you will select a subset of these

guidelines rather than attemnpt to use all of them. These guidelines will

be essential for carrying out the Review/Select Existing Material activity

in Block 111.3 and the Develop Instruction Activity in Block 111.4. -

In addition to the list of learning guidelines, each learning sub-

category has a flowchart diagramming suggested techniques" and conditions I

for introducing the appropriate learning guidelines. V

The written information is contained In a flowchart and presented

with symbols of various shapes. It is the shape of the symbol which

indicates the purpose of the information and how it can help in the

procedures of the sub-category in question. Tiie significance of these

symbols will be discussed briefly.

Rectangles contain specific instructions for

activities which should be carried out by the 111
instructor.

Hexa2ons contain further explanatiop or

additional information to aid the instructor in Q
carrying out the activity of the instruction

symbol,

Diamond-shaped symbols indicate a decision

point. It is at this point in the instructional

process that an answer to the question contained

in the diamond should enable the instructor to

make a decision regarding future activities.

Horizontal triangles represent sub-routi nes

and present an activity or suggestion designed to K1
hclp answer the decision point question.
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Vertical triangles represent an optional z2\
rest or stopping point between activities or

decisions.

Finally, an oval shape represents points

at which one may enter or exit from the

activities described by the flowchart.

By beginning at the oval marked "start" and proceeding through the

"information and suggestions contained in the symbols described previously,

an Instructional developer can follow the procedural steps listed for

the particular sub-category.

Use the learning objective action statement, conditions, standards,

and the test item to help select which guidelines to apply to the specific

learning objective or group of learning nbjectives. This will require

some judgment. But remember, you are trying to limit instruction to

that which is essential to mastery of the learning objective. You will

use the instruction with students informally in Block 111.4 and formally

in Block 111.5. If it does not work, come back to this block and add or

change learning guidelines. Select guidelines that make sense for the

objective.

EXAMPLE

If you have a CLASSIFYING objective like "identifying
poisonous plants,' when you get to guideline 16. "To
test learning, require the trainee to provide new
examples of the pattern," you know that this is
inappropriate. Designing new poisonous plants would
not help the learner identify existing ones.

Wi
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There are two alternatives for selecting learning events. You may

use the decision trees (flowcharts) or the learning guidelines. The

end result should be very much the same, as the guidelines are derived

from the algorithms. Examples using each alternative follow.

EXAMPLES

1.Using flowcharts--

1) Classify pictures o? ships as
US or USSR. Students will identify
pictures of US or USSR ships. In
an operational setting, students
will identify ships and be pre-

piired to take appropriate action.

3) Present ships that look alike.

4) Present each ship with the
unique features emphasized.

*...~~~~~ ..3..I3,49*ti ... I. -,-

Z---
k:
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5) Tell the student when he
is right, and the correct
classification when he is
wrong and why.

.4.II -rlll m in.•.

-••,-r.=m..'.-

6) Present alike combinations
of ships that might be
confused.

•:.1

I_--I

I,

==I

•-I
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7) Present ships in groups.

8) Keep telling the student
when he gets it right, correct
his errors and reward him when
he is right.

9) Set the criterion higner
than is requi red on the job
to allow for forgetting.

2. Usii:g guide-leý--Sub-cateqory 2, CLASSIFYING

Learning
Guideline

E1) Learning objective action statement: Classify
pictures of ships as US -nd USSR.

Operational taisk: From ships or from the air
classify ot~her ships as friendly or enemy.. Be
prepared to take appropriate act.ion.

2) Present each ship with unique fa.atures
emphasized
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3) Present ships that look alike and show how
they are different. (Last part about dis-
tinctive features not to be classified in
the training task is irrelevant in this _

objective.)

4) Association devices-use diagrams of the
ships or in this case drawings.

5) Present examples of US and non-exanples of .
US. In this case, non-examples rill be USSR.
Present easily confused or similar ships

v: together.

6) Start with easier ships and work up to the
ones thut are more difficult to discriminate.

7) Reward student early In training, decrease the
reward as the training progresses until it ___

marches the "reward" (if any) on the Job. _

8) Provide as much practice as is needed for ___

trainees.
9) Provide i mmediate KOR.

10) Let the student check why he was right or
wrong and correct errors.

W7 11) Go from diagram or driwings to pictures of
real ship..

12) Include any camouflage or distractions that
_ might occur in the real world.

13 & 14) Allow all trainees plenty of time and practice.

15) Keep the job task In mind and keep students
looking at critical cues.

16) This is not appropriate, The student cannot

design either a US or USSR ship,

17) The criteria may be set at 100% for this learning
objective. (There is some evidence that people
have about an 80 aircraft or ship memory bank and

-• that is maximum.) Do not try to exceed people's
capacity. Provide review on time.
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"2.4 Specify Learning Activities

While learning guidelines are suggestions

for learning stimuli for categories and sub-

categories of learning objectives, a

learning activity is specific to a gartcular

learning objective. How to specify learning

activities is shown in the following example.

EXAMPLE

The terminal learning objective is: Identify
US and USSR destroyers. Some of the learning
objectives are:

LEARNING
SUB-CATEGORY OBJECTIVE
Classifying 1. Classify Foaud Jones Class as US or USSR.
Classifying 2. Classify Forrest Sherman Class as US or

USSR.
Classifying 3. Classify KOTLIN Class as US or USSR.
Classifying 4. Classify RIC-, Class as US or USSR.
Classifying 5. Classify KOLA Class as US or USSR.

The learning guidelines for all five objectives are so
similar that you m:V make decisions for the whole group
at the same time. After selecting the learning
guidelines appropriate for the objectives, the next step
is to specify how to carry out that guideline in instruc-
tion. This specification is the learning activity. The
activity specifies how to go about accomplishing the
learning guidelines.

LEARNING LEARNING
GUIDELINE # GUIDELINE CORRESPONDING ACTIVITY

1. Clearly Inform the State the objective in
trainee. writing.

3. Display distinctive Call attention to the
features of the pattern, differences in each ship

in pictures.
8. Provide opportunities Practice identifying by

for practice, looking at pictures with
correct identification
available immediately.

11. Provide full range of Show varying views of the
patterns, ships.
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You could have chosen more, but try these and if
they are not effective, change them later. If you
use too many, it will be hard to identify the un-
needed activities. _

The specified activities will be used to select the delivery system,

and therefore, affect both the davelopr ,; and implementation costs.

Keep the following general comparative costs in mitid when specifying

activi ties.

1. Color is more expensive than black and white.

2. Film is more expensive than television.

3. Motion is more expensive than stills.

4. Print is usually the least expensive.

For high-flow courses, the development costs are spread over

high numbers of learners and therefore allow more choices. There are

often economies of scale in production and implementation of instruction.

That is, printing one color microfishe might cost $75 but 50 of them

will also cost a total of $75, or $1.50 for each. If 1,000, are required,

the cost per "fische" will drop significantly. Therefore, keep ini i
mind how many users there will be.

The learning objective conditions will influence the learning

activities. If the learner must identify the ships from the air.when

he is moving rapidly, the activities may be different than if the

K-. learner must identify the ship from another ship, or just in pictures.

The learning objective standards also will influence the speci-

fication of learning activities. If to pass, the learners have to

identify ships within 2 seconds, activities must be chosen that will

bring them to that level of performance.

- V
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When you have planned the activities, write them in the space

provided or the worksheet. (See Figure 111.2.)

3.0 OUTPUTS

The outputs of this block should consist of: 1.
3.1 Products

1. Documentation of the category and sub-category into which

each learning objective was classiti, . (See example,

page 28.)

2. Learning guidelines selected for each learning Lbjective

or group of learning objectives. (See example, page 28.)

r 3. L.earning activities specified for each learning objectivi

or group of learning objectives.

3.2 Other Documentation

1. A summary statement of areas where learning activities

are more likely to require revision or additions after

evaluation.

2. A summary statement of the rationale for any revisions

to learning objectives resulting from the classification

process, and a summary statement of how the requirements

of Blocks 11.2, 11.3, and 11.4 were satisfied for these

revised items.
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EXAMPLES

1. Sample Documentation of Categories and Sub-Categories
for Tasks of OH-5B Helicopter Repairman-Action compo-

1. Lubricate main drive shaft: Physical skill-
Performing gross motor skills

'42. Disassemble tall rotor disc assemb~ly: Physical
skill-Positioning movement and recalling procedures

3. Inspect main transmission mast assembly: Physical
skill-Positioning movement and recalling procedures

2. Samp~le Learning Guidelines and Learning Activities for
the Learning Objective: Using a job aid (partially
shown below) and general mechanics tool kit, determine

Learing macinveoto vibrations and correct to less than 1:1.V -

Actin: etemineandcorectmain rotor vibrations.
Condtio: Uingthejobaid(partly shown below) and general mechanics

Stanard Vetica viratonsmust be less than 1:1 after correction.

Job Aid with Rules:

Checl; the 1:1 lateral vibration level
at high am low. beep on the governor

actuator. If the amptibule Wd the
lateral is worse at 103% N2 - t"
lattral is probable froan spanwise
balance. if it is worse at 101%N2 ''

.~..,... .. u... ..'..lateral is probably maused by rhiorti-
* W~U~ ~wise balance problesns

It Ifl..e ad aoI om tlwR M

on meA. blAe ,JU.. th 12 oit I tis

we wra.) U hisin swebratind lwevelh

Loa. w h opst ld f
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Nexagonal figures in the flowcharts contain
details of what inputs are needed.

S'¢

* .. 1... e.e* .t )
*9fL4r.4, a4A ANA 9

Once the objective is stated, the next
step is a decision to give a test to
determine if the student can perform
the objective (these test items have
been developed in Block 11.2). If

S~the decision is to administer the test
S~and the student passes it, he does not

__--••-need the instruction for this learning
objective. If the decision is not to -~administer the test or the student fails
the test, the next step is to teach the

rules,' (this objective includes a series a
of rules). For this example, the first
rule selected for instruction is the A
rule deocr-bed in block 6 of the Job
Aid about wrapping the blades.2---

-4- /t~

IL • '• i i ' i='•--- • = " • • *'-'-•"• i ' ,'' ,-- ; • '-- '•, ,, *,ttL', W -' • ..
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The student is then pretested to
determine if he can recall the
concepts upon which the rule is
built (these concepts can be
found in the learning analyses).
For example, such concepts as N,
RPM, spanwise balance, chordwise
balance, lateral vibrations, etc..
need to be tested. The student's
understanding of the concepts is a
necessary prerequisite before
further learning of the task can
be started.

If the student understands the
concepts for the rule he isa
learning, the next step is to
learn the rule. If he does not
understand the concepts, he must
be taught the concepts (sub-rout'ine)
and retested.

Learning Analysis Underlying Concepts 4
Bal ance Balance : :

I12
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After knowledge of the concepts is
obtained, instruction for the rule
begins. In this case, the student
would learn to describe, by stating,
the rules for wrapping the blades.
(Job Aid steps 5 & 6) Also,
mnemonics could be developed if
appropriate.

The next step is to encourage the
students to develop their own
personal mnemonics.

The next step usually is to deter-
mine if the student can state the
rule verbally. This does not have
to be verbatim, but should state
the essential meaning of the rule.
Following this statement, the
student Is given knowledge of
results (KOR). If the student
cannot state the rule verbally, he
recycles in the flowchart to theselect and display box.

In this case the student has a Job 2
Aid with the rule on it so there
is no need to memorize the rule.

El

4

N~

=I
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If the student can state the
rule verbally the next step
involves presenting examples of
when the rule does and does not
apply.

The rule is to a4d two wraps of
1 inch tape en one blade if the
lateral vibration Is from spanwise
balance. The next rule applies if -..- , ....... ..
the lateral is mild--use only one
wiap. The third rule is used if
the wraps made the situation worse. :,. -.-. .......

It is during this step that the
rule is taught.

To test whether the student can
apply the rule and knows when to
apply the rule, the next step
involves presenting the student with
a new situation where he determines
if the rule iho,-ld be applied, and r
applies the rule when appropriate.

Following this step the student is
given knowledge of results (KOR)
based on his responses.

If the student was incorrect, he is
recycled to that part of the flow- -
chart in which he is presented with
examples of when not to apply the
rule.

If the student is correct, he is
tested in the next step, by having
him state why the rule is appropriate
or inappropriate and the relation-
ship between the concepts contained
in the rule. KOR is then given based
"on the students response.

If the student is incorrect, pointed questions which guide the student
to the appropriate responses are asked prior to the student being re-
cycled to the testing situation.

If the student is correct, the next decision to make is to determine if
the student has met the criterion. If the student has not met the criterion,
he is recycled to the test where he is required to apply the rule under
appropriate situations.
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If the student has met the criterion
set for the learning objective he is
given reinforcement. Following this
step, a rest may be initiated prior to
going on to learning the next rule.

Once all the rules have been mastered
the next step itvolves making a status
report on the student.

At this point in the flowchart students -

are presented with practical problems
calling for the use of one of the rules
already learned (in the rule pool). The
student is recycled through a procedure
of problem presentation, KOR, assessment
of answers, the reduction of reinforce-
ment if the answer is correct and the
criterion has been met. If the student - _

is not correct or does not meet the
criterion, prompted examples are given
until the students can apply all the
rules to criterion without prompts,.

This concludes the procedures followed
in developing guidelines and activities
for learning objectives categorized as
rule learning and using. j

[ •I

:.5
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LEARNING GUIUELINES AND FLOWCHARTS
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SUB-CATEGORY 1: RULE LEARNING AND USING

1. At the beginning of the training, the instructor or the materials

should clearly inform the trainee of the learning objectives; that

is, what the trainee is expected to be able to do by the completion

of training. Relate the objectives ard learning activities to

operational tasks which the trainee must perfo.'m in future real-

worid assignments.

2. Make sure that the student can recall and demonstrate the concepts

which make up the rule. Then go on to learning the rule.

3. Require the learner to state the rule verbally. This verbal state-

ment helps the learner recall which concepts make up the rule and I
how the concepts are arranged. This should usually be an informal

statement of the rule in the learner's own words.

4. Present examples of when the rule applies, and when it doesn't.

5. Provide opportunities to apply the rule in a variety of new situations

in which the learner has not previously been trained to apply the

rule. During practice, practical applications and practice tests

provide the student with immediate knowledge of results about his

correct and incorrect answers Provide rewards for correct

application of the rule. I
6. To test the learner's understanding of the rule, provide an

unfamiliar situation in which the ,eule can be applied, and then

require the learner to tell how the concepts of the rule are related

to each other and to this situation in order to show that he is able

to state how and why the rule can be applice.

35
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7. Provide practice until the student achieves the desired level of ___

performance; that is. until he learns the rules and leans to apply

the rules he will use in the operational job setting.

8. Positive rewards of the student's correct applications of the rules ___

learned is required iin the early stages of training, Toward

the end of training, the level of positive rewards for correct

performance should be reduced wo the same level that the student

will find on the Job.

9. Relate the rules to be learned to operational tasks which tie

trainee must perform in future real v'orld assignments. ___
10. DifferenL train.-,-1- wXil have different r,,tes and styles of learning • :_

the material. It is better to u_7 techniques which allow students -

flexibility in learning time.

11. Reduce forgetting by providing periodic practice or refresher

training for infrequently used material.

12. In order for slower learners to reach the same level of proficiency I
as faster learners, time must be allowed for the slower learner to

get as many positive rewards for correct applications of the rules

learned as the faster learner. U
13. Yhere 't seems possible, supply students with diagrams, pictures,

charts, graphs, rhymes, key words, and other association devices

(mnen)inics) whiLh the student can use to relate what he already .

knows to what he 4s trying to learn. Also encourage s;iudents to I
make up their own mnemonics if they can and want tG do it.

A
I-
U•
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14. Pick out the features of the real world job environment which could i
be used t0 trigger the trainee's recall of associated materials

which must be used in the ruie using part of his job. Some features

of the real world job setting where the rules will be applied can

* sometimes be used to trigger the recall of associated material that

has not been directly trained that can be used in rule using. I
15. Where the learner' is having a particularly difficult time trying to

learn and apply a rule, help him learn the rule by discovering how

the concepts are related to each other by using specific question"."

which will help the learner to state the elements and relationships

in the rule. Once the learner has discovered the rule elements by

this •aethod, he should be able to (1) easily recall the rule,

(2) state the elements and their relationship in the rule, and

(3) be able to apply the rule to job situations.

,t,

/I
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SUB-CATEOGRY 2: CLASSIFYING - RECOGNIZING PATTERNS

1. At the beginning of the training, the instructor or the materials

should clearly inform the trainee of the training objectives; that

is, what the trainee is expected to be able to do by the coiapletion

of training. Organize the training material in such a way that the

trainee can meet the training objectives at the end of training.

Relate the objectives and learning activities to operational tasks

which the trainee must perform in future real world assignments.

2. Call student attention to the important, distinctive features and

characteristics of a pattern which distinguish this pattern from

other patterns. Be sure that the distinctive features will be

present in the student's real-world job en'uironment, for these

features are the cues by which the student must recognize the

pattern.

3. Clearly display each of the distinctive features of the pattern

under study. Show how these cues differ from each other (pre-

differentiation of stimuli). Determine if the trainee can de':ect

these distinctive features in patterns that are not to be classified

or recognized in the training task.

4. Emphasize distinctive features which can be remembered in the form

of mental "pictures" instead of abstract words. When possible,

supply students with diagrams, pictures, charts, graphs, rhymes,

acronynm, key words, self instructioihs, common associations, and

other association devices like these to which the student can relate

the material he is trying to learn. Also teach students tn transform
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distinctive features of the patterns into items tJhat they can

readily recall and make correct actions to.

.. In Instructional presentations and practice, many examples and

non-examples of the pattern bhould be presented. Toward the end

of training, present examples and non-eAaMples that will be very

simil]r to each other in the Job environment.

6. In early training there should be few irrelevant features, so that

identifying the distinctive characteristics of the pattern is fairly

easy. By the end of training, the number of Irrelevant cues should

be increased to correspond with the real-life situation.

7. Positive rewards of the students' correct recognizing of patterns

is required in the early stages of training. Toward the end of

ttraining, the level of positive rewards for correct performance should

be reduced to the same level that the student will find on the job.

8. Provide plenty of opportunities for students to prActice making

recognitions of each pattern being learned. .

g. In practice and practice tests, provide for immediate knowledge of

results to help the student meet the learaing objectives by making

each action of the task correct.

- 10. The pa~se following knowledge of results should be long enough to

allow the student time to sort out his errors and pick out distinctive

features of the pattern to be classified.

11. Provide the student with practice in recognizing examples from the

full range of patterns produced by a given object. Make the examples

I II I I |' I
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more similar as training progresses. At the end of training, the

similarities in the examples should be the similarities that exist

in the real world.

12. Provide a variety of examples of the pattern - select examples from

the full range of variations in the pattern. Late in the learning

stage, include distractions and false cues that might be found in the

job setting.

13. Different trainees will have different rates and styles of learning

the material. Try to provide flexibility in the time allowed.

14. In order for slower learners to reach the same level of proficiency

as faster learners, time must be allowed for the slower learner to

get as many or more positive rewards for correct answers as the

faster learner.

15. Be sure that students develop a strong tendency to look for certain

critical and distinctive patterns and develop the same kind of

expectations they will need to have while on the job.

16. To test learning, require the trainee to provide new examples of

the pattern, and to teach recognition of the pattern to someone else.

17. Require the student to overlearn the original material; that is, the

student should continue to practice the required tasks after the

point that simple mastery of the task has been met. Reduce forgetting

by providing periodic opportunity to recall and apply infrequently

used material.

i
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SUB-CATEGORY 3: IDEtNTIFYING SYMBOLS I
1. Clearly relate the learning objectives and learning activities to

operational tasks, which the trainee must perform in future real

world assignments.

2. If there are very simil•r symbols or features of parts of symbols

which have been frequently confused in the past, then be sure that

the students can tell the difference between the symbols or featur',.,

of parts of symbols before they are taught actions to take for each

one (predifferentiation of stimuli).

3. Brea' the overall learning task down into manageable steps or units

when any of the following conditions exist:

a. lower ability students

b. complex material

c. overall task contains many small parts

The size of the set will depend upon the extent that the above

conditions will be different from the normal conditions.

4. During instruction, the presentation of the symbol should be

followed immediately by the presentation of its meaning (contiguity).

5. Change the order of presenting the material during practice so that

each item in the list will be learned equally well and insure that

the symbol and its meaning will appear together in the list to be

learned.

6. When possible, supply stude.-ts with diagrams, pictures, charts,

graphs, rhymes, acronyms, key words, and other association devices

(memonics) to which the student can relate what he is try' 1

I to learn. Also encourage the students to make up their own

--- ___ ___
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association devices if they can and want to. Pick out features

of the real world Job ervironamnt which could be used to spark

the trainees I recall of associated material which would likely

be used in that part of this Job. When possible, provide the

"students with association devices which will cause an emotional

reaction in the student.

. 7. Allow for self-paced practice and provide the student with knowledge

of the results of his identifications.

8. Reduce forgetting by providing periodic recall and practice for

infrequently used material. Require the student to overlearn the

original material; that is, the student should continue to practice

the required tasks after the point that simple mastery of the task

has been met.

9. Practice anO test situations sholld require the student to make

written or verbal answers so that the accuracy of his recall can

* be checked.

10. Different trainees will have different rates and styles of learning

the material. Try to provide flexibility in learning time.

11. Positive reward of the student's correct identification of symbols

and provision of immediate knowledge of result is required in the

early stages of training. Toward the end of training, the level of

positive rewards and knowledge of results should be reduced to the

same level that the student will find on the Job.

i {.



SU8-CATEGORY 4: DETECTING

1. At the beginning of the training, the instructor or the mterals

should clearly inform the trainee of the learning objectives; that -

-r is, what the trainee is expected to be able to do by the completion

of training. Relate the learning objectives and learning activities

to operational tasks which the trainee must jrform in future real

world assignments.

Z. Train student to use systematic overall search procedures utilizing

whatever senses (sight, hearing, etc.) are appropriate for the task.

Provide examples of correct performance of the task where appropriate.

3. In presenting signals, sample from the full range of types of signals.

Include the different signal sources to be encountered on the Job

and the different patterns of each signal source.

4. Train the student in techniques of vigilance:

a. train him to establish a mental "set" to search. Use instructions

to establish this "set" and provide a positive reward when the

student achieves a proper "set."

b. train the student to monitor his own vigilance level by

conditioning him to respond to biological conditions (internal

cues) which appear when vigilance begins to fade.

c. where appropriate, train the student to use peripheral vision

when scanning with the eyes.

5. Train the student in detection skills according to the following

schedule:

a. Early in training:

1) provide a high signal density - more frequent than in

operational task

---------------------------------------------------. ,i
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2' signals should have high signal-to-noise ratio

3) use different amounts of time between signal presentations

4) insure a high frequency of student identifications of the

signal

5) provide student with immediate and continuous knowledge of

results

6) do not teach any vigilance techniques

b. During intermediate stage of training:

1) use a lower signal density

2) use lower signal-to-noise ratios

3) use different amounts of time between signal presentations

4) provide student with intermittent knowledge of results

5) introduce vigilance technio-ies

c. I advncedstage of training:

1) low signal density; i.e., operational density or minimum

number suited to training

?) decrease signal-to-noise ratio to operational level

3) use different amounts of time between signal presentatiuns

4) provide the student with knowledge of results equivalent

to what he will receive on the job

5) require vigilance techniques appropriate to the job setting

6. Where it is possible for the signal to be detected by more than one

sense, and when a student thinks he has detected the signal through

one sense, train the student to use the detected signal as a cue to

search for and verity the existence of the signal in a second sense

modality.
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7. Providing knowledge of results on correct detections can serve as

positive reward to encourage vigilance behaviors that will lead
to continued correct detections.

8. Ensure that detections are correct before providing positive

reward.
9. Do not allow a student to leave one phase or level of the learning

task until he has achieved the required level of mastery.

•,,
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SUB-CATEGORY 5: MAKING DECISIONS

JI
1. At the beginning of the training, the instructor or the materials

should clearly inform the trainee of the learning objectives; that

is, what the trainee is expectLd to be able to do by the completion

of training. Relate the learning objectives and learning activitles

to operational tasks which the trainee must perform in future real

world assignnents.

2. For the most efficient learning of decision making tne student

must already have learned the technical knowledge which will

allow him to:

a. identify what the problem really is

b. make a list of the most reasonable solutions I
c. determine which o0' the solutions would be best

3. The student will learn best If he is not afraid of -skting incorrect

decisions in the training situations; this is particularly true in

the early stages o,' training and in vwry complex decision making

processes. Materials and instructors should, therefore, atte•:,t

to decrease student fear to a low level.

4. Give the students exair1l! of these 'Lwu types of actions which a•

to be avoided when maklng decision:

a. response biases; that is, the tendency to make a "'7avorite" :

decision or use a "favorite" soluti..n regardliess of the real

nature of the problem.

b. perceptual setsi that is, the tendency to generalize problems

or view several types of problems as if they were all the same

when, in fact, they are quite different.
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5. It is useful to teach the students a set of steps to follow in

making decisions. The following 5-step mdel is suggested:

a. Discover the existence of a problem and define it 1
b, Identify and collect relevant informatlon

Sc. Develop reasonable solutions to the problem

1) compare alternative solutions

2) combinn alternate solutions wvhere desirable _

d. Evaluate each of the proposed solutions.

1) How will each solution solve the problem?

2) Will eacii solution bring about any additional benefits or

problems?

3) Rank each solution according to the results it would bring.

e. Decide on the best solution and put it into effect.

6. Be sure that the student is provided with enough realistic information

and data on which te formulate possible solutions and make final

decisions; also, be sure that he makes decisions in the same variety

of settings as he will face in carrying out his job.

7. Provide the student with a wide variety of decision making experiences,

Provida basic problems where there are only a few factors to consider -

solutions to these problems should range from easy fo hard. Also

provide complex problem which require the student to consider many

factors - again, the solutions should range from easy to hard.

8. If the trainee will be required t'o make the decision under stress

in the real world, then he must overlearn the decision making skill

during training. That is, he must be able to make the correct

jik
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decision, and he must be able to make the decision efficleotly, accu-

rately, and repeatedly in distrdctincg surroundings.

9. During the final stages of trirning, it is important to provide

situations which closely duplicAte the real world with respect to:

a. amount of data

b. type of data

c. amount of time to complete the decision making problems

d. amount of distractior and "noise" in the working environment

10. Provide the learner with knowledqe of results (KOR) for each
decision he makes. Here is a recommended list of questions to ask

about the learner's problem solutions:

a. Predictable? (Were evidences of perceptual sets shown in his

solution?)

b. Perseverated? (Were evidences of response biases shown in

his solution?)

c. Timely? (rs this the appropriate time to execute this particular

decision?)

d. Complete? (Did he consider all of the data and information?)

e. Consistent? (Is his solution compatible and relevant to the

data and the available information?)

Give KOR with respect to the-above five criteria each time, and

where possible, provide the actual consequences of the learner's

decision as coripared to his other alternatives.

I I I I l I I I I I I III
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SUB-CATEGORY 6: RECALLING BODIES OF KNOWLEDGE

1. At the beginning of the train.ing, the instructor oi the materials

should clearly inform the trainee of the learning objectives; that

is, what the trainee is expected to be able to do by the completi3n

of training in a way that the trainee will meet the learning

objectives.

2. Analyze the body of knowledge to detect key words or formulas or

phrases or whatever. Then organize the learning activities around

these key items.

3. Before te,:ting for recalling bodies of knowledge, provide some warm-

up exercises or an introduction to remind the student of the type of

task and the type of information he will need.

4. Make the learning activities relevant by making them similar to

real-life tasks that the student will be performing on the job.

5. If it is necessary for the student to learn similar bodies of subject 71

matter, then either directly compare the bodies when they are first

presented so that the student can tell them apart, or separate their

presentations by as much time as possible to avoid confusion between

them.

6. If the real world job wi'l present the trainee very similar features
)• of the situation which will require the trainee to renember

different knowledge for each feature, then make sure that the

trainee learns the difference between these features before he

"is taught which body of knowledge to associate with each feature

(predifferentiation).

L -
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7. When possible, provide students with association devices which

will cause an emotional reaction in the student.

8. When possible, supply students with diagrams, pictures, charts, _4

graphs, rhymes, acronyms, key words, and other associa, lon devices

(,nnmonics) like these to which the student can relate the facts

and principles he is trying to learn to help him recall more easily.

Also encourage and give students directions to make up their own

- association devices if they can and want to.

9. Arrange for features of the real world job sptting to be used to

I , trigger the trainee's recall of associated material which in turn

I •will trigger the knowledge he needs tG do the job.

10. Try to use high interest, attention-getting features of the learning
L2 materials throughout the training. One way to keep student attention

is to use learning activities which require active student participation.

11. In early phases of training, it is good to provide the student with

guides, prompts, cues, and coaching which will help him remember the

material correctly. As training progresses, this kind of help should

be reduced until it matches the level of help that will be available

*in the real world job setting.

12. Provide students with opportunities to practice their training tasks

by setting up a wide variety of testing and practice situations which

are very similar to situations the learner will encounter on the

job.

12. Practice and test situations should require the student to make

written or verbal answers so that the accuracy of his recall of

the facts ar.d principles he learned can be checked.
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14. During the training sessions provide the student with immediate

knowledge of results (KOR) about his correct and Incorrect answers.

LProvide positive rewards during the instructioO, even during

non-testing situations. Reward a student's progress, attitude,

attention, mastery of an objective, etc. If a student is rewarded

For working well, ;t is often more probable that he will continue

to work well.

15. In practice and practice tests, provice for immediate knowledge of

results to help the student retain correct answers and eliminate

incorrect answers in the most efficient manner,

•I 16. Change the order of presenting the material during practice so that

eaých item, in the list will be learned equally well.

17. Rest periods should be provided during practice sessions according to:

a. need for rest as judged by the student

b. re4uirements of '-he specific learning material a, Judger' by

the instructorI. 18. Different trainees will have different rates and styles of learning

the material- T-y to provide flexibility in time to learn.

In order for slower learners to reach the same level of profidiency

as faster learners, time must be allcwed for the slower learner to

get s many or uore positive rewards for correct answers as the

K? faster learner.

19. As trainir.g continues, give the learner chances to compare his

progress and achievement with the stated learning objectives.

20. Test to see that the student is able to correctly recall key features

that will help him recall the knowledge he needs ;n performing

I,

\ x
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his Job. If not, provide more practice in associating the knowledge

to be learned with these key features of the job setting,

21. Help prevent forgetting by:

a. increasing the meaningfulness of the material by relating it

to the learner's job environment and duties and by emphasizing the

organization and structure of the material.

b. requiring the student to overlearn the original material; that

is, the student should continue to practice the required tasks

after the point that simple mastery of the training task has

been met.

r3, • -

;I

$ !
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SUB-CATEGORY 7: PERFORMING GROSS MOTOR SKILLS

1. At the beginning of the training, the instructor or the mateials

should clearly inform the trainee of the learning objectives.

Relate the learning objectives mnd learning activities to

operational tasks which te trainee must per.orm in future real

world assignments.

2. Teach the learner to tell the difference between

* a. similar external cues (conditions, features, characteristics, etc.

of objects in the job environureit to which tle le.arner must respond

with an apprepriate action) like knowing when too much pressure

Is put on a power saw the wood begins to smoke.

b. similar internal cues (muscular feelings inside one's body which

: guide the execution of a physical skill and allow automatic
responses) like knowing by the "feel" of the power saw how much

pressure to use without burning the wood.

3. Different things should be emphasized in different stages of training:

a. early in training

1) present immediate and specific knowledge of results to the

student

"2) present external cues that will bring ouz the desired responses

in the student's actions

b. later in training

1) rcduce the knowledge of results to on-the-job levels

2) train the student to respond to internal cues in his muscles

to guide his actions In correctly perfor'irg the task

t,
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4. If students make Incorrect actions or beain to develop bad habits,

present a penalty following these improper responses until they

disappear.

S. Insure that the learner understands the tasLs by requiring him to

do the following:

a. observe a correct performance of th3 task

b. observe the component parts of the task being presented "

c. have student describe and dem.nstrate the component parts

of the desired task

6. Require that the learner practice with regard to the follnwing

considerations:

a. practice on parts (specific components) of the -:ask:

1) simple task-practice in entirety T

2) complex task practice in parts and then in entirety -

b. practice under varied conditions. This is done to:

1) facilitate the perfornnnce of the motor task

2) help adapt the performance of this task to potential

environmental changes

c. ensure that during practice the learners:

1) understand the objective:- of the skill while learning

2) observe a skilled performance of the desired task as often

as necessary

3) obtain knowledge of results concerning his performance of

the task
d

d. have short rest periods mixed in with the practice periods

p
E

I.



7. Give knowledge of results of the following kinds:

a. evaluative--student learns:

1) what he is doing right

2) what he is doing wrong

b. comparative--student learns how what he did compares to the:

1) learning objectives of the program

2) correct demonstration of task

3) standards that are required in operational setting

8. The pause following knowledge of results should be longer than

the time between the action and the knowledge of results to

allow the student time to sort out his errors and to rest his

muscles.

9. Reward performances which are closer to the goal than the preceeding

performances. In this manner, the student's performance will become

successively closer to the desired performance (shaping). After

Othe student successfully reaches the desired performance, reduce

the frequency of reward to the level found on the Job,

10. Require t.)e student to overlearn the original material; that is,

the student should continue to perform the required tasks after the

point that simple mastery of the task has been met. A

11. Increase distractions, interruptions, and "noise" to the level that

the person will encounter on-the-job (where appropriate).

UK-i 12. Allow for individual variation in physical coordination and provide

extra time and practice for those who learn the skills less readily.

13. Reduce forgetting by providing periodic practice for infrequently

used skills.

nM,
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SUB-CATEGORY 8: STEERING AND GUIDING - CONTINUOUS MOVEMENT

1. At the beginning of the training, the instructor or the materials

should clearly inform the trainee of the learning objectives.

Relate the learning objectives and activities to operational tasks

which the trainee must perform in future real world assignments.

Provide a preview of important, selected motions and movements

that the student will learn to make.

2. Break the overall learning task down into manageable steps or units

when any of the following conditions exist:

a. lower ability students

b. complex material

the overall task contains many small parts and is so long that

the student or instructor thinks that only a part of it at a

time should be learned.

3. Ensure that the critical cues from which the trainee must 3et his

information for correctly performing the task are realistic and

continually available during the performance of the task.

4. Teach the student to scan continuously by specific training of eye

movement and where to focus for scanning.

5. In continuous control task training, a high relationship to real-

world conditions is required in:

a. the presentation of the cues to which the trainee must react

b. the actions and reactions which the trainee makes

c. the way that the displays and controls of the system

continuously respond to the trainee's control
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6. Demonstrate correct task performance with a model. --

7. Highly skilled performance requires extensive practice. This

practice should conta:n:i: i amd.
a. understanding of skill objectives :

b. observe skill performances

c. practice task

d. receive knowledge of results

e. allow rest periods to be mixed in with the

(distributed practice) practice periods when the

trainee feeIs that he needs them.

8. Positive rewa,'d should be provided for performances which are

closer to goal than preceeding performances. In this manner.

the student's performance will become successively closer to the

desired performance (shaping).

9. Give the student knowledge of results on small, distinct segments

of his performance, especially during early stages of learning.

10. Positive reward snould follow as soon as possible after each

correct student performance, initially after each distinct segment

of performance and toward the end of training after each maneuver

or complete evolution.

11. Practice oo specific component skills when learning complex tasks.

12. Practice under a variety of conditions.

I .--

II•i
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SUB-CATEGORY 9: POSITIONING MOVEMENT AND RECALLING PROCEDURES

1. At the beginning of the training, the instructor or the materials

should clearly inform the trainee of the learning objectives.

Organize the training material in such a way that the trainei

can easily identify dnd achieve the learning objectives throughout

the training. Relate the objectives and leaniing act:vities

to operational tasks which the trainee must perform in futu-e real

world assignments.

2. Break the physical skills (positioning movement) into logica3 sub-

units or part skills. Then make sure that the procedural steps

for each of these sub-units are well organizcd.

3. Break the overall learning task down into .-anageable steps or units

when y sf the follewing conditions exist:

a. lower ability students

b. complex material

c. overall task conta4 ns many small parts

4. Provide a visual demonstration of the physical skill that the trainee

is expected to perform at each step in the checklist of procedures.

5. If the checklist presents the trainee with similar checklist items

which in the past have been frequently confused, then. be sure

that the trainee can explain the differences between these similar

checklist items before he is taught which action to take for each one.

6. When possible, supply students with diagrams, pictLvres, charts,

graphs, rhymes, acronyms, key words, and other association devices
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(mnemonics) like these to which the student can relate the material

he is trying to learn. Also encourage studenlts to make up their own

assoi:iation devices if thoy can and want to.

7. When possible, provide students with association devices wHch will

"cause an emotional reaction in the student,

8. To help students remember a chain of procedures, it is useful to

A practice:

a. identifying each checklist item and explaining or performing

.its corresponding procedure

b. identifying a group of checklist items (as many as the student

can handle at once) and explaining or performing their

corresponding procedural steps - the first itemn of each group

should overlap with the last items of the previously studied

group

c. identifying all of the checklist items and explaining or

performing their corresponding procedural steps

9. Help students to use association devices that are easily changed

into a form that is easier to remember to aid in the recall of

procedures, then encourage students to mentally practice running

through the steps in the checklist.

10. Ensure that the trainee has a lot of opportunity to practite the

physical skills early in the training. These five steps provide a

good outline. for practice:

a. be sure the trainee understands the learning objectives

b. provide a visual demonstration of tha correct performance

)U
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c. allow the trainee to practice part-skills and provide feedback

to train him to perfect the movement.

d. integrate the part-skills into a smooth sequence

e. provide feedback so the trainee can improve his performance

11. The following conditions should be provided in earlier and later

stages of training:

a. Earlier stages of training *

1) immediate and frequent knowledge of results

2) immediate and frequent positive reward .

3) few or no distractions

4) learning material broken down into small, easily learned parts

5) items are relatively easy to learn

6) provide guides, prompts, cues, and coaching to aid learni..g

Later stages of training

1) occasional, delayed feedback i
2) occasional, delayed reward of students' correct movements

3) distractions and interferance are similar to what will be

found on the job

4) learning material to be recalled and used as it would be on

the job

5) the material should be as complex as chat to be used on the job

6) add the amount of distractions that would be found on the job

7) use no guides or prompts that would not be found on the job

12. Positive reward should follow as soon as possible after a correct

an3wer.

F
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13. The pause following knowledge of results should be long enough to

allow the student time to sort out M3 errors or mentally confirm

his correct answer (post-feedback dalay).

14. Pick out features of the rea! world job enviroment which could be

used to spark the trainees' recall of associated material whichV. must be used in that part of his job. Actual parts of the material

being learned can sometimes be used to spark the student's recall

of other parts of the material.

15. Rest periods should be provided during practice sessions according to:

a. need for rest as judged by the student

b. requirements of the specific learning material as judged

by the instructor

16. These types of tasks should be overlearned through extensivc- practice.

Often just doing one step in a procedure or activity will auto-

matically remind one of what step comes next.

17. In order for slower learners to reach the same level of proficiency

as faster learners, time must be allowed for the slower learner to

get as many or more positive rewards for correct answers as the

faster learner.

18. Two guidelines on the amount of realism required for procedural

and physical skill practice are:

a. equipment realism can be at a minimum level; for example, a

photo of the job setting or a paper and pl.-wood model

b. checklist items and their corresponding procedural responses

need to be as realistic as possible

ei
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9i. A; training continues, occasionally give the learner chances to

compare hli progress and achievement with the stated course

objectives.

20. Train the student to the level of proficiency required on the job.

Facilitate acquisition of the material by relating it to on-the-job A _

duties, responsibilities, advancement, or survival.
21. Reduce forgetting by providing periodic practice for infrequently

used procedures.

--- ii

I.1

Ii __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
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SUB-CATEGORY 10: VOICE COMMUNICATING

1. At the beginning of fhe training, the instructor or the materials

should clearly inform the traineve of the learning objectives.

Organize the training material in such a way that the trainee can

easily identify and meet the learning objectives. Relate the

leorning objectives and activities to operational tasks which the

traine must perform in future real world assignments. 1
2. Present a brief overview of the activities in which the students

will particip,'te during training.

3. Break up the mate-ial into separate, distinc.2.e types of voice

communication that a4ear on the job.

4. identify similar cues (sc'-nds, words, groups of words, vocal patterns,

etc.) that are often confuse,! in communications of this ýype and test t

the student to be sure that he cýz'i tell the difference between thegt,

5. Point out critical cues and perforraa:ýces that are difFerent from

habitual (everyday type) voice communica•Aon.

6. Teach the studeniL Ln be mentally alert for tho specific voice

couraunications being taught; that is, teach the st:,'dent to listen

* for certain words and phrases (perceptual set).

7. Before demonstrating specific procedures and techniques, te,:h

general voice commnrication terminology and procedure (see "recalling

bodies of knowledge" for this).

8. Demonstrate a given voife procedure with examples of correct ,.r-

formance. Be sure t~ie learner observes critical cues and the

Sppropriate responses that he should make to them.
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-9. Require ,nough practice trials of the learner to produce the

correct performance; he should especially practice pdrts he is

having difficulty with until he can deon.trate the co-rect

procedure,

10. During practice, practical applications, and practice tests, p~ovide
the student with iminediate knowledge of results about his zorrect

and incorrect answer,. Positive reward should follow as soon as

possible after a correct answer.

11, Rest periods should be provided during practice sessions (distributed

practice) according to:

a. need for rest as judged by the student

b. rquirements of the specific learning material as judged by

the instructor.

12. Tow-d the end of training, increase stress and miscellanecus

interruptions, distractions, and "noise" V. the level that will

aj P:ar on the job.

13. Practice voice commiunication procedures to t.ie level that they will

have to be perfurmed in the job setting; this may require some

practice in team training with voice communication.

14. Cross train the learner so that he mi.y perform other voice conmruni-

cation tasks so that he may act as a replacement for other menbers

of his team.

15. Require the student to overlearn the original material; that is,

the student should continue to practice the reqtired tasks after

the point that simple mastery of the task has 1emn ,et.
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16. Reduce forgetting by providing periodic practice for infrequently

used material.

17. Provide a large reward when trainee meets overall training objectives

and required overlearning.

LE.
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SUB-CATEGARt 11: ATTITUDE LEARNING I
There are three separate components of an attitude that must be

deait with separately. They are: (A) the affective component (feelin.-,

emotion), (B) the cognitive component (perception, knowler.gi, information),

and (C) the behavioral component (respcnspý, acts, deeds). The learning
guidelines will be separated into groups that support each of these .

components. It is important to krnow that there are recognized alter-

native ways of achieving each component., so the guidelines should be used

as a menu from which you choose appropriate items for each of the three

groups. It is usually unnecessary and impractical to use all of the

guidelines in a group. The mo=e powerful guidelines are listed last in

each section.

A. Affective Component - to produce in the student the desired

feelings and emotionsI. i.. Attempt to get the student to identify with a group of

people which has th2 desired attitude as a group norm.

(The majority of the people already believe it.)

a. Persuade him of the desirability of belonging to

such a group.

b. P;eward him for affiliating and identifying with such

a group.

c. When appropriate, punish him when he shows identification

with a group riot holding the desired attitude as a group

norm.

_ _k_
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d. Show desirability of belonging to such a group by

establishing that:

1) those he likes, respects, and wants to associate

with, al'eady belong to such a group (if possible)

2) those who belong to such a group receive rewards

and have a reduction in anxiety level (don't have

to live in fear of doing the wrong thing)

2. Provide positive rewards to the studont only when he

displays his closest approximation of the attitude

or displays the exact attitude. Punish demonstrations of

incompatible, undesirable attitudes.

3. Use social learning (imitation) of respected people to

train the student to adopt the desired attitude. Do this

by demonstrating:

a. people the student likes, respects, .or wants to assoc-

late with being rewarded after a beihavior that resulted

from showing tha desired attitude.

b. people the student likes, respects, or wants to assoc-

late with being punished fol.!owing a behavior that

was incompatible with having desired attitudes.

B. Cognitive Component - to produce the perceptions, knowledge, and

information necessary for the desired attitude

1. Repeatedly present to the student a description of the

desired attitude or behavior until the person adopts or

carries out this desired actitude.
I

I. , "
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2. Communicate to the student the fact that the beliefs of

his associates or important groups of people or authority

figures differ from his own initial beliefs about the

desired attitude. Continue to present this type of infor-

mation until the student makes the appropriate change in

attitude. *

3. Produce uncertainty within the subject about his beliefs

by identifying contradictions between two or more of the

beliefs which he holds.

4. Ensure that other members of the group of people with whom

the student studies, socializes, and lives, present specific

arguments for the cognitive components of the desired

attitude, and counterarguments tailored to meet the student's 2

objections to the desired attitude.

5. Present a previously prepared message to the student .7

presenting arquments why he should adopt the coqnitive

component of the desired attitude. Some of the guidelines

to be observed concern:

a. the characteristics of te person presenting the

message:

1) he has high credibility because he is an expert

(knows correct stand on issue, desired attitude)

and because he is trustworthy (communicates know-

ledge without showing prejudices)

2) initially in his message, the persuader appars

highly creditable by expressing views already held
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by the student on subjects that may not even be

rele•-nt to the attitude being taught

3) asks for a large change in subjects attitude
(bigger than he really thinks the person will change)

b. how the issue should be presented:

1) provide few (if any) reasons for engaging in behaviors

incompatible with the desired attitude

2) only use fear as a means of turning students away

from undesirable attitudes when the behaviors

produced by the desired attitude are easy to describe

and perform

3) present only one side of the argument when:

a) the audience is generally "Friendly

b) only an immediate, temporaty attitude change

is desired

4) present both sides of the argument when:

a) the student starts out disagreeing with the

desired attitude

b) it is likely that the person will hear the

other side anyway

5) when opposite views are presented one after another,

the one presented last will be more effective for

attitude change

6) explicitly state conclusions, except when the

student is rather intelligent

i . . _. . .•- _ m ,• . . .• - ..
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7. Intensively indoctrinate the student by using a rcobination

of approaches including: j
a. frequent repetitions of the descriptions of the

attitude

b. communications about the average beliefs of the

student's friends and associates

c. tailored arguments to counter sttdent's resistance I
to change j

d. prepared arguments attributed to a highly respected

person or group of people

C. Behavioral Component - to develcp the responses, actions, deeds,

and performance related to the desired attitude

1. Require the student to "act out" the behivioral aspect of

the attitude by either role playing or performing he

desire(! behavior in the job settirg.

2. Encourage the student to publicly announce his bel'af

in and allegiance to the desired A•ttitude, in front of

his work-mates and associates. -

3. Provide positive rewards for any behavior that seems to

be a product of or is in conformance with the desired

attitude. Reinforcement will provide the desired feedback.

-- !
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SPECIFY INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGE.rNT PLAN AND DELI*kRY SYSTF'N*
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eU M P AC T I O N

OVERVIEW

Media selection is the major means of determining how instruction is

to be packaged and presented to the student. The choice o! cedia mix

affects both the effectiveness and cost of training. The instructional

management plan is the set of procedures used to assure a smooth flow

of students through the training system. The System Master Plan is the
controllin~g document for the further development and implementation of

I! °

the instructional system.

*Portions of this materila have been adapted from: Braby, R. , Henry, J. 4.,

Parih F.W 

=r. 
n w

PrW . 0. A technique for choosing cost-
effectie31veiy sw5 (TAEG Report No. 16). Orlando, Fl.: TrainingAnalysi an aiEvai~thiinGrou~p, NTEC, April 1975.
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SPECIFY INSTRUCTIORAL WIAUAGV.T PLAN AiD DELIVERY SYSTEM

1.0 INIROL•CTIONt

1.1 Media Selection

Media selection is the major meaigs for deterwining how tN' instruction I :
is to be packaged and presented to the student. The choice of the media

mix affects both the effectiveness and the cost of training. Choosing

the best or most usable mix of instructional media is difficult to do.

A systematic approach requires a consideration of the nature of the :-.

objectives, the learning category of each group of objectives, use of

learning guidelines, development of activities based on thes3 guidelines, j
definition of the stimulus requirements for those activities, selection

of media mixes that have the characteristics needed, consideration of

constraints, costs of procurement and operatinn of alternative media, A

courseware development costs, and characteristics of the student popu-

lation.

MPleea can be classified and described in multiple ways. Appendix A

lists media and media mixes under the headings "Audio only, Audio-Visual,

Computer-Situlatioa, Visual only, Print Materials, and Special and Non-

standard Items."

1.2 Management Guidelines

An instructional system must be managed to ensure the smooth flow of

students through the training systeim. It requires provisions for students,

instructors, support personnel, facilities and equipment, courseware, and

organization. All of these interact and a decision on scheduling any one

may effect how the others must be managed. This is true even with an

outwardly simple procedure, such as the situation when an instructor is
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lecturing, testing, grading, and moving on to the next lecture in a

group. When each student is moviug through different kinds of instruc-

tional materials at his own pace, even more planning is required.

1.3 System Master Plan

A System Mster Plan (SHP) is requlrcd to coordinate the efforts of

those who will develop and Implement the instructional program. While

this document is subject to revision as instructional development con-

tinues, many reasonably firm decisions can be made at this point in

the model.

The procedures for activities in this block are shown in Figure 111.3.

the fold-out page at the end of the block.

L2O PROCEDURES

2.1 Select Pool of Media Mixes

The first step in this block is to

identify a list of media mixes or altern-

atives. A media alternative is a form of

instructional material that contains the

stimulus criteria required by a specific

learning activity. Identification of

media alternatives is done by seleuting

those media within the learning category that have the required stimulus

criteria. These become candidates for possible use as part of the final

delivery system.

Required stimulus criteria are those basic qualities or capabilities

* of a medium (such as visual images, motion, color, and sound) that are
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required to carry out the intent of a learning activity. These required

stimulus criteria can be specified by types of stimulus inherent in the

learning activity, the student response, and performance feedback demands

of the learning activity.

In Block 1II.1 the learning objectives were classified according to

learning sub-category. The learning guidelines were identified for each

sub-category. The list of learning guidelines for each set of similar

objectives were then used to plan learning activities. Figure 111.4

shows the reverse side of a Learning Objective Analysis Worksheet. In I
this block, you will primarily be using this reverse side of the form.

Use this form as a worksheet to make media selections.

Following is a continuation of an example used in the last block.

The terminal learning objective is: identify US and USSR destroyers.

Some of the learning objectives are:

r
Learning
Sub-Category Learning Objective Action Statement

CLASSIFYING 1. Classify Claude Jones Class as US or USSR.

CLASSIFYING 2. Classify Forrest Sherman Class as US or USSR.

CLASSIFYING 3. Classify KOTLIN Class as US or USSR.

CLASSIFYING 4. Classify RIGA as US or ,JSSR.

CLASSIFYING 5. Classify KOLA Class as US or USSR.

The learning activities for all five objectives are so similar that

you may make decisions for the whole group at the same time.
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Nuber .Learnig Guidelines .Corresmnding Activity

1 Clearly inforc the trainee State the objective in writing.
3 Display distinctive features Call attention to the differences

of the pattern in each ship in pictures.

8 Prov ie opportunities for Practice identifying by looking
practice at pictures with correct identi-

fication available imodiateiy.

11 Provide full range of Shcw varying views of the ships.
patterns

The number for each learning guideline chosen for use for these

learning objectives is listed 1i. the extreme left-hand column. For

thiz example, only a subset of the possible lea-ning guidelines are

used. The guideline statements for each learning guideline number are

found urder CATEGORY VII: Classifying - Recognizing Patterns, in

Appendix A of Block 111.1.

From those learning guideline statements, the learning activities

shown In the example above were derived. This was done in Block III.1.

These activities should have been entered in the Learning Activity column

on the left-hand side of the worksheet (Figure 111.5).

Each of these learning activities now must be translated into applic-

able stimulus criteria. The possible stimulus criteria are listed in

the center column of the worksheet. If the activity involves sound alone,

consider the choices under audio qtimuli. If the activity involves visual

stimuli, specify which visuals are nee&*d. For each stimulus criteria

applicable to the selected learning activi'ies, put a check mark after

the appropriate stimulus criteria on the worksheet. These are very

important because they will be the basis for selecting the pool of media

mixes.
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Som media are generally more expensive than others. As you choose

the stimulus criteria keep the coparative costs in mind. Try to use

the less expensive stimuli when they will do the Job. Table 111.7 dis-

plays the media from high cost on the top left side to low cost on the

top ri•gt side and bottom of the tablee.

TABLE 111.7: Comparative Media Costs

Cost Cost
Higher - > Lower

Film Television

Full Notion/ 16mI Optical Sound 2 Inch Quadraplex Broadcast
Comercial Standard Super 8/

Full Notioni Super 8 //WO 1 Inch Helical Video Tape
* Non-Standard -Sound .

3/4 Inch Helical Video Tape

1/2 Inch Helical Video Tape

Variable Rate Bessler Cue-See Magnetic disc interfaceNorelco "Pip"

Still 35me Slide Video eisc
Filmstrips (loops)

LowerCos t
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EXAMPLE

Activity I requires a visual form--alphanumeric (combination of
letters and numbers)

Activity 2 requires a visual form--alphanumeric and pictorial, plane.
h Activity 3 requires the same visual form plus additional alpha-

numeri~c means of giving feedback.
Activity 4 requires the same visual forms.

Now, usinq the worksheet, go down the list under Visual Form and check:

"Alphanumeri c"
"Pictorial, plane."

Under Visual Movement, nothing indicated a need for movement, so check:

"Still."

Under Visual Spectrum, nothing indicated a need for color so check:

"Black and White."

Under Scale, nothing indicated exact scale.

Under Audio, no activity indicated a need for audio.

The worksheet should now look like Figure 111.6.

The next step is to take the learning sub-category (the learning

objectives were classified according to learning sub-category in Block

111.1) for the learning objective or group of learning objectives, and

locate, in Appendix B, the appropriate matrix for that learning sub-

category. A sample of one-of the matrices is shown in Figure 111.7.

The items on the matrix are:

A. Criteria for Media Selection

B. Complexity Criterion

C. Stimulus Criteria

D. Training Setting Criteria

A
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E. Am-lnistrAtive Criteria

F. Alternative Instructional Delivery Syvstems: A

G. Media Approaches which permit the use of all learn;ng

guide~lines (events) for that learning category, and

H. Media ApproAches that permit u5e of only some of the

learning guidelines.

I. The saws of the media.

"It should be noted that all cf the above criteria for media selection,

which includes sections B, C, I), and E of the Matrices will not be present
for eac.i sub-category. When one or more criteria are missing it is

assumed that the media cmoices available for that particulay sub-category

cannot be differentiated on the basis uf the missing criteria or are not

nee'ed. That is. each medium is preswed to be equally effective for

delivering the instru'tional material in reference to the missing cate-

gories. Therefore, the media selection will be based on the critpria

that are present and on cost factors.

In the example, note the Stimulus Criteria items checked in Figure 111.7.

For each stimulus criteria checked, follc, across and note where x's

appear for that stimulus criteria under different media approacnes that

have x's for all the checked stimulus crixeria items.

Thus far in the example, the following media choices should have

been noted.
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E

)4-

:3 U 2

4- 0

X l l

i Now, go on down the matrix to ALý 1ýstrative Criteria. In the

exwaple, the cGurse is to be developed centrally and you have: been

directed to keep the acquisition costs iow.

This additiorai ii-iformation does not change the set of three choices.

Record the three choices on the worksheet. rh-t worksheet will .aow look

• like Figure 111.8.

2.2 Make Media Selection

Z.2.1, Reject Impractical Approaches •

Each item remaining in the list of

media should be evaluated !in tents of the -- ]

practicality of its ise in the specific •

training system. Reject those media

I n I n u i m nL
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that are impractical. The media types that remain are considered to

be candidates for use in the proposed system, and will be subjected

to a cost analysis. Some of the factors that may be important in

rejecting media types are:

1. Marginal Technical Solutions: The learning guidelines

cannot be easil carried out with the medium.

2. State-of-the-Art: The basic medium is under development

or test and may not be available for practical application

by the time it is required.

3. Size of System: Some media are useful within large training

programs, others are suited only for small programs, and

therefore may not be sui ted to the size program being

considered.

4. Interface with Existing Program: Many new courses must be

designed to fit into existing programs, which places con-

straints on the new courses; e.g., equipment un hand,

available classrooms, scheduling practices, etc.

5. Time to Produce Media: Media which require long lead times

for development may not be useful when scheduled ready-for-

training dates do not allw a long development cycle.

6. Budget Cycle Constraints: While the application of sore of

the powerful training approaches, such as CCTV (closed circuit

television), my result in low co'ts per student graduate, the

initial investment is substantial. Unless these resources

appear in existing budgets, thq application of these tech-

niques to an immediate problem is not feasible.

S. . , , , i
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L. Atton of Innovations: Oroject team member- frequently
resist innovations. If the proposed media is significantly

different from existing techniques, either adequate resources

must he focused upon gaining acceptance for the innovation,

or a more traditional approach Pust be selected.

8. Coursaware Development: If the courseware is to be locally

developed, skilled personnel, equipment, time, and dollars

must be available.

9. High Cost Alternatives: The projected life cycle cost of a

media approach may be significantly hifher than other equally

useful alternatives. Reject high cost alternatives.

10. Learning Style of Trainees: If trainee has low reading ability

or would be limited in his ability to use certain kinds of

media, then reject these media as inappropriate.

11. Other Constraints: A variety of other practical factors

should be considered; e.g., command policy and existing

investment in production facilities.

Table 111.8 gives examples of possible rejection rationale for different

media.

Based on the rejettion rationale Just discussed, make a tentative final

-;edla selection. In the example, apply som experience and judgement.

Sound slide programs can be used by individuals and by groups, but they

also have an audio track that is not required. The microfiche requires

a reader waich the study card sets do not. Make a tentative choice for

the study card sets and the microfiche. The worksheet will now look

like Figure iri.q.
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TABLE 111.8: EXAMPLE OF REUECTION RATIOMALE

Initial List of Media ReJected Impractical Approaches

1. Laboratory Carrel

2. Teaching Machine, Branching
" with Adjunct Equipment

3. Programmed Text, Branching Rejected: Too extensive use of
with Adjunct Material and written material.
Equipment

4. Procedure Trainer with
Adjunct Display and Logic

5. Procedure Trainer with I
Instructor I

6. Logic Trainer Rejected: Marginal Techitical
Solution.

7. Operational Equipment with
(Programed) Manuals

8. Operational Equipment vith
Instructors

9. Microfonn with Information Rejected: Too extensive ute
Mapping and Adjunct Equipment of written material.

10. Simulator with Adjunct Rejected: Budget Cycle Constraints.
Displays

11. Television, Video Disc Rejected: Inadequate State-of-
and Adjunct Equipment the Art.

, ~NOTE: Example assumes that
trainees have low

mading ability.
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2.2.2 Recommend the Optimum Media Mix

The selection of one of -he media mixes and the justification of this

choice is based on weighing the variations in cost along the useful can-

didate media, along with the relevant administrative factors, that

Influence media selection irrespective of technical solutions.

2.3 Determine Management Guidelines - -

2.3.1 Mode of Instruction

Instructional management plans can be

usefully divided into two general categories:

those empleying block scheduling, and those ii
using self-pacing modes. Group instruction

has been widely used in educational settings,

most notably in public schools, and consists of

an instructor managing a number of learners in a fixed sequence of events

and activities. All of the learners go through the same sequence at the

same time.

Self-pdcing, the second general kind of instructional wanagement, is

usually the preferred mode in ISD courses. Which of the forms, or varia-

tions, to use should be based on the setting, the needs of the learners,

and che resource constraints.

Details of various management plans are given in Appendix C of this a

b1 uck.

2.3.2 Selecting Block Scheduling Plans

Select block scheduling when any of the four following conditions

exist:
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1. When socializing, or exchange of views, or other such

grou Interactions are the desired instructione! outcome

of the course;

2. When the performance conditions of the objectives of a

course indicate group or team performance Is required;

3. When course content is so unstable as to make i t change

often;

4. When a course is known to have a short life.

A comon method of group assignment is random; that is, students

are assigned to groups alphabetically, by service number, etc.. or in

the order in which they happen to walk through the door. This resjlts

in a wide -ange of student characteristics.

Even when a group management plan is used, some improvement can be

achieved through the method in which sMudents are Assigned to the groups.

Two alternate methods of group assignment are:

1. Ability grouping - Students are assigned to groups on the

basis of aptitude testing.

2. fchievement grouping - Students are assigned to groups

according to their performance on pretests of units of the

course. This sometimes allows students to skip some units

and move or; to the following units, perhaps to join more

advanced classes.

2.3.3 Selecting Self-Paced Nanagment Plans

Because students art so different in their rates of learning and

other characteristics that affect behavior in course work, self-pacing
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is usually preferred over regular block scheduling. This does not

mean that in a self-paced plan, a group cannot meet. For sore lessons,

all members of the class might participate as a group, but ,iot be kept

in lock-step. Or, as a certain number of students reach the point of

needing a specific type of instruction, they can meet as a small group

and then again proceed at their own paces. In general, though, indi-

viduals come to the instructional settings with such a variety of

achievements that adapting the instruction to these differences is

desirable in order for the maximum number to reach mastery. In a

block scheduled system, individtuals are often moved on or out regard-

less of whether or not they master the objectives of instruction. In

the self-paced setting, adjustments in the system are made so that it

adapts to many factors:

- Variations in the experience each individual has had

before coming to the instructional setting;

- Perscraal learning and performance rates.

Wiatever these individual differences are, the system must account for

them in enough ways to result in student mastery of objectives, rather

than resulting on ly in comparisons of student performance on one

inistructional path.

2.3.4 Course Manawement,

Someone must be in charge of administering a course whether it is

offered in a group mode or an individual mode. An instructor is often

assigned to this position. However, in large training facilities that
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process a high volume of students, administrative functions are sometimes

assigned to one member of an instructor team or to a central office staff.

Administrative duties include activities such as scheduling, requi-

sition, supervision, monitoring, documentation, .id reporting. These

5 activities apply mostly to the course itself ard might be talled course

management activities.

The school or Instructional unit may be organized in various ways.

The organization may be fixed. If so, adapt the management plan W fit

it, if not change it to fit the needs. Two organization charts are

displayed in Figure II.10.

Develop a managemr.nt plan ".At will fit the setting, delivery system,

and any conmand or resource constraints. Provide managem'ent for students,

instructors, support personnel, facilities and equipment, and information.

2.3.5 Students

For students, decisions must be made about entry points, scheduling,

completions, recycling, and exiting. Students may be allowea to enter

only at one point or, as a result of testing, permitted to enter at an

advanced point or enter only after some preparatory instruction. Most

of these decisions werc made in Block 11.3, but must be finalized here.

EVAMPLE

In a Flight Screening Program, T-41 coruse, students with
prior flying experience may be sufficiently proficient to
be advanced. The levels of perfonrance are established
in the course syllabus. Scheduling can be individual, by
homogeneous grouping, or by mixed grouping. Individuals
may he paced or allowances made for self-pacing.

Ii _I, •'
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EXAMPLE

In the T-41 course which is designed to proride a
selection process to identify trainees who possess
the potential to couplete Undergraduate Pilot Train-
ing, each student is considered individually and is
allowed to pbgss s to rubsequent lessons on a pro-. fVciency basis.

* 2.3.5 Convletions/Accumulations

If the individuals pace themselves in the course they will have

varying compledion times. This require either varied exit times or

some provisions to accumulate students within the course. For instance, I
accumulated students can become tutors or be given additional instruction.

EXAMPLE

In the T-41 course, the airmanship examination is indi-
vidually correctLd to 100% during the critique. Stu-
dents are authorized early release from the critique
hour on a proficiency basis. (Students with a 100%
grade are not required to attend.)

2.3.6 Identification and Control of Marginal Students

Students who fail or have trouble with part or all of the course may

be allo1 ed to repeat the part they failed, and proceed, or recycle to

the beginning. There may be a need to limit the number of times a student

may review or recycle.

, i4

xI
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EXAMIPLE

For the T-41 course, the rules for classification as a marginal

student plus the repeat or recycle control procedures are des-
cribed

Some guidelines for identification and conteol of marginal
students are as follow:

1. A student will be considered marginal when he:

a. Receives a grade of U preceded by three or more grades
of F or beloo.

b. Received a grade of U, and has a I on one of the pre-
ceding three lessons.

c. Falls an initial prigress check.

d. Displays substandard performance to the extent that
close monitoring of his progress is required; for
examfle. four or more consecutive grades of F or
below.

2. When a student is identified as marginal, the following
procedures will apply:

a. He will be counseled by a flight supervisor and a
record of counseling will be r.ide on the student
activity record. This counseling is accomplished
to determine the student's degree of understanding
of his weaknesses and recommendations are made to
assist the student in overcoming these weaknesses.

b. Yf a student does not receive at least a grade of
goad on his next flight, final check excluded, he
will be counseled by the instructor, or an assis-
tant, and a determination will be made as to
specific training given on subsequent flights.

c. Students wil. be counseled and their training records
reviewed prio to the administration of progress
checks.

d. Procedures above reflect the minimum required
counselings; however, any further lack of progress
will require counseling assistance by the TRCO,
assistants, or flight supervisors.

e. When identified as marginal, the student will be
scheduled to fly with no more than two instructor
pi ots.

3. The contractor and TRCO will evaluate the records of
identified weak students on a continual basis until =

normal progress is established or a progress check is
warran ted.
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2.3.7 Program Completion

All of the students exit the program either as graduates or -

"program incomplete."

When a limit is placed on the nunber of times a student may review

or recycle, there is a *wed to provide an exit for the "progran incom-

4 plete" students. There are also program inrompletes othor than failures,

who drop out because of other reasons.

Program completion may be scheduled for the group, ur, when self-

pacing has been used, provision must be m'tde for a flow of graduates.

There is an iaterface with the using command 9nd personnel system dt

this pelnt.

Like each of the other student management considerations, a decision

on this exiting has Implications on the otters. The plans for all of

these become the basis for the System Master Plan (SMP) which will be

discussed in the next section and are inputs to the instructor's guide.

2.3.8 Instructors

The second main group for which the management plan is desig:,ed is

the instructors. For instructors make decisions about their roles in

instruction, testing, record keeping. and motivating. This instruc-

tion role may include presenting information, giving demonstrations

providing feedback, tutoring students, and giving assignments.

EXAMPLE

In the T-41 course: A study assignment for the next day's I
less'in will be made at the close of each training period
as directed in the appropriate instructor guide. Lie stu-
dent is expected to come to each class prepared to partici-
pate in classroom discussions on the material being studied.
Evaluation devices will be used as frequently as practicable
to promote student learning.

==I
il • ! ..,
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Testing roles may include ony distributing writteio tests, monitoring,

timing, and collecting tha tests, or the instructor mAy also be responsi-

ble for scoring objective tests oi' even scoring performance tests.

EXAMPLE

The types of tests or checks, and the criteria for passing
the T-41 course are listed below.

Phase Check. A flight check required by the syllabis of
instruction.

The final check will norTally be administered between 12.5

and 13.0 hours for average students. A representative crosssection of mdnuevers are flown as specified. Check f~ights

will be considered incomplete only when war-euvers flewn were
insufficient to enable the check pilot to make a judgment of
the student's overall performance. The stdent will be con-sidered below acceptable standards if he fails this check.

A recheck will be accomplished without intervening instruc-
tion. If he fails the icheck It. will be considered a final
progress check and will result in recommendation for elimi-
nation.

Initial Progress Check (IPC). A special flight check given
by superv;sors to evaluate the progress and skill level of
a sturient in a particular training phase, or a

Final Progress Cherk (FPC): A special flight cherk given bythe appropriate supervisor to evaluate the s~ill level of a

marginal or deficient student to determine whether the stu-
dent has the potential to successfully complete'UPT or should
u. reconmended for elimination, are given wheh:

1. A student receives three unsatisfactory grades, fails
to solo in 11.2 hurs, or when directed by the TRCO.

2. If a student fails to solo on the supervised solo
sortie he will be scheduled for an IPC. He must solo
on the IPC in order to pass the check. If he passes
the check, and a representative cross section of
maneuve-s are flwn, the flight will constitute a
completed phase cherk. If he fails the check he will
be scheduled for an FPC on which he must solo in order
to pass. Failure of the FPC will result in recommen-
dation for elimination. Satisfactory compiption of
an FPC brought about by failure to solo at 11.2 hours
will be considered as completion of the FPC.
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3. Initial prooress checks flown as a result of three
unsatisfactory grades will be flown at the level 4t
wh•c• the second unsatisfactory grade was awarded.

4. If a student :ails the C1W sortie he will fly th-.i
remaing sortie with a military TRCO. He will be
scheduled for an FPC. Failure of the FPC will
result ;n recommndation for faculty board action.
Satisfactory completion of the FPC will be con-
1tder-l as completion of the FPC.

' uion to testirj, the instructor may be respon-
At for grading. The T-41 grading instructions are

examplos nf the ratii•g scale and the evaluation pro-
cedures.

This section outlines the responsibilities and procedures
for flight-li"e evaluation and grading for this course.

1. Levels of Performance:

a. Unable to AccoMlish (U). The student lacked
sufficient knowledge, skill, or ability to perform
the element, operation, maiieuver, or task correctly,
without assistance.

b. Fair (F). The student performed the element, opera-
tion, maneuver, or task, but made some false starts,
repetitions, or minor errors of omission or conAission.

c. Good (G). The student performed the element, opera-
tion, maneuver, or task correctly, with little
nesitation.

J. 'xcellent (E). The student performed the element,
operation, maneuver, or task correctly, quickly,
and efficiently.

e. Demonstrated (D). Enter the letter D when the
maneuver is demonstrated only but not practiced.

f. Practice. The student conducts drills in the job
elem-nt or maneuver to develop proficiency. =

g. Special Syllabus Requirements. Those items *equired
on a one-tinme basis and no provisions are made to
indicate individual completion on the record of
training.

2. Procedures:

a. The rating scale above is used to evaluate (1) the
student's characteristic performance of each maneuver
attempted during each dual ride, and (2, his per-
formance of man-tuvers on supervised solo missions
which can be observed without compromising flying
;.afety. This is an absolute rating scale, and the
student's performance must be judged against the
perfectly performed maneuver. Do not consider the

IL
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type or amount of training the student has received.
Therefore, when a student is introdLced-to a maneuver
Me may receive several i (fair) or U (unable to
accomplish) grades. This does not mean that the

-student is unsatisfactory, but he may be progressing
normally, since the average student my be unable to
accomplish many maneuvers the first time. As soon
as possible after the flight, rate the student on
the applicable ATC form.

b. Immediately after evaluation of the individual maneuvers,
the student's overall performance is rated. The instruc-
tor, using a relative type rating scale, determines if
on the basis of training received the overall grade is
excellent, good, fair, or unsatisfactory. The student
may receive grades of F (fair) or U (unable to accom-
plish) on individual maneuvers that are relatively
new to him and still receive as high as an excellent
grade for his overall performance. An overall grade
of unsatisfactory is assessed if a maneuver is graded
U when the student has not attained the required
satistactory level of performance. Fair (F) is the
minimum satisfactory level of performance.

Record keeping roles range from checking attendance to
"monitoring a co•puterized information management system.
"Recording procedures must be specified as to timing, for-
mat, coding, reports, etc.

The forms used for the T-41 course include flying records
and activity records which are put in the grade folder.
These are described below.

3. Grade Folder:
"a. Flying training records will be maintained in a commor,

folder:

(1) LEFT SIDE:

(a) ATC Form 860 Student Flying Record
(b) ATC Form 878 T-41 Contact Record of Training

S-V8A-A
(c) ATC Form 879 T-41 Contact Grade Sheet

(2) RIGHT SIDE:

(a) ATC Form 803 Student, Activity Record

b. ATC Form 860, "Student Flying Record." The student
flying record is used to record am chronological sequence
of training to afford instructors and supervisors a
ready reference for continuity of training.

c. APC Form 803, "Student Activity Record," ATC forms will
be filed with the most recent form on top. Remarks
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should be factual, objective, and concise ane will be
prefaced with an appropriate short title.
A comprehensive record of counseling will be entered
or. the Form 803. All commntse will be signed by the
person making the ertry, as well as by the student.
Documentation is required for:

I Change of instructor
Z Any lesson graded overall fair or unsatisfactory
I Recomndatlon for elimination
4 Counseling
5 Assignment to marginal student status
6 Grade folder review prior to progress checks
7- Syllabus deviations or Lraining waivers
8 Incomplete lessoas
9) Special requirements not completed

(-0 Any unusual occurrences that could affect
student progress (airsickness, prolonged
groir.ding, etc.)

2.3.9 Support Personnel

The next group is the support personnel. When additional personnel

will be required, the management plan must specify who, when, and where.

Support personnel include secretarial help, driver., con-ten experts,

extra test monitors, fixture or equipment operators, or moverm, etc.

2.3.10 Facilities and Equipment

Facilities include indoor or outdoor space. The management plan

must not only specify what the needs are. but also the local repi'ations

for scheduling the facilities.

Equipment includes the delivery system where applicabie and any

equipment require•) by the instructor for demonstration of testing or

by the students for practice. It may be actual objects, simulators,

or training aids. Equipment must be schedule-i from the source, there

must be a plan for utilization, maintenance, and any imprnvements or

modifications that are required for training.
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EXAMPLE

Part of the facility/equiment list from the T-41 is
shown below.

• TRAINING AIDS

S1. )emonstrators and Trainers: Basis of Issue

a. Flight line

1 Plastic Model Aircraft, T-41 1/instructor .
2 Composite Flight Attitude

Indicator T-41 Dem, 6910L1000133J 12/course
(3) Instrument Parel, T-41 Model A,

6910L100179J 4/course

b. Academics

(1) qddio Aids, T-41, 69L100161J I/course
( 2)Training Films•

(a) FA703, (FLC2-0073), How
AirPlanes Fly (Mandatory) 1/course
(b' SFP1139, The USAF Safety
Story (Optional)

2.3.11 Consumables and Courseware

Consumables or expendables include all the paper, writing instru-

ments, and any other thin9g that are used up during instruction. Study

* 'ard sets that can be kept by the learner. or workbooks that can only

be used once are consumable. All of the consumables and any non-

consumable adjunct instructional materials like slides or books also

must be provi ded.

EXAMPLE

The bibliography and basis of issue rom the T-41
course is:

'I-,



1. Training Manuals. Pamphlets and Technical Orders: Basis of issue

a. FP50-6.USF Pyscalfitm Prgrim P~e)11-tueI
2. Study Guides avid Workbooks:

P-V4-A-AM-SW. Airmmnship 1/student

4.Text References (Optional):

It neaot Phsiall~ EuainHdbutoogrk 1/ou

.2.3.1eq2pmnt Mionsaneusaonileato,

To llo he needsbl forgs facilities, equipment, anConsumablesfrtecus

Whave theoa be obtfined, andhratgapenrovade thave theem fromwhom, atntd

proper times. Scheduling and utilization will have to balance against

other competing demands for the resources. Regular- anialrteniaice and pro-

vision for repairs must be made. Needed modifications or improvements

to equipment or facilities will require permission and resources.I
The amanagement system is also a reporting unit to the organization.

It nt oly s rsposibe fo al th abvebutalso for keeping the

school coadntfe fall r'~uired information plus any special

prbe n nyxtdchanges or teends.
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2.4 oevelgg syste Nster Plan
One of the more significant documents '-

in the ISO process is the System Naster

Plan (SW). This doLument will indicate

exactly how the course is to be conducted,

how the students are to be managed, wher,

and where they will be tested, and all
IJ

other specifications for the course.

The SHP has two principal functions:

1. To indicate to all wo usa it what is to be done to get

the course all together. How the pieces work together,

and what each student is to do.

2. The SMP will be used by the internal evaluator to plan

and conduct the internal evaluation. The more txplicit -

the plan, the more carefully and exactly the couse can

be evaluated. The SM4 will serve as the basis for finding

dis%.repancies in course implementation.

The SMP will specify the media tc be used, the kinds of instructional

materials to be used, the tests that will be given, and when they will

be giv-on what the instructors will be expected to do, what the time

schedule and physical layout of the facilities is, how students can be

placed in more advanced units or how they can by-pass or retake the

units, and the other necessary technical details of the course plan

required by standard oerating procedure or regulation.

The intention of the system master plan is to communicate with

instructors, managers, students, and evaluators exactly what is supposed

1 •. . .i- -I II I I I I II I II I II I II I II I I
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to happen in relation to everything else that is supposed to happen.

The SMP also is a major input to the Instructor's Manual and instruc-

tions to students to be prepared in Block III.4.

The decisions made in the previous section on d&termlnlng manage-

"ment guidelines are major inputs to the System Master Plan. Much of

the )ther inputs to the plan are also already available from other parts

of this block and other blocks in the Model. It should be enphas•zed

that the SW developed here is a tentative plan that most liicly will

be revised as it is put into use.

The details of the SWP will depend largely on the training settii,g

selected. If the setting is the RS, the principal problems will be

with the local resources and instructors as well as with the factors

already mentioned in this srction.

If the setting is FOJT, the SMP will contain much of thc. same infor-

mation, but, 4n addition must include all of the additional require,.nts

brought about by the location of the trainees in dvas remote ti' thr;

school. For example, the provisions made for training instrucZors (F&IT

supervisors) will necessarily differ from the arrangements for instructor

training in the RS.

Because there will not often be an aggregated staff capeble of pro-

vidirng immediate assistance to the instructor, the manuals and other

supplied materials will need to be in a form that can readily be used on

the job. The instructor's manual should be in the form of a JOA to tU

fullest extent possible. There should also be a provision for the FOJT

instructor to be able to talk directly with the course manager or his

&--11 •1F 1111
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representative in person or by telephore in order to resolve problenm

which arise through the use of the materials.

Since training records must be wa!ntained in remote locations, some

direct means must be established for keeping the records of trafiing

accomplishments in the records of the trainee. Thus, record keeping

becomes as importint a part of FOJT as proper administration of the JPMs

and the conduct of instruction. If the course is to Improve through

tit•e, there must also be provision for evaluation of the course perfomance.

Self-Teaching Exportable Packages (STEPs) can become an important

part of the FOJT program in those DOS which require additional media

support. The SMP should take into account which of the tasks or terminal

learning objectives will be served directly by the facilities and equip-

ment fow*,d on the job and which must be served by the STEPs. Discussions

-with pott.ntial FOJT supervisors should be an important part of the plan-

ning process and the outcomes cF these discussions should be given care- 1 1
ful weighing in the final decisions. The program, the STEPs, and the

record keeping of the course should all be kept as simple as possible to

avoid placing an unnecessary burden on the operating units.

If the course is to be offered by Installation Support Schools, tVe

requircments will be different from those found in FOJT cr in RS. Since

many courses offered hy ISS will be of a temp-rary nature and others will

be of an infrequent nature, the SMP must take into account ail of 'he ,

resources available in the ISS, the rneeds for the course on an annual

basis, and the range of alternatives available. For exahple, i' the course •

is offered regularly to larger numbers of trainees, wore complete packages

I

-,I, K
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of learning materials can be developed to take full advantage of the

chosen medi4 and studeat management system.

If the a~inual requirement is hiýh, it may be reasonable to consider

developing a packaged self-paced course suitable for offering on a con-

tinuous basis in those locations where facilitles permit. Often,

S~Learning Resource Centers (LRCs) will be available where all forms of

multimedia packages can be used. Other locations will be vea y hao d 4
pressel to use anything other than the simplest print media with inmtruc-

tor support packages. In the latter cases, the quality of the instruc-

tor,'s muual must be high enought to achieve the desired results.

Preparation of SMPs for any setting except RS will require con-

siderable coordination with all of those who will be involved in the

use of the course package. There plans should be made at early as

possible in order to take ddvantage of the inputs From the fell range oil

people affected. Most often, more than one command will be involved and

coordination through normal channels will probably take longer than when*1• Ieveryone is in the same location.

Many exemplary programs exist within the sertices whicn can serve as

tldtitil starti.ng points f.)r those who are plal eIng new traindrg setting

for the fir-st time. The Air '.-orce has a well established and procedural-

ized FORT program whicn is a fundamental part of the Weighted Airman

Promotion Sy-,tem. Those pl(a~inlg integrated (FOJT, ISS, S.TEP) trainin~j

programs could benefit from careful stud~y of the system in the Air Force.

? The Army's Training Extension Course (TEC) program is a very good

Sexample of the design, development, and implementation of STEPs under a
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wide variety of curcumstances. These le3sons used in the TEC program cover

a wide range of DOS and topics within DOS. They are in audiovisual, audio

only, and printed fcrmats, depending on the requirements of the content

and the intended use in the field.

Large scale ISS training for critical tasks may be Oest exemplified

by the Nayy's fleet training program for new antisubmarine warfare (ASW)

pilots. This program utilizes state-of-the-art computer, simulator,

and related technologies to provide introductory training for a new

wcapon system.

While there are many other notable examples of well-managed, exem-

plary programs, these :an serve as a point of departure in those instances

where the problews faced by the developer are similar in nature, Often,

people who work in those programs are familiar with other similar approaches

used elsewhere and can provide valuable information for further search.

3.0 OUTPdTS

The outputs of this block should be:

3.1 Products

1. Dccumentation of media selected for each learning objective

or group of learning objectives (partial example, pages 14•,-145).

2. A System Master Plan which provides details of system

decisions on how the instruction will be developed and

implemented

a. Instructional management plan (See example, page 146.)

b. Plan for developing instruction, and

c. Plan for evaluating the system
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3.2 Other Documentation

1. Rationale for media selection decisions and management

plan decisions

2. A summary statement of rationale for major decisions .

in the System Master Plan

1=

VB
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EXAMPLES

Miedia selection for "remove main drive shaft
from 0O1-58 Helicopter:"

*Loarning CaiqWfy:ln WW selSction Criteia Mod Is Pool
Recalling orocedures an&M_____ ____

positioning movement
L~arnng~vIvstyOperational system in lab

se~rae] COMPLEXITYc;RirERIA with tutor.
1. State learning activity I WIWIMotorAm

2. Present each sikill 2eparately 2 Trill'- Simiul ator with tutor.

3. Provide 4isual demonstration 4 V* Prceur taier

6- Provide chnckllst and 6 ____________ -la Lab c~rrel with equipment.
sc~emat1 ~s Obmgld Operational system in real

S. Practice 10 vimw iMOwaawl- environmoent with tutor.

6. Provide K0IR 11 ___________

V4Lu&venan
7. Practice until job standards 20 Bat. WWN8

are reached ________sum_

Voice ftuM avs- - Media Selctijon Uid Rationtale:
Full oi~wd r-i- __________

Ant~nt ad

TatileCw 6 All acquisition costs are
Int"14 stm.-ul;04MM Q high so the least expensive
;reral tIWh* M66nCAMof the above should be

-m-n nr%4%mW6~q- chosen. 1he operational
3toa~ounw~tantubttu~es 1 yste~n in real environment

TRAINING SETTING CRIITERIA with titor should be used
"indw T Ao " o wtmIeimntge a0with some print adJuiictlve

PttF iaie o materials. If a higher
ii~ivdudTrtne vithe~utti~wmacquisition cost altern-I lndltds~Ative Jls permitted, ~he

Ifdin~ totirwlorie at env simulator with tutor and
Location - testb ý the preferre~d

I-WvidalT,*neao-te choirc'.

ItArg G~mW at f.6vni@ Localtio

Team if eting
ACMINlSTRATlVE C.RITERIA

site W5 CouUawre DMO"a

M.~nlsude al A;4u.Mtlar CMa
HLOW
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CHAPTER 1

TEC GENERAL I1NSMfUCTI0NS

FOR THlE SOLDIER

This section is designld le help you usc the TEC material. We have tried to give you all the information you
need to get the most from TEC. Use the fo!lowing list as a guide to ans4'.er your questions. For more information
conlaci your supervisor or uiý,t training NCO.

0*WHAT IS TEC?
* WHOM :S T1EC FOR?
e HOW TEC WOkKS?
* WHY YOU SHtJUl.D USE TEC

* HOW ro GET STARTEDI~WHAT TIS TEC'
TEC is a series of presentations designed to help you do your job.
Ile first series (TEC 1) was z limited production program produced in 1972, for the 11840 MOS. It is no

longer in production, but because of its success, I1 EC has been enlaiged to provide lessons for other MOSs.

Tie thing that makes TEC different is that the lessons have been tested on other soldiers t I insure that they
teu.,h. TEC was developed to make it easier for you to leani what you need to know and what you should be able
to do in the li~rform.nmce of your job.

WHOM IS TEC FOR?

The Training Ext-nslon Course (TEC 11) series contains information for-

*a~l ~oldiers. These a.- called romion subjects.

*soldiers in thi four combat 2arru branches (infantry, Armor, Field Ar-Ilery, and Air Defense). These are
called branch subjects.

0 soldiers in eight military occupational specialties (lI I. I I C, I I D, 11IE. 13A1B, 13E, 16R. 16P'). These
are MOS subjects.

The TEC Ill series contains informsdlon for-

a soldiery i five critical duty position-

Unit Clerk
PLL Clerk
TAIMMS Clerk
Generator Operator
Radio-Teletypewriter Operator

The TEC IV series is a cantinuation of TEC 11 & Ill, 3.1d adds the Tnemaining TRADOC tervice schools to he
program to ucvclop lesspris for combat support and co'mbat serv'ice support battalions. TEC IV lessons will be

fielded in F'SY 77.

110W IEC WORKS
TEC material will be prescnte in ~any one, or a combination, of three ways; audiovisuadly (like a movie),

audio-onl (likt a raio) printed (like a book).
3
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You can use TIEC by yourself (at your own speed) or with sverld of your budiC.its.

VAth TFC, you stttdy only dhe lesson, you need. A test helps you findl out If you need uhe information
presented on a partlicular subject. If-yot; can pas the test, thvn you don't need to take the lesron; however. you
art: free to use the lessssj anytime as a review of previous Instruction.

0WHY YOU SHOULD I WE TEC AND WHEN

O1TEC provides Stan'Faihdiyed hisiructitn.

* TEC saves time. You get the most informationt in the ieast tunet.

* TEC teaches what you oeed-t o-know. It hclps you prepare fo. your Sk'll Qualification Test (SOT).

* TEC prepares you it) do ) our job bet:er or learn new job skills which increases your chanes for
pronot. ion.

When to use TEC

*l'rior to your Skill Qualification Test (SQT).

*On your own t ime
$Whebn as..lgnad to a now jo b

HOW 10 GET STARTED

Lesson Catalog-'lbe Start point fol ThC is thu Lesson Calilog. Chapter 2 of the catrilog gives the objec!t--c of
each TEC lesson. A copy of the TK~ Lesson Catoalog is in your unit and at TEC I earning Centers.

Lesson Administraitive lintructions -The I cs&.on Administrative Insti ictiiet is a brief outli~ic that gives you thle
* objectives of the lesson. skills you should already have prior it) taking the lesson, and a test to let you decide if

you need to take the lesson, It tells how the lesson is prcsented (e.g., iudiovisual, audio-only, programmed text),
Prid additional equipmnent or materials required. A copy (t the Lecsson Administrative Instruction Book is in your
wnilt and at TEC Learning Centers.

Student lnaurutlon Sheet-This is an abbreviated lesson Administrative Instruction. It is inside the 6ox of
each audiovisual and audio-only lesson, and is also in the programmed text lessons. It is a quick reference to a
lemson's tralniag objectives, materials needed, and tiane required to take thie lesson.

Cue/See Projector-Ibis projector Is used for audiovisual le isons. In most cases Cue/Sce projectors will be
located at your unit's Learning ',enter. Your training NCO can give you inforanatijn on where your un'ts
Cue/See projectors and TiC lesson library awe located. L~earning Center personnel will show you how to operate
the projector. Or. you may take the "Introduction to TEiC" lesson. which tcachcs you hlow to operate the
projector and tells you more about TEC.

Tape Mlayer-The portable cassette tape player is used ru: aud~io-only lessons. The audio-only lessons are
designed to provida "step-by-step" instructions as you work on equipment (e.g., a vehicle). Your training NCO
and untit Learning Center personnel can tell you where the tape players and audio-only lessons are kept, and how
you can get themn.

Pengeaanied Text-Some TEC lessors will be presented in a book, These programmed texts are available at
your unit or at TFC Learning Centers just like audiovisual and audio-only lessons. In surme cases these lessons till
be formated as job Aids. They will actually provide a simplified checklist to pace a man through his jots.

7k'a thing to do nsow ii to decide which TEC lessor~ you want, or need to take. Head for ),our unit's TF.C(
La.mft Center and Siwe TEC a ray.
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FOR THE INSTRUCTOR
Although the Triaiaang Extension Course (TEC) System was designed to be used by the indvidual sold!.-r at 112s

own pace, it can alsu be used in the small group mode. -this se-tlion z,-'plles to sayone who plans to adapt TEC
a lessons to the group mode.

a THE TEC INSTRUC~TOR
* WHY USE 'FEC
* HOW TO ADAPT 'FEC TO YOUR SITUATION

THE rEClNSTRLJC7'R

TEC places you in a new roic. You nu longer just present information to a group of soldiers. You are a
manaige. of' learning, a resource to the soldier, a counselor. Working on a more personal, lndividualizeiJ basis, you
will help tha soldier broaden his skills anre m.dierstanding, take steps to b4 ing his performance up to a standard,
and recommend Improveenwrts In the Instructional iystemt. In order to achieve these objectives, one fundamental
of the 'FEC series musts: be undcrstocd. Each soldier must demonctstrate mastery of the skills presented. In other
words, soldiers are not being compa-red witht each other, but with the standards Identified in the. TFC lesson.
Tests, fo:'nd in t'ie LAIs, have been designed to assure both yost and the soldier that he hra reached (he 'objectives

of the lesson.

As you know, not all soldiers learn at the same rate. Some s'dlers will need to go over a lesson several timer to
reach the objectives and stanaards stated; other soldiers might feel compet'nt and request to take the test prior to
studying the lesson. If they can pass the test, they should not take the lesson, but move on to anothir one. In the
event a soldier fo'ils the test and doer not perform satisfactorily after retaking the lesson several titsvts you should
Identify the specific ittms wyhlch are causing him to fail and makQe direct supervision available to Ihin. But, what

about the soldier who finished early? What can be' done to maintain his motivation and interest? If his reward for
linistrhin early is the assigni~tent of ianother lesson oir an unpleasant detail, he may never firsisa the second lesson.I
You should determine a soldier's preferred activities (work, play, entertuinmient). Then upon his completion of an
assignment allow a fixed amount of time for him to .njoy this preferred activity. This is an effective
motivattor,-controlling procedure that works well with all levels of soldiers and, in addition, is usefail in
controlling the behavior of les.s motivated soldiers.

WN f USE I EC?2

'FEC provides you with up-to-date, standardized irnstruczional material which has beer, tested to insure the
stat-ed objectives can be achieved.

TEC assures on-the~job performance. By passing a Tl-' lesson test, -'he soldier proves he can do thtat portion of
his job.

'FEC assists you by elimtinating much of the research requirement for class preparation. This savings in time can

be directed toward personablsng you. instruction.I

TEC teaches skilLi that are critical to the job or MOS and will help ~oldiers prepare for the SOT.

HO0W TO ADAPT TEC 70 YOUR SITUATIONI
The steps to follow in using TEC lessos in 1he grotip mode are:

o Check the Lesson Catalog to determine what l)s:rons are available tlhat apply to your unit's training.II. *Arrarige for the 1esson and necessaty equipmeat. Equipm'ent requirements are found in the L-esson
Administr'.tive Instructions.

5
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& Take the TEC lesson yourself prior to presenting it in the group mode.

0 Pretest your soldiers. Afte; Introcdcing the lesson and its objectives, kive the test. Soldiers that pass the
test do not need the lessn.or

* * Pace the lesson to allow slower soldiers to complete exercises during programmed stops.

S0 Test soldiers again at 'he completion of the lesson to insure learning has occurred. Those who have not
!, learned the objectives should repeat the lesson.

In some cases additional practice exercises will be required to insure that your soldiers can perform tasks
presented in the TEC lessons. These are called 'skiR practice". Skill practice exercises ate available for sonic
lessons to assist you In adapting the information presented in the lesson to a "hands on" practice situation.
Setting up this follow-on training is your responsibility. The Lesson Administrative 'nstructions help you
accomplish this by either referring to existing exercises contained in other training material, e.g., Army Subject
Schedules, or providing the skill practice as an inclosure.

FOR THE UNIT TRAINING MANAGER

"Training managers are responsible for the plann;ng, organl;,tion, conduct, and evaluation of traini.ig. If y3u
arm the Commander, S-3. Platoon Leader, Platoon Sergeant. or Squad Leader, at some point from the planning,
phase through Its implementation.you will play an inmpo-tant part in the management of your unit's traiiting.

. WHY YOUR UNIT SHOULD USE TEC
0 HOW TO -#ET THE MOST OUT OF 7EC
""YOUR REVONSIBIL ES ]IN IMPLEMENTING TEC

WHI YOUR UNITrsJIOLLD USE TEc
Ike Incra sed individual proficiency resulting from the use of TEC will inprove unit proficiency. TEC v ill also

increase the soldier's technical proficiency, !esulting in better job performance and higher SOT scores.

Becaus TEC is standardized instructional material (in a media the individual soldier can use at his cwn pace),
you will be at•le to direct more attention to unit (collective) training, while tt the same time cond. t effective
individual training. For example, TEC allows you to single out squad-sizc elements from other tra nif.g. Then,
using TEC, the squad leader can develop the individual proficiency of his squad members to the required
standards.

NOW 10 GL.F MlE MOST OUT OF TEC

As a training nmtagr, your responslbilities include tha appropriate use of resourcas ta achieve a higher level of
effectiv•wss or a higher level of efficiency, or both. The following are guides to assist you in the use of TEC and
help you achieve your trMining gols.

0 Insure that TFEC is understood throughout your unit. Emphasize that TEC is a systematically developSM,
tetWed, training program.

a Build TEC into your training program (i,:., select and schedule TEC lkssons for the individual
proficiencies which relate to the current unit trainIng mission).

0 Publicize individual proficiency goals and use TIEC to train to the required standards.

* Schedule TFC with field exercises as concarrent trnInng. Use as make-up and inclement weather dasmes.

0 Encoorage the ue of 71EC to asit persnmet in preparing for upcoming Skill Qualification Tests (SOT).

•ake " EC avaa" e during duty and non-duty houis.

6



* Recognize and reward IndividuiAI, who use TIEC.

* Do not 'il a dsssroom with soldiers and attempt to use TEC as you wo~uld a tralnints filmr. Renmember
that TEC lessons require each sloldiez's active participation aud were designed to be used by an individual

or adopted to a small group.

YOUR RESPONSJBILITIES IN 1AMILEMENTING T*EC

As a training inaniager,yopt hare thve responsibili~tY of insuring that the progranm functions properly.

* You must supervise the Luce of TEC equipment For example, if equipment is taken from tile Learning
* Center for a platooli class, insure that it doesn't erd up locked in a supply room tbor several days. therchy

limiting its use.
* li.sure security of all TEC materials.

e Insure completion of necessary forms and records.

GiSchedule iocations for group mnode presentations. This is especially important in assisting soldiers
preparing for Skill Qualification Tests (SOT).
Sch-edule tests to assist in determining the level of Itraining in yotur unit and to identify individuals thtatI
would benefit f romn TEC training.

* Schedule activities and rewards filr ih;e personnel who do not need training or who comiplete thve VEC
trainirt; early.

FOR THE COMMANDER

Leadershtip is thle basic requirement for dire innovation and continuance of thie TLC' program in your unit.
W~ithiout your support, TEC will fail.

* DIVISION COMMANDER
* BRIGADE COMMANDER
* BATTALION/SQUADRON COMMANDER

* ('OMPANY/BATTERY/TROOP COMEIANDER

ABOUT 7'1-(

TEC vk more thani transporting inmstruction tront Anny service schools to individual soldiers at tile unit iesel 0m
mulititedia inctltods. It fo~cuses (In the application of instructional techtnology to all types of Aritty ti aiming.

TEC training notcri its have bccn1 designed to emphasitt pcrfortnancc. The utih.,ation of "tests"' and -kil
prriciiets' as a p)ail oflite TEC program is in step with tire Aimnys move toward performance oriew~ed trailling.
&lost important. thiese materials have been tested. ac;:ualiy- 'cued mil" on ioldiers front the target population to
insure that th-:v teach. This validation process is one of the most impomrtant differences betwevrn tlie TEC pmigraitm
and conventional instruction.

Yomr commanders aid trainers can use thie TEC lesson tests as a diagnostic vehicle to determ'ne s~re,,q:hs and
weakiaesses in thre job proficiency ot individual SuOIIrM. A prescriptive approach to training c~n then lie takent and
you will be able it) profile the individual proficiency strengths and weakneszes of you. uifi as a w'hole.

The TEC traininig materials and equipment provide ht- nucletis for a unit I.eaiwamg (Cen ter. This center can he a
Sk comnc.)site of military traitning unaitrials, GEDL materials, and commercially produced tnatetials related :o soldier

needs and intlerests.
7
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TIC protide; l•istructors standardized inatetial in a ready-to.-u. fotin adaptable to their nceds. The isastrut.or
thus will have more time available to concentrate on training rathei than reicardhitng and pieparing plati'orma
rseenitations.

"This is not to imply that "rEC is the answer to all of your training problenms. But, TEC does give yot: another
means of improving an Individual's proficiency when integrated Into your training prograin. Its use anr
effectivenss will be linited otily by the Imagination or your trAlnei,.

V.
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CHAPTER 2

TEC MANAGEMEM' INSTRUCTION3

TF.C UNITS

This section outlincs the receipt and maisilevan~e proc~edures to be (ollowed in wiriis issued tht TEC series. In
* sonic cases the procsdures for Active Army. USAR, and National Guard units will differ. these dii Irencef will be

noted.

*RECEIPT OF~ 'tC LESSON
* SUPPORT MATERIALS
0RECEIPT OF T-EC AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT

* PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
* ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

SUPPO9ATMA TEPJALS

Several items have bc-sts prcparti to assist units in the effective and effictent use of TEC.

Ilhe TEC Lseion Catalog. TC 21-5-4. ists all the lessons curriently available in th- TEC program. Chapme 2 of
the catalog provide a synopsis of die training objectives for esich lksson to assist in selecting lessons for use in
accomplishing specific traininp. taskts. The catalog will be distributed down to company-sized units. Inltaiily. it
will be produced in a loosk!Iaf format tc facilitate updating, which will berequlred due to the rapid incrtase in
the number of TEC lessons to be fielded during FY 76.

The Lesson Adminsistrative tinstructions (LAI) provide the fnillewiag information for each lesson: training
objective,. pictraining actions. lesson materials, equipment and/or materials required, length, study reference,
skill practice, and recommendations to instructors. These will be distributed down to cempany-sized units. To
assist units in nuluitaining accurate files of L.Als, a three-ring binder is z!so prosided. However, die unit will have
to supply addhitonal hinders as th~eir letion inventory Increases. TEC surgests that LAIs beorganized and filed in
the binders its the same manner as Chapter 2 uf the TEC Lesson rCqtaJog, TC 21-5 4.

Adju~nctive Mater iaI required to support some lessons. The initial issuse of materials will accompany the TEC
lesion they support to the fleld. Instructior s are provided in the LAI fur each lesson which requires adjunctive
materials, informing the unit on how to procure replacement adjunctive materhi-s for those expended during the
course of lesson usage.

Projection Screens afc issued to support the use of the Cut/See Projector in the s'rall group mode. The DO[ is
one screen per company.

To facilitate control and easy access to TEC lessons, Leson Storag Cabinets are needed. Appendix C shows
plans fog a lesson storage cabinet easily made by modifying a footlockei. One advantage of this type 01 itorage
container is its mobility. With h~ the unit's TEC lesson library can be easily transported to the field.

Whatever is used to store TEC lessons. TEC suggests that lessons be filed according tri Chapter 2 of the TEC
Lesson Catalog, TC 21 -5-4.
RECTlP7 OF TEC LE&FONS

The basis of issue for TEC iessons isi given in appendix A. The initial distribution of a lesion will be made
directly to =nits ýy the TRADOC Training Aids Management Agency, Training Material Suppor Division,
Tobyhanna, PA 18466.

* Under special conditionas, some units may require additional copies of a TEC lesson. In those cases,
adjustments in the basis of issue for the units will be made up~n review and approval of t'le demand data. To
initiate ths action, the unit submits requests for additional copies of a lesson to the Training Material Support

Division, AMN: ATTNG-TA-.P The unit's supporting TASflAV.W. will assist in preparing and submitting theI9
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order. DA Foom 4125. Permanent Retention Film Order (lepliaces DA Form I 1.172) will be used to submit the
reciuest. See ippendi.' D page lit. The filn order will be 6ddressed frvm the supportlng TASO/AV"SC to the
"raining Material Support Division. The "ship to" block will comain the reque.Ilhng unit's address.

Damaged film cartidges and tape cassettes will be i. ?laced on a diret excliange basis by the supp-orting *
TASOIAV.SC

Units cei, ascertain tht completeness of their lesson inientor.. by checking the TEC Lesson Catalog (TC

RECEJPTr)F TECAUVIOPliUAL EQUIPMLINT

The B.i for the Cue/See P-ojector and Portable ( assette Tape Player is given in "1ppendix B.

CONUS uniu. Active Army and USAR, will rceive ThC audiovisual equipment from ;heir supporting TASO.
OCONUS unit. will receive TEC audiovisual equipment front their supporting Audiovisual Support ('enter
(AVSC). National Guard units may re,•elve TEC audiovisual equirment from their state USP&FO or from their

Sup.otling TASO/AVSC. This "viU depend on each state's ThE implementation plan and the arrangements nmade
with W aupporting TASO/AVSC.

It is suggested that receipt procedures be in accordance with AR 710-2 an4 that DA Form 2062 (see appendix
E, pale 19) be used to record the equipment issue.

PREVEhI7VEMAINTENANCE

"Preventive maintcnance is the systematic care, inspection and servicing ofequipment to keep it in serviceable
crmdition, prevent breakdown-, and insore maximum operational readlnf.rs.

Only personnel assigned to the unit's Learning Cepter will perform preventive maintenance on TLC
equipment. Learning Center personnel will prepare equipment for operation on a daily basis. Students wilt not
perform this function.

Learning Center personnel wi!J follow the maintenance procedures provided in the equipment operating
instructions to in-ure the proper use and mnzintenance of TEC audiovisual equipment. Preventive maintenance is
limited to those activities listed in the operating instructions for each type of equipment.

A DA Form 2404, Equipment Inspection aid Maintenance Worksheet, will be used to record equipment
inspections and checkouts f4; each system. Only those shortcomings and deficiencies which car.not be corrected

- or which are corrected by replacement of parts will be recorded on the form. Equipment with uncorrected
shortcomings and de',ien( .- wlh be evacuated to the supporting TASO/AVSC for maintenance support.

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Active Army utLs and, when feasible, US Army Reserve units will deliver inoperative equipment to their
supporting "; ASO/AVSC for repair. If the TASO/AVSC can repair an item on the spot, the same item will be , =

returned to the unit. If on-the.spot repair is not possible, an operatioaal item from maintenance float will be
exchanged for the defective item. The DA Form 2404 will accompany the equipment and be used by the
TASO/AVSC.

US Army keserve units, that cannot deliver the inoperative equipment to their TASO/AVSC, may ship it. The
DA Form 2404 will arcompany each item shipped.

National Guard units will evacuate lnoperrtive TEC equipment in accordance with their state's TEC
maintenance support plan. The DA Form 2404 will accompan", the equipment.

10
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OCONUS units will deliver or ship inopefative equipment. ilong with D)A lorin 2404. to (heir supporing
AVSC for repair.

:4, TRAINING AIDS SERVICE OFFIC:E (TASO)/AUI)IOVISUAL SUPPORT CENTER (AVSC)

1 his~ section proviues 3uidance to the TA-SO/AV.SC for establishing policies and operating procedures for
contrul and maintenance of TEC equlpnren, and supplies.

* *#RECEIPT AND ISSUE OF TEC LESSONS
* RECEIPT OF TEC AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT
0*ISSUE OF TEC AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT
a PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
* ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
* DIRECT SUPPORT/GENERAL SUPPORT MAUNTENANCE

RECEIPT AND ISSUE OF TEC LESSONS

The TKAIXX* Training Aids Managertient Agency, Training Support DrIicrisr wvill make the initial distribution
of lessons to units. They will provide tiie TASOIAVSC with a copy of the shipping document of the lessons
issued -o its supported units. This listinl; will serve as the TASO/AVSC's issue confirmation document and as their
checklist to control TEC lessons.

Alter wnits develop denund experience for TEC lessons, there may be requirements to make adjustments in
the number of lessons issued to a unit. lrhe unit will submit its request for additional copies of a lesson to its
supporting TASO/AVSC (DA Form 4125). See appcndix D, page 18. The TASO3/AVSC will assist th: unit in
preparation of the order and forward the request to the Training Support Division, ATI-N: ATTNG-TA-P. for
approval. Upon approval. the lesson will be shipped directly to the requesing unit with a copy of the shipping
document to the TASO/AVSC for control purposes.

The TASOIAVSC will receive a limited numbe. of each 'FEC lesson to use in replacing those unit copies that
become defective. The TASO/AVSC should maintain a minimum of iwo copies of each lesson in stock by

F reordering copies from the Training Aids Management Agency. Training Support Division. DA Form 4125 will be
used to order these lessons. See anipendix D, page IS. The "ship to" biock will contain the TASO/AVSC's
address.

The Training Support Division wdIl notity the TASO/AVSC when Iftssuns become obsolete. The TASO/AVSC
will inform the supported Active Army and Rkeserve Components units to turn in the obsolete lessons. The
TA.S0/AVSCwill distose of obsoete or damaged cartridges and cassetteF in accordanc-e with AR 108-5

REC'EIPT OF TEC AUVDI VISUAL EQUIPMENT

Upon receipt of TEC audiovisual equipment from the Installation Accountable Officer the TASOiAVSC will
inspect it for completentss and serviceability.

The TASO/AVSC will prepare the equipment for distribution in acc:ordance with the instructions prosided by
the US Army Combat Arms I ruining Board. Fort Heiming, Georgia 31905.

The TASO/AVSC will also receive additional TEC audiovisual equipment to be maintained at the TASQ/AVSC
as a maintenance float. Generally this will be calculated on the basis of 10% of the equipment issiied to supported
units.

ISUE OF TEC A UDIO VISUAL EQUIPMEN1l

It is recommended the procedures in AR 710-2 be followed for issue of the Cue/See Projector and ',he Portable
F Cassertte Tape Player.

Y.
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It is suggested the TASO/AVS,' utiliz.e DAs Form 2002 (iee appendiX Ei, page 19)) to issue TEL aludiuVisu.il
equipment to Acti,v! Armty and UISAR uifts;~ and aiso for the National 6uard whecther it is issued to the units or
to each state's United States Property and Fiscal Officer.

The basis of' issue for TEC audiovisual equipment is established in appendix II. The TASOI'AVSC will not lout.
o'n an indeeinite or extended loan, additional hardware to. or recall hardware from, tlils without approval ol'ithe
supported itujor unit commander.

PREVENTI VE MAINTENANCE
The TASO/AVSr? will schedule and record mtaintenance services For TEC auidiovisuial equiputen. Nmwinenaixe 4'

servi,.es are stated in the Technical Service Manual for the cassette tape playter and the Nlaintcrince and S,:i~icc
Manual l'or the Cue/See projector.

TEC audiovisual equipment in Active Army. USAR and National Guard unit:. will be scheduled for
inalicntenaic services semi-annually. The TASOIAVSC or state Maintenance Officer will notit\' tile unt~st(it

equipment scheduled for maintenance services by serial numbet.
Miiinteitance services fur audiovisual equipment in the TASO/AV,)C maintienance float will he perfi'mind

quarterly.

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANC'E

The TASO!AVSC is responsible fix organizational inaintenance of TEC audiovisual equipment. Maintettance
guidance ii contaiined in the Technical Service Manual for the cassette tape player and the Mlaintenance and
service Manual ioi the Cue/sec projector.

Active Army units and US Army Resefve units will deliver inoperative equipment t- their mipporting
TASO/AVS(' for repair. If the TASO/AVSC can repair an item on-the-sixit. the same itemii will be retIurned ito tile
unit. If on-imhc-spot repair is not possible. an operational item from maintenance flout will be exchiainged for the
defective item.

US Army Reserve units unable to deliver equipment to the supportintg TASO/AVSC may ship the inoperative
equipment to thie TASO/AVS1C. The DA 1Forin 2404 will accompany each item shipped. If' the T/,30'~AVSC' can
repair the defective item within 24 hours, it will he returned to the uinit. If the TASO/AVS(' can:,oI repaif 11h,
item within 24 hours. ani operational item fromn maintenance float will be shipped to the uril it) replace the
defective itemi.

Nitionail Guard TEC equipment beyond the repair capabilities of the wtate combined ýrmpprtr ntainietiance
shop will be shipped or delivered to the TASO/AVSC. The TASO/AVSC will issue an operational item front
naintenanee float to replace thie tcin tLimed-tn.

After equipnteitt is repaired at the TASO/AVSC it will be placed in the mlaintenanice float.

A one-time issue of repair pai is kits for the Cue/See, projector will be made to the TASO/AV.SC ott the basis of
one kit per ten machines.

The TASO/AVSC can) obtain repair parts for all TEC audiovisual equipment by requesfing the Putrchiasing andl
Contracting Office to subtmit purchase urders according to thie Basic Oidening Agieerwnins .vhich have beent
negotiated with tie equipment manufacturers of the TEC audiovisual equipmuent. Distributtion ol' the Basic
Ordeting Agreenents is to the TASO/ kVSU'. The TASO/AVS(' wilt distribute corics of' tie Basic Ordeting
Agreements to his supporting Purchasing and C'ooracting Office and inst\allationi consolidated inaintettunce
facility. Further informatior can be obtatned by cotntacting the [IS Army) Combat Arms. Training Board. Fort
Benning. Georgia 31905, (AV 835-5277).

12
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TECOIequipittentl to and 64,1t lite Unit'. 1 lie prnmary :son~idetation should be ito free thle units [ion st US tidny of tile
matiens~ince responsibtlitte! :is Possible.

I*EVENTIVE M4IN7ENANCE

1 he Urganiiational Ntaintenastce Sftups/('omhialied support Nfaincicaunce Shtop will pvfOnn sceliluled
p~revenltive rtaifltetanee .ervices on TEC equipuswsi. TEC equtipment will be scheduled tsir otgiiiuit.'tiotizl
preivenive imointerlaflse service semti-annttslly.

Organita lion a preventiv timcuain ten ance for aui idivisstal equipitiottill ttsainit CitalMc ii ua will he eirtd
quarterly.

When leasible. it is recommnitided thal tirg:tttitatisual Prevenitive stnatintott.01 e be aa'otnplkisied, :t ftil ktilt h>
pioeon lIve tttdw leattee tea ms [lomn(tie Oratiai ii/tiona! Slainuirt sice :;lops/Cntnhined Suppo.rt N antmidnce
Shop.

ORGINJI A7'INAfI IAMINTAM4N(E

iThe Slate Main tenlance Ottleer is, lespssisible for ssrganhliational mtaititenurv:e oh' TEC atidiovisural equtipmetei
ieudto tile National Guard.

In planning (tsr stnaintemoste support ssf TEC audiiovisual ~quipmentt. the State Nijintenance Uflice, will wantt
III locate tile ttaintetnance' flout to insurc e i~ponlivcttCSs to tile supported units. Thiti call he done by p!a ci; the0
:nsjntenaflee float a: tite stated Combhined Suppiri NfainltesHsWIc Shop. or due III unit locatiutux antd the fact st o'
is'tc and distaste ttay requitire poiiItionitng flsoat equtipmeut Iat several orga ni/a ti ntat main tenance %hops.It t1%il
ott a rrctgenki1w will increase eonti rol prssblet im it titantage tient of tlie floa I equtiptienit, htil willI inticease
tespkn'.iveness It' tile unitts.

Natison al Guard uitut s may evacuiate inope'rat ive equittmpntel lto thle Orgatiaionuhtal NMal misetatcic SIhtsp. I hie DA
hurnt 2404 will actoinpaity each itest. If' tilse CMS cast repair tile itetm on iii. spot.ist will he telumried is) tle ustitt
If tfite OMS canonst re palr the it eitt ist the spiot. ihey will requiest at operat ionasl i temt oist ttaintetnanc'e floiat he
exchasiged Ior tile decfective stent. arit' deliver it ito tesiltconi

An item of' eqttipit'iut heysitd tlie r-epair capahslity it the 0515 wiff be rIrwaided in) the 'alae ('stl'itted
Siifwsus NMaminlettanlce Shop. It' dlie sst'le ('SNJS casuit t repmir (lie hemii. it will he isurwvsrded zo) tile stpporttin
_IASO.
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APPENDIX A

TI-C LESSON It:\SIS 01 IS.IJI.. -

TYPE UNIT NUMBEF. OF LESSONS BY TYPE -

CUMMON BRANCH MOS RIIICAI
DUTY POSITION

ACtiv! Ainv Comhat Arms

"-Battalion 1 1

Combat Arms H3 dhillo 2 92" 1

".SAl Schiool ? 2 2

USAR I iadming Division 4 4" 44
!Ji i m- J-

*Aii OJ'f.t.w, A I twerv esjons Jrr 'irt iswed.

"C(ommonlhIll L'cson. I s'ssomi ippii¢lh' hi ll xudiel .
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APPENDIX B

TEC AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT
BASIS OF ISSUE

TYPE UNIT NUMBER OF SETS PER UNIT .

CUE•IS• CASSETTE

PROJECTOr: TAPE PLAYER

Active Airtiy Combat Arms

, Battalion 8 4

*•. Reserve Components Combat
Arms Battalion 8 4 p

USAR Schools 5 I

USAR Training Division 3/lBde 1/Bde

16
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APPENDIX Cj

TEC LESSON STORAGE CABINET

4 MAILS 0' 1r

EACH SIDE

-. -

REMOVE HANDLE
FROM THIS END

17



APPENDIX AI
INSTRUCTIONAL K~THODS AND D[VICES

AUDIO ON~LY SYSTEMS

AUD)IO DISC PLAYBACK SYSTEM - An audio system that uses a record player
* ~and sound recorded un a disc (re,..urd) that may be played, back upon

request by a listenim

AUDIO (APE SYSTEM - An audio systeka that uses a tape ;'tcorde r/ reproducer
to record soundJ on magnetic tape that may be played back 4pon request
by a listener. (Reel to reel, cartridge, cassette)

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE SYSTEM - A itelephone system with switching m~atriy.
t;apability that allows multiple station two-way audio communication
at two or more remote locations.

AUDIO-VISUAL

AUUIO 'TAPE WITH PRINTED I4ATERIrAL - An audio system that uses a tape
recorder/reproducer to record sound on magnetic tape that may be
played back upon request. Printed materials 3uch as texts, work-
sheets, PI, schemuatics. test mater~als, etc., used with audio tapes
offer a variety of training applihatior~s.

CLASSROOM - TRADITIONAL - A classroom designed and equipped for an
instructor to lecture, lead qrroup discussions, conduct paper and
pencil tests~ and use instructor controlled audio-vidua1 aids.

FILMSTRIP PROJECTION SYSTEM WITH AUDIO - A. sound filmstrip projector
represents a famiy of audi~o-visual devices using single frame
visual filmstrips with sound on magnetic tape or records. Visuals
and sound rz.a be: manually or automatically synchronizad, or be
completely independent of une another. Conmmercial equipment options
include front or rear screcen projection, remote and stop action~
capability, and cartridge loading- models.

FILMSTRIP PROJECTION SYSTEM WiTd AUDIO AND ADJUNCT EQUIPMENT - A system
for presenting information via a filmstrip projector and synchronized
audio tape or film sound track. The use of adjunct equipment with the
AV niedia provides the capability for a variety of "'hands-on" training
tasks to be performed.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION SYSTEM - COMMERCIAL, 16W'1 and SUPER 8M1 FILtC
A motion picture projection system implying the use of professionally
preparii.6 commercial 16mm or S-8imt sound motion picture films for
training. Appropriate l6iuu or S-&uv projector and projection screenp are included.

Preceding Page blank 16
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NOTION PICTURE PROJECTION SYSTEM - LOW BUDGET 1614 A4AD SUPER 8W, FILMS -

A motion picture projection system implying the zse of locally.. •:.produced sound motion picture films for training. Such films are
I i ~acceptable for training, but often lack the professional quality•

of comercial film. Appropriate 11mm or S-to projector and pro-:• Jection screen are included.
"-w" HMICROFOPA WITH INFORMATION NAPPINA-, AND AUDIO - the theoretical con-

:-'-figuration of a training system to support individualized inst;-uc-
•:tion composed of microimagery in an information map format, aA

microfoT m projector, an audio tape in a cassette and an aidto
=• cassette playback unit.

iNSTRUCTIONAL KIT WITH INSTRUCTOR - A teaching kit designed for specific
use a varied or multi-level teaching strategy approach to Instruc-

tion by including appropriate visual aids, audio tapes, models,
charts, demonstrators, reference and test materials.

INSTRUCTIONAL KITS FOR TRAINEES - A modular instructional kit designed
for students that contains all material3 required for a segment
of instruction. Kit may contain programed instruction, audio
visual mAterlals, tools, materials, typical samples, reference
materials, and testing materials as appropriate.

OVERHEAD PROJECTION SYSTEM WITH INSTRUCTOR - A system consisting of a

horizontal stage projector -designed to use a vertical throw for
focusing an enlarged transparency image upon a projection screen.
An operator is normally required to change the transparency and
furnish verbai commentary.

SOUND SLIDE PROJECTION SYSTEM - A system for presenting information by
means of an audio tape and a seria, of synchronized projected
visual slides. The use of adjunct equipment allows the system to

be used in support of "hands-on" training.

TEACHING MACHINE - BRANCHINGr STILL VISUAL WITH AUDIO - An instruction

device composed of large step multiple choice programmed instruction
frames (still) with synchronized siund and a manucl'iy controlled
device, to select, sequence, and display program frames in an order
cdependent upon the trainee's last response.

TEACHING MACHINE - BRANCHING, STILL AND MOTION VIS1'1L WITH AUDIO - An

instruction device composed of large step mult ple choice pro-
grawmed instruction frames (still and miotion) with synchronized
sound and a manually controlled device to select, sequence, and
display program frames in an order depe'dent upon the trainee's

last response.

Im

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
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TLACHING MACHINE - BRANCIUIPS, WITH ADJUNCT EQUIPMENT - An instruction
device coqwed of large step multiple choice programmed instruc-
tion frames (still or motion with or without audio) with a wanually
controlled device to select sequence and display program frames in
an order dependent upon the trainee's last response. Associated
with this equipment is a second piece of equipment, such as a mockup,
which Is the subject of Instruction and is operated according to
instructions from the basic teaching machine.

TELECONFERENCE SYSTEN - A telecommunication system that. allows audio
and visual two-way communication between two or more remote locations.

TELEVISION - CABLE (CATV) - A hybrid CCTV system offering selective,
multiple channel, encoded programming to cable network patrons.
A typical system consists of a signal receiving antenna system
for the master station and r%,Iay of amlified signal channels
via area substations to system subscribers. Programming may also
be generated and transmiltted between substations offering multiple
options for conference or training. Programs are encoded for
privacy and cowtrol of viewing audience.

TELEVISION - CLOSED CIRCUIT (CCTV) WITHOUT FEEDBACK - CCTV without feed-
back is an electronic transmission system for images and sound using
a coaxial cable distribution system. System design includes one or
more studios or control rooms, a signal distribution center, and
signal distribution cables terminating in reception areas equipped
with recelver/monitors. Off air, live or video taped programs may
be used.

TELEVISION - PORTABLE VIDEO TAPE SYSTEM - A low cost video tape recordilg
and playback system which is snlf-con'atned and portable. Typical
systems consist uf one or two mubile vidicon cameras, a small scan
video tape recorder (BAW) and a monitor receiver. Immediate area
programming and open broadcast reception and recording is standard.

CARREL - AV EQUIPPED - A small enclosure or alcove incorporating a desk
used for individual studies, supplied with audio a.d visual materials
and supporting equipment.

* CARREL - LABORATORY - A small enclosure or alcove incorporatiog a desk,
to be used by one or two trainees and equipped with, a set of special
tools and materials for carrying out a hands-on learning event. It
may include audio-visual systems.

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION (CA!) - A form of individualized instruc-
tion that employs a digital computer technology to manage and display
information to a student, accept student responses, provide knowledge
of results, and select subsequent learning events.

I,.
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CWI1TRM ASSISTED INSTRUCTION P LATO IV BASIC CONFIGURATION -AnI

individualized computer based teaching system being developed
by the University of Illinois at Uirbana-Champaign, and Includes
up to 4096 terminals, a communication network, a central computerI
and the author language TUTOR.

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION - PLATO IV, BASIC CONFIGURATION AND AUDIO -

SSystem includes basic configuration of PLATO IV plus a randomr accessI

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION - PLATO IV, BASIC CONFIGURATION WITH
ADJU)NCT EQUIPMENT - Includes the basic terminal with externally
connected auxiliary equipment.

COMPWTEP. ASSISTED INSTRUCTION - PLATO IV BASIC CONFIGURATION WITI' ADJUNCT
EQUIPKENT AND AUDIO - The basic terminal with externally connected
auxiliary equipment includes a random access audio playback system.

COMPUTER MANAGED INSTRUCTION (CMI) - A computer has the required
instructional design program. It can receive inforwmtion about
the student behavior from terminals on- or off-line and give 10im
information about his achievement. The design normnally gi,,.es
Instructions for changes which are indicated by student re~sponse
and may drop him to easher exercises or automatically cycle him
to a higher response exercise.j

CMI - CAI TICCIT - A system designed by Mitre Corporation and progjrammed
by Utah State University which can both manage student in-.trul~tion
and/or provide full instruction.

COMPUTER SIMULATiONI
COMPUTER SIMULATION - ON-LINE - A trainee station equipped with a computer

terminal in which the trainee operates in direct interface with the
comiputer as part of the program loop. By his inputs, the trainee
determines his allowable performnance parameters and discerns the
effect of his inputs upon the system being simulated.

COMPUTER SIMULATION - OFF-LINE - A trainee station equipped with a
computer terninal enabling a trainee to select a computer simulation
program, enter his own variables (batch processing) and run the
simulztion to determine the performance of the simulated system
under a variety of conditions.

GAME - COMPUTER SIMULATION, SOLITAIRE, WITH VISUAL DISPLAY - Any contest,
governed by rules, between a single player and a computer with visual
attachments where the contest is a dynamic model of some real world
system or event.
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OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT WITH MANUALS - A unit of operational equipment being
used for instructional or training purposes with its supporting tech-
nical docuentatiou such as operator's guides, maintenance manuals
and parts lists. May be an clectronic black box, rifle, or truck.
Usually associates with Individual training leading to team training.

OPERATIONAL SYSTEM - REAL ENVIRDW*NT - An operational system used for
training such as an aircraft, ship, or track vehicle. Part task,
full task, sub-team, team, or multi-team training may be conducted
in ceojunction, with or independent of nomal operations. A per-
formance aid is inherent in trainer usage.

OPERATIONAL SYSTEM - SYNTHETICALLY SIMULATED - A device, machine,
apparatus, or paper model that synthetically reproduces a condition
or conditions of an operational system. It may or may not physically
represent the operational system, but will functionally allow an
individual or crew to practice operational tasks in accordance with I
training objectivyes. '

OPERATIONAL SYSTEM - SYNTHETICALLY STIMULATED - An operatio'., system
that is used for training by interfacing input equipments in the
form of tapes, black boxes, or computer3. Such input equipments
present programaed data to the operational system allowing it to
be used for training or evaluative purposes. May be used for part
task, full task, sub-team, multi-team training, or combinations
thereof. A performance aid is inherent in trainer usage.

PROCEDURE TRAINER - Training hardware designed for basic training,
familiarization or transition type procedure training for normal,
alternate, and emergency operation of operational hardware. Trainer
"systems respond appropriately to trainee inputs but to a lesser
degree of fidelity of performance than is required for simulators.
May be used for various combinations of part task, full task. sub-
team, team, or multi-team training.

PROCEDURE TRAINER - ADJUNCT DISPLAYS AND LOGIC - Training hardware
designed for basic training, familiarization, or transition type
procedure training for normal, alternate, and emergency operation
of operational hardware. Trainer systems respond appropriately
to trainee inputs but to a lesser degree of fidelity of performance
than is required for simulators. May be used for various combina-
tions of part task, ful'i task, sub-team, team, or multi-team training.
Adjunct displays and logics may include scoring attachments, adaptive
control, automatic demonstrations, enhanced displays, automated
"briefing and debriefing capability, automatic coaching, remedial
exercise prescriptions or follow-on assignments.

N f •=
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SI $L9A•RC - Training har4dare that is designed specifically tor training
purposes to simulate operational equipment:rystea or portions
thereof, and whtich simulates the operat*oAal environment in a train-
incy situation. When operated, it becoes a dynmic model of the
appearanoe and performanca of selected aspects of the eperational
equipment/system. May be designed for part task, full task, sub-
t~am, team. rlti-tear traiing or combinations thereof.

SINUALTOR - ADJUNCT DISPLAYS AND LOGIC - Training hardware that is
* ;deslgfied specifically for training purposes to sivulate operational

equipment/systems or portions thereof, ýýnd which simulates the
operational environment in a training :ituation. When operated,
"it becomes a dynamic model of the appearance and performance of
selected aspects of the operational equipak:.-t/system. May be
designed for part task, ftll task, sub-team, team, multi-team
training or combinations thereof. Adjunct displays and logics may
include scoring attachments, adaptive control, automatic demon-
strations, enhanced displays, &utomated briefing and debriefing
capability, automatic coaching, remedial exercise prescriptions
or follow-on assignments.

SPECIWJI SETS - An instructional kit containing samples of similar items,
liquids or materials that may be testý..: or evaluated for identi i-
cation, quality or type.

PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAINER (HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT)VISUAL - A tyalning device
designed to place controlled stress on the human visual system,
through the use of physiologically and/or psychologically adverse
or low threshold visual signals, to enable a trainee to learn to
function in this adverse environment.

PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAINER (HOSTILE ENVI.R'ONMENT) SURFACE AND INTERNAL SENSES -

A broad category of training devices designed to provide the
cutaneous, kinesthetic, and olfactory sensors with physiologically
and/or psychologically adver.se signals, to enable a traine to
fiunction in adverse pressur?, temperature, pain. or disorientating
motion environments.

VISUAL ONLY

FILMSTRIP PROJECTION SYSTEM - A single f;-ame projector or attachment
thereto that will accept a filmstrip format and project the film,
images upon a viewing screen. See: Sound Filmstrip Projection System.

MICROFORM WITH ,NFORMlTION MAPPING - Micro-imagery, such as microfilm,
used as a medium of introduction with the additional requirement
that each block cf information be clearly identified as introduction,
overview, test, review questions, index, and other discrete titles,
and that each type of information be positioned in a standard
location within the medium format.
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MIC00FORM WITH INFOIRATION MAPPING AND ADJUNCT EQUIPMENT - The theoretical
cnofiguration of a training system to support individualized Instruc- I
tion composed of microlmagery in an information map format, a mit ro-
form projector, and a piece of auxiliary equipment, such as a mockup,
which is the subject of the instruction.

SLIDE PROIECTOR SYSTEM - 2" X 2" - A class of single frame pictrre pro-
jectors that will accept a standard 2" X 2" slide and project the I
contained image upon a viewing screen.

SIMULATIO - PAPER - The representation of selected dynamic characteristicsof a system through the use of charts, tables, static photographs,
drawings, and lists of performance characteristics under specified
conditions. This information is presented in such a way Vtat the
trainee can study the initial perfor mnce of the system, change inputs
to or elements within the system and note changes in the periormance
of the system.

TEACHING 4ACHINE - LINEAR, STILL VISUAL - An individualized instruction
system compos.d of a fixed linear sequence of small step programmed
instruction frames (still) and a manually controlled device to dis-
play the information.

TEACHING MACHINE - BRANCHING, STILL VISUAL - An individualized instruction
system composed of large step multiple choice programmed instruction
frames (still) and a manually controlled device, to select sequence
and display program frames in an order dependent upon the trainee's
last response.

PRINT MATERIALS

CASE STUDY FOLDER - A folder of detailed background information on a
prnblem requiring a decision or plan of action; to be read by the
trainee prior to his (1) making a decision on how to resolve the
issue, and (2) participating in a critique cn vwrious solutions.
Various forms of folders are used in support of such methods of
instruction as the Case Study, Incident and In-Basket methods of
management and leadership training.

FLASH CARDS - A set of cards designed to be used by an instructor in
front of a group of trainees to drill the group in the recall of
mewry type information.

PRINTED MATERIALS - HANDOUTS - Handouts are a class of printed materials
issued to a student for his use and retention to augment regular
instructional materials. They are usually instructor prepared,
machine copied materials of one or two pages highlighting specific
topics or updating existing materials.

m I.. ..
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PRINIED MATERIALS - PERFORMANCE AIOS - Performance aid are a class of
printed materials that aid in job performance by providing ddta
that should not be committed to memory* such as checklist routines,
or is too complex to be committed to memory such as conversion
tables, equipment test toleraae matrices, and the like.

PRINTED MATERIALS - REFERENCE BOOKS - Reference books sire a class of
priited materials used to identify certain facts or for tackground
information such as dictionaries, encyclopedias or technical publi-
cations.

PRINTED MATERIALS - REFERENCE CHARTS - Reference charts are a class of
printed material pictorially o' geographically displaying data used
to identify certain facts or for background information. Included
are data charts, schematic diagranic, topographical maps, and the
Il ke.

PRINTED MATERIALS - SELF SCORING EXERCISES - Self scoring materials
include exercises and quizzes used in conjunction with standard
curriculum, programmed instruction or independently. The class
includes electro.raphic or mark sense materials scored by keys
or computer, punch mnsrk and other mechanical score indicating
equipments, chemically scored materials, etc. that have the
capability of providing near immediate student feedback without
the use of prolonged scoring procedures.

PRINTED MATERIAL - WORKBOOK - Workbooks are a class of printed material
used to augment or replace regular instructional texts by providing
a mix of text informatioa, and practice exercises within a single
book or manual.

PRINTED MATERIAL - TEXTBOOK - Textbooks are a class of printed material
dealing with a subject of study, intended for use at a specified
level of instruction and used as a principal source of study.

PROGRANMED TEXT - BRANCHING - A printed text containing frame: of infor-
mation and multiple choice questions concerning the information,
organized in such a way that the trainee's choir. of response directs
him to remedial frames or advanced material, as appropriate. Thu
material is carefully sequenced, tested, and revisel tn ensure that
a specific student population will achieve stated 4ehavioral objec-
tives with a predetermined level of success.

PROGRAMMED TEXT - BRANCHING WITH ADJUNCT MATERIAL/EQUIPMENT - Used with
adjunct materials or equipment, a wide range of trainin-j application
is available.

PROGRAMMED TEXT - LINEAR - A printed text containing a fixed sequence of
small frames of information usually in the form of que'.tions requiring
the trainee to construct a simple written response, which is innedi.-
ately evaluated. The material is carefully sequenced, tested, and
revised to ensu-e that a specific student population will achieve
stated behavioral obJectives with a predetermined level of success
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PROGRAMED TEXT - LINEAR WITH ADJUNCT MATERIAL/EQUIPIElT - Used with
adJunct material or equipment, a wide variety of training appli-
cation is available.

STUDY CARD SETS - A deck or decks of cards designed to present traliing
information to an individual student.

SPECIAL AND NON-STANDAR3 ITEMS

AUTOMATIC RATERS - INFORMAL TRAINING - A class of electro-mechi )ical
response rating devices used primarily for informal refresher type
training. Typically, a gaming anproach is used to offer multiple
codice type questiors to the trainee. Irnidtate feedback upon
answer choice selection is gtvn in the firm of right, wrong, or
item scnee as well as cumulative score.

CARREL - DRY - A small enciosure or alcove incorporating a desk, used
for Individual studies, without audio-visual or laboratory equipment.

DO-IT-YOURSELF KITS - A type of instructional kit corntaining instructions
and materials for fabricating a usable product. Such a kit offers
practical "hands-on" training following theoretical training.

GAf-MANUAL SIMULATION - Any contest between ttams or individual players.
governed by rules, where the contest is a dynamic model of some real
system, and is played without the aid of a computer using gaming

, techniques.

GAME - MANUAL NON-SIMULATION - Any contest between teams or Individual
players, governed by rules, where the contest is not a dynamic
model of some real syste-m, and is played without the aid of a

comp~uter.
GAME - COMPUTER SUPPORTED) SIMULATION - Any contest, governed by rules,

between teams or individuals, where the contest is a dynamic model
of some real system, and a computer is used in performing some of 'I
the calcviations necessary for the operation of the model as in
cooputer ;upported war g9AaMng.

LOGIC TRAINERS - A class of trainers Utat synthetically allow electronic,
mechanical, Fluid, or gaseous conceptual system logic training with-
out the use of actual hark:are.

MOCKUPS, PANELS, AND DEMONSTRATORS - WY"AMIC - A visual training aid that
allows an instructor to demonstrate manipulative principle, movement
in time or space, steps of a procedure., linear effect within systems
or changes in condition of equipment or systems through one or more
operating phases.

MODELS AND STATIC MOCKUPS - SMAI.L SCALE - A three-dimensional training aid
built to scale and representing operational equipment. It ma be a•. solid or cutaway model capable of disasscubly by which spatial and/or
sequential relationships are represented. Alsv included are layout

models, recogn~tion model sets, and terrain ,r topographical models.
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MOCKUPS, PANELS, AND DENOUSTRATOWS - STATIC - A training aid used to

demonstrate relative shape, size, composition or fanction of an

object or system by a visual-cognitive process performed by the
trainee. Such non-moving, real or "scaled" aids include cutaway
&,,&Ils, diagrams , blow-apart harciare displays. etc.
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SUB.-CATEGORY 2
~'~<'~CLASSIFYING

Directions: Alternative Instructional Delvery Systems

To choose a delivery Delivery Approaches Delivery Approach-s NOT

system: Permitting the Application l'ermitting Complete
teof All Learninq Guidelines Application of L.arniý,g

1. Place a -./ (light and Algorithm Guideliens and Algorithm

pencil) in boxes

representing criteria -

(rows) that must be %et. i
2. Select the delivery 0 a
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have an X in each row 

Ir

A 0designated by a -,'. 
0

These are the candidate 0 0

delivery sybtems. V u c 6e
s c • u1J 00

'-0 c .(

v

Systes C .C -

Stimulus Critir!s

Alphanumeric X X X X X.

Pictorial, ranp X X X X F X X
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Object, Solid X 0

Environment X

'e Visual Movement

Stmstill.
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•Aue io
Voice Sound Range X X X X X X X
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Training Setting Criteria
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•IndividualI Traine with tIndepend'entio X X X X XXIX X

Instruction at Any Location X X X X

0 Small Group X X X

* Large Group at Single Location 
X

Administrative Criteria

9 Site of Coursewara ancl 3pecia, Hard-

.are De v elopment

Local X X X X X X X X

C"ul X X X S a X _X X X

M Na•nltule ýf Acq.U ,,t1On Cost

Lo r X X X X X X X
High XXX X_ _
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIPTIONS OF VARIOUS MIANAGEMENT PLANS

I. Student Management Plans

Students must receive informtton and guidance; they must undeistand

the objectives and receive feedback; they sometimes need motivation and

counseling. The instructor is ultimattly responsible for seeing that 1
activities like these orcur; however, the InStructor is not always

responsible for actually providing all of these activities. This can

be explained better by looking at sone different student management

plans.

There are a variety of student management plans. Sone examples

are: (1) instructor-managed, (2) contingency-nmanaged. (3) peer-managed,

(4) computer-managed, (5) media-managed, (6) student self-managed, and

(7) combination plans. The instructor's responsibilities for student

mrinagement can be different under each of these plans. For examplo,

under an instructor managed plan like lecture/conference, the instructok'

would have a very broad student management responsibility; on the other

hand, under a computer-managed plan, the computer could assume many of

the student management responsibilities.

I1. Instructor-Managed Instruction

1. Group mode. Instructer-managed methods of instruction in

the group mod include lecture, conference, demonstration, study assign-

ment, etc. These methods are described in the second section of this

+ Preceding lage balank

@I
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block (Section 2.3.1). The instructor's student management responsibMli-

ties are, of course, quite comprehensive.

2. Individual mode. An instructor-managed plan in the individual

moae would be called instructor-tutorial. Although instructors often give

individual attention, courses are seldom built around this plan. It simply

takes too much instructor time to manage each idividual student through

a course. The instructor-tutorial plan is used when the priority and

.'•iticality o-.' the task warrants extremely detailed, closely monitored

instruction, or when the number of students is very small.

III. Contngency-Nanaged Instruction

Contingency management is giving reinforcement to change behavior

or strenpUie, behavior in a ? .Jrad direction. A reinforcer is a cue

that follows a behavior that a student was engaged in and makes more

likely the recurrence of that behavior. Proper management of rein-

forcers can be a significant aspect of studenrt management.

1. Group mode. Reinforcement often occurs In group instruction;

for example, teacher praise for an on-task behavior, letting students who

tmonstrate comprehension leave class e,rly, etc. Careful attention to

student reinforcement is, in fact, a valuable group leadership technique;

however, it is seldom develnped to the point where it becomes significant

in the overall management of all students. Proper use of this technique

requires practice and adherence to a carefully prepared plan.

2. .ndividual mode. When instruction is offered in the individual

mode, prop- management of reinforcers can be a significant aspect of the

management of students.

I
I
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Reinforcing events must be given to students at the right time,

and must be tied to attaining objectives of the course. Contingency

management plans should be considered for student groups which are

typically umotivated, particularly in the case where the instructional

content is not motivating in itself. Two main problems are associated

with reinforcement: identifying appropriate reinforcers, and contro1ling

them in the instructional system.

Two sources of ideas for identifying reinforcers have been suggested--

need satisfiers "for example, knowledge of results), aNd highly probable

behavior (for example, talkipg to other students). Specific reinforcers

would include:

Rest periods and breaks.

Passes.

Freedom from disagreeable details.

Demonstrating proficiency to otheis and to oneself.

Since a separation frequently exists between the instructional system

and the agency responsible for the housing, feeding, and adcinistration

o• the students, many of the significant reinforcers are under the controi

of the school commander. In order for retnfcrcers to be delivered on the

basis of achievement of the objectives, they must be under the control of

the tnstruc'ional management system. Staff members must be trained to

ackneiister contingeomcy managed systems; some research has shown that

untrained staff unknowingly reinforce undesirable instead of desired

behavior, and sometimes give reinforcer, away free instead of making them

contingent on the desired training objective achievement.

___ -)- -
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Contingency management plans have b'.en shown to h.ve good effects in

lnstruct.onal settings where low aptitude students are Involved. Before

instituting contingency management in a course, sev'-ial Factots should

be considered:

a. Have the re-inforcers been establshed as effective with the

group In question?

b. Has the instructional administration been given the authority

to control the contingency management plan and its reinforcers? If not,

this authority should be established. When authority cannot be given to

control reinforcers which would occur outside the instructional setting,

the reinforcers should be restricted to those in instruction.

c. Has the instructional staff, both management and instructing,

been given sufficient training in contingency management to make the system

work? If not, the training should be provided before the management plan

Is implemented.

Student contracting is a method often used in contingenty-managed

instruction. It is a management technique whereby a perforv.ance contract

is drawn up between the student and the instructor. The contract specifies

exactly what the student is expected to do, and what rewards he will

receive. The reward is, of course, contingent upon satisfactory comple-

tion of the contract.

Contingency management plans should only be established with the

gu1dance of trained professionals.

oI
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IV. Peer-Managed Instrtuctlon

The plan of using students to manage other students has been success-

fully lmpl"mented in various Instructional settings. It is most often

called Peer tutoring because it usually involves one student tutoring

one of his peers (another student).

1. Group mode. Peer manbgement of instruction in the group mode

seldom occurs. In seminars, case study, and other forms of small group

instruction, individual students are often responsible for preparing

group presentations, but the real responsibility for student managemznt

never shifts away from the instructor.

2. Individual mode. Peer management can be developed into a

unique student management plan, or it can be incorporated into any self-

paced instructional plan, including one which uses contingency mnagement.

Since peer tutoring is a method of demonstratirg one's own proficiency to

someone else, it is a motivational as well as a tutoring system.

In peer tutoring, the student who reaches proficiency instructs other

students in the skills or processes to be learned. In learning job per-

formances, the student watches as an advanced student or an instructor

performs the job duty or duties, is instructed to perform the job duties

by the person whose job performance he watched, and takes proficiency

tests. After passing the proficiency tests, the student becomes an

instructor of a th-;r. student. If the learning situation is organized

by objectives in, a course, the student who masters an objective can be .
a tutor for the student who is beginning this objective or needs help

with it. Obviously, this method is suitable to use with contingency

management as the motivation described in displaying proficiency.



Peer tutoring is adaptable particularly to medium and low ability

students, and in a self-paced setting where the instruction is highly

structured. Ml1 individuals who tutor should be previously trained to

tutor, and instruction should be spot-checked as a quality control

measure. -

V. omjuter-Managed Instruction

1. Group mode. The closest thing to computer-managed instruction

in the group mode is called computer-assisted instruction (CAI). In CAI,

the co•puter takes over many of the administrative functions like gruding,

record keeping, reporting, etc. More advanced forms of CAI will also

monitor student performance, construct individual tests, etc. In both

cases, however, the instructor remains the primary student manager; the

computer is really an instructional aid.

2. Individual mode. The simplest set of procedures followed in

using computer-managed instruction in the individual mode are testing,

diagnosing, prescribing, and reporting. in this form, the student

reports to the computer teminal, signs on with his own student number,

and takes a pretest or unit test, which the computer diagnoses according

to preset decision rules. A prescription is presented for the student

_ and instructor, describing the succeeding step for the student based on

his test results, and at specified times, reports are generated for the

instructor and the administration, so that they have up-to-date records

on all students. This process is repeated for each unit.

In the computer-managed setting, the instructor is still at important

figure, but he is a rasource rather than a manager. One of the requi'e-

ments in setting up a computer-managed instruction system is retraining
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instructors in techniques that will improve the Inbtruction for the
; • students.o

Couter Report to thp Student

In the s;mulated system, the student signs on to the 'omputer terminal

with his own nunber, aril the report that is printed out to him includes

identification information, so that he can be sure h._ is getting the

right material, and an assignment inclId'ng sources of materials. He

gets an estimated time for performing the assignment, and finds out how

many incentive units he can gain on this lesson.

Simulated Report to the• Student (before lesson)

AFSN NME COURSE BLOCK LESSON INSTRUCTR DATE

224726 Frost,CP PIE IV A Huyt, RE 10/22/72

Yoer assignment i4 .....

First you should sign on to a computer terminal and read lesson 5. This
will help you improve your reading speed. Next read Chapter 6 on elec-
tran emission in the electronics textbook TB 371. Finally, do exer-
cises 1-7 in workbook WB 3ABR32410-17.
Estimated time for this assignment is 1 hour.
You may receive 1 incentive unit for each minute saved in addltion to
5 incentive units for receiving a score of 80% or better.

If the student completes the lesson successfully, he gets a message

Mihe the one below:

Simulated Report to the
Student (after lesson)

AFSN NAME COURSE BLOCK LESSON INSTRUCTOR DATE
224726 FrostCP PME IV A Huyt,RE 10/22/72

You have achieved a s,;ore of 91% mastery for lesson A, Electron Emission.
This is passing and merits 5 Incentive units. Your assignment was com-
pleted In 31 minutes, a gain of 29 minutes, which merits a total of
29 incentive units. Incentive units earned may be applied to ary of the
incentive items on the list passed out to you for th. course.

-_ - __ __ - __ __ -
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If the rtudent had not reached mastery, his w•ssrge would have rid:

"You have 7vce1vd a 78% score for lesson A, Electron Emission.
This is fallng. You seem to be having trouble with this material.
It is suggested that the following people in your class may be
able to help.
Creamer, U.N.
Yaeger, P.H.
Paul. T.H.

I Tro-tman, R.S."

The computer-iwnaged irstructicnal plan shows self-pacing, indivirlualiza-

tion of treatments (for ehample, the reaing teatment), contingency

mamngement, and peer tutoring for remediation.

The simulatead report to the instructor, below, shows the information

the instructor has on all students, up to date. Each sttde.et who failed

to reach mastery on the first try (see AFSN 323237) was given a different

treatment on each successive try, illustrating ruemdiation individuali-

xation.

Simulated Monltor'ing Report
to the Instructor

"•STRUCTOR C6URSE BLOCK LESTTE
IHuyt, R.E. PME IV A 10/27/72

Summary I
Studerts passing = 14 Average Mastery Score = 84 Range 80 to 92

Students Who Failed to Reach Mastery or First Try

Nan-f AFSN Averaie Score Average Time
Danner, D.E. 323237

Student Individual Recore-;

AFSN Treatment Rank Mastery Score Time Incentives
Asslgned Or&er Predicted/Obtained Prfdicted/Obt. Gained

S73586 1 1 91/88 54/38 27
7680538 1 1 84/81 48/SO 15
220550 1 1 86/82 50/70 5
9?559G 1 1 88/92 51/48 17

.4
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Simulated Monitoring Report to the Instruýtar (cootlnued)

42391~3 1 1 85/81 49/64 5
323237 4 1 81/78 64/3F 0
323238 1 2 84/76 47/48 17

4i7767 4 1 81/84 45/31 34

4any of the methods in this computer-managed plan can be used in an

instructor-managed plan, but the varied treatments, and Vie prediction

methods cannot be economiclly done by humans alone. If a compuLer is I
available for instructional purposes, it is most economical to use it

to capacity, and most efficient to use techniques for -improving instruc-

tion that humans cannot readily handle.

VI. I•edia-Managed Instruction

Often, many of the student managerent activities can be prepared

and then communicated to the student through a medium or a combination

of media. Conmurication media can seldom takL the place of the instruc-

tor as completely as a computer can, but broad usage of media for student

management is both wide-spread and successful. In their applicatinn,

media can pe form any role from simple aids within any of the previous,y
described plans, to a position of shared management responsi'Jility, or

even to being the predominant instructional manaqer.

1. Group mode. The use of media-managed instruction in the group

mode occurs with regularity in only two instances: instructional television

(ITV) and group simulation activity. The ITV technique employs open

circuit or closed circuit distribution, or on-location video tape playback

to carry the burdin of instruction to a classroom of students. Often,
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what one might consider to be media-managed instruction is really

teacher-managed. This j true wnen ITV is used as a resource, much like

a printed text or a student handbook, to facilitate the Instructor's

activities. Group simulation activity (though sometimes medla-managed)

Is most often i~sed as an aid under another student management plan.

2. Individual mode. The most coimmon form of media-managed I w-

struction involves the use of print media; for example, workbooks, course

manuals, course guides, prograomd tLexts, textbooks, etc. These print

media are the most common "manager" of instruction. For example, a

course manual usually tells the student what is expected of him, where to

go fnr materials, what mechanical an4 electrical media sourcos to use, how =

to branch or review, etc.

Print-media management is commonly found as part of instructor, con-

tingency. peer, computer and s~Af-munaged instruction. Its advantages of

convenience, portab-lity, low cost, rapid access, and revisaoility con-

tribute to its central importance in ir.struction.

VII. Student Self-Mandged Instruction

in this, management form, a student isi provided with objectives; the

student must them personally identify everything required to reach tho'_e

I objectives, plan his own learning strategy, and manage himself through the

enti re process.

This is not a typical management plan in task oriented training, and

It is not found at all in group moe 4nstruction. However, for high

ability students in Instructiohal situations where attitude and problem

solving objectives are inmortant, self-managed learning can be refreshing

and rewarding.

A
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VIII. Coubination Plans

It was previously mentioned that the use of print media-r•ana2ement

regularly occurs in all of the student management plaps described here.

That is an example of some possible coelbtiations. Elements of all six

plans (instructor, con~1ngency, peer, comput.r, media, and s.lf-managed)

could conceivably be used in combination or Individually at various stages

of a course.

I..

I i
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BLOCK 111.3: REVIEW/SELECT EXISTING MATERIALSiI
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OVERVIEW

Developing instructional materials is both costly and time-consuming.

Therefore, it is essential to consider the usefulness of existing

materials before committing resources tU. new development. In this

blouk, existing matwrials are reviewed and evaluated in terms of

their appropriateness to the learning objectives, learner character-

istics, and selected learning guidelines and management plan.
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REVIEW/SELECT EXISTING MATERIALS

1.0 1NTflOD=JCI0f

This block in the ISO model 4s critical in term of potential time

and dollar savings. In following the ISO) process up tf, this point,

exactly what instructioni is needed to meet the training goals has been
specified. In the next block, 11I.4: DEVELOP INSTRUCTION, the proceduares

for instructional development will be ouc.lined. But that omits an impor-

tant step. Many of the learning objectives that must be trained ar-

araybeing fumen with sm uts.IOdoes not igoethe efc

it ncrpraesasmiany existing materla's as possible. The purpose of
Bok111.3: REVIEW/SELECT EXISTIIIG MATERIALS, is to retain as many

uxistl,,j materials as possible. This means that in the next block,

Vitstruction will be developed only for those learning objectives w~hich

were specified in Block 111.1 and 111.2, but for which no adequate 2

existing learning materials can be located.

Prier steps in the ISO process have led to the developmept of

learning cbjectives (Block 11.1), the description of student entry,
behavior (Block 11.3), the selection of specific~ learnIng guidelines

(Block II1.1), and the selection of an appropriate management plan and

delivery system (Block 111.2). These decisions itow can-be used as

criteria to help determine the usefulness of existing mat~rials. An

overview'of Block 111.4, DEVELOP -ItISTRUCTION, will provide some idea

of the amuwit of time and money necessary to develop new instruction.

By adopting existing instruction, or modifying it as necessary, the

cost of instructional materials can be reduced.
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One way to describe the process of selecting and reviewing existing

materials is W contrast It with the process of analyzing existing

courses in Block 1.4. That block reviewed the course development docu-

mentatice and asked, "Are the proper tasks being taught?" In this block,

individual pieces of instruction, a single lecture, or filmstrip, are

reviewed, The question askid is not "Are the proper tasks being

taught?" but, "Are the tasks being taught properly?" In Phase I the

ý.oncern was with the gross task of deciding "what" should bm. taught.

In Phase III, we have .'cided on "what" and 'luw are con-.erned with "how;"

how should these ti.ks be taugft?

The difference in emphasis between Blocks 1.4 and 111.3 is

reflected in the source references for each. Block 1.4 requires

information about the course, its development and validity. Is the

content ba•ed on a recent and thorough task analysis? What were the

criteria used in selecting which tasks should be taught? Wnat are the

performance requirements? Block 1.4 evaluates the merit of an entire

course on the basis of how it was deve'oped, the ýrocedure that was

employed. The evaluator does iot necessarily need the course materials

in hand when deciding Its merits. Intormatiun describing the course

development and effectiveness is sufficient.

In this block, however, you evaluate the Instructlonal materials.

The concern is not with where the material comes from, only what it

as to offer. Here, you determine its suitability to the program

requirements developed in previous blocks.

One feature of this block Is that the instructional materials review

is nAt limited to military sources. Civilian resource c-"nters, such as

-I•• -
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universities, libraries, and city or industrial training cenle.s may

house useful descriptions and illustrations. Thus, the search requiroe.

in this block is nvKre exten.ive and intensive than that required in ik

Block 1.4.

Basically, the review and selection procedure consists of evcluating

promising instructional materia(s to determine if they are appropriate

to the objectives, learnyer characteristics, learning guidelines, manage-

ment plan, and delivevy system selected in prev'ious blocks. A perfect

match will not be found, but m;,terials may be located that require only

minor modification. Both modification of instructional materials to

match previously made decisions, and modification of p-evious decisions

to match existing materials will be discussed.

The steps in the procedure for reviewing and selecting existing

materials are shnwn on the flowchart in Figure III.., the foldout pag2

at the end of this block.

2.0 PROCEDURES

The true worth of any instructional material is its effectiveness with

students. Only by trying out instruction on a representative sample of

stud;ents will you ba able to determine the actual value of the materials.

Ideally, you should base your decision of what to use as is, what to modify,

and what to drop, on the basis of validation data from such actual tryou'.:s.

Unfortunately, empirical evidence is rarely available. Therefore, you

will have to conduct tryouts yourself. But you probably rannet try out

every available existing unit of mate. ial to determine its effectiveness.

_ t
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.here is simply tow much available material. Select the best ma'erial

and test It ox a samite uf actual students. The procedures for this

process are diccussed in BlocK 111.5, vALIDATE :.STRUCTIO,.

2.1 Collect Existing Mater 4als

The first step i, tnrs p-ocedure is to KJ
locate as many instructional materials relevant <

to the learning obje-tive as practical.

Appendix B (page 95) cf Block 1.1 is 'list of

some possible soirees for materials. These

materiais need not have been designed

-for classroom use. But they must have

a potential for instructional payoff.

Materials -ay be l ocated according to their Object •ies. Many inst'ruc-

tional materials developed since 1970 will have beLn deveioped by pro-

ce4ures similar to those in this m:xr-al, and their objectives will be

documented. Most materials, however, will ofler only a title and perhaps

a short summary. This should be enough information to indicate if the

materials may be "clce to the mark." The amount of material to be

reviewed may be too extensive to allow time to follow up on materials that

do not sound promising.

It is difficult to determiý:e when the collection process is complete.

On the one hand, it is wasteful to collect thirty documents only to dis-

cc ar that the first document submitted was eativrely adequate. On the[ other hand, it is equally wasteful to alter drastically the first iten

that is submitted, when the thirtieth item ma" be acceptable without



modification, Therefoie, it is advisable tu collect all relevant

information as expediently as possible during this stage of the process.

If more than one selection Is found that appears consistent t:ith the

objectives, .lach sho .Id be identified. Subsequent steps in this block,

or in the validatior; process in Block 111.5, may prove the first choice

to be inad-ouate. In th3t case, consider a second or third choice.

Only through validation procedures will the true effectiveness of the

materials be determined.

2.2 Evaluate Existing Materials/Learner Characteristics

The next steps in the procedure involve

reviewinq each segnent of instruction for

its appropriateness to the ISD process.

This involves an evaluation of the appro-

priateness of each segment to the pre-

detLrmined learner characteristics,

learning guidelines, delivery -;ystem,

and management plan.

It is important to recognize the decreasing precision and e;'actness

required of materials as when moving from learner characteristics to

learning guidelines, to delivery system, and to management plan. lhe

flexibility, or leeway in Jecision making, increases while progressing

through the block. Learner characteristics are quite specific. I1

material are not prepared for the correct audience, they inust be modi-

fled or drnpped. Learning guidelines are a bit more flexible. They do I

not provide a step-tky-step leaniing sequence, only gereral direction.

•._-• • •....•_•_ ... • •_•• .... ._.• •• •-•- • ,. • •..•--• • • • ...
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1hey are as their name implies, mere guidelines. The delivery system '_

is even mcee flexible, and the management plan more flexible still.

Most of the decisions to drop or modify materials will come eaily in

Sthe decision-making process. Very few materials that are satisfactory

in guidelines and delivery systems will prove unsatisfactory in tennS

of their management plan.

Rgmember, the purpose of Rlock 111.3 is to retain as many existing

material! as possible. Instraction that is not quite adequate in Its

pretent ftrm may be codified. Consultation with media specialists wil

determine if appropriate modification is permissible or possible, and if I
so, whether modification will b. imore cost-effective than development •

of new instructional materials. If i1: is cheaper to develop new materials,

drop the existing materials. Determine the most cost-effective alterna-

tive for meeting objectives, and then follow through on it.

2.2.1 Evaluate Materials IA :

One point should be emphasized here. The procedure for reviewing

existing materials involves proceeding from criterion to criterion for -

.,ach item. Do not go through 100 items, judging their appropriateness

to a predetermined learner charaLteristic, and then review them all

over again in light of the next criterion. Instead, review one segment

of instructional material and ask if it is useable. Are the learner

characterisit-cs, learner guidelines, delivery system, and managemont

plan satisfactory? If not, will modification be c4st-effective? Make

th?.t decision before reviewing the next ite.,. Once you have the knack
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of eva~luatinkg in this fashion. you wilfl be aLll.e tt make a number of

siatabilit~y decision.; simultaneously while reviewing each segment of

In the firit step in this evaluation ?rocess, consider the charac-

terisitics of tht- learners. This topic was first addressed in Block

V 11.3. K~SýCRIBE ENTRY BEHAVIOR. There external as well as internal

r~equirements were considered. What are the ranks of the stu&nt, and

how long have they been in the serviceŽ? What academvic cre-denti?.1s or

special skills do they possess? What tare their aptitude scores? How

much experience have they h'ad? How well do they read? If .ne reviewed

materials do not communicate to this type of oersnn, the materials will

be of little use. For example, when reviewing materials for lear'ir~g

objectives which center around the operati'n of intelligence gathering

equipment, the learner ';haracteristics clearly indicate that materials

must address E4-E7's with a high school educaticn. If you review a

manual on the operation of such equipment, fiiad that it satisfies a

great many of your objectivps, but that the manual was written for

collegea graduates, there is a problem. The voca~ulary is difficult,

!.he sentenc- structure complex, and the technical material densely packed

with new and difficult factual Information. Although it would take emnpiri-

cal validatiun to prove it. it seems a fair bet that this manual is not

suitable to the characteristics of the specified learners. When a segment

of instructional material is aisuitable as it stands, it is appropriate to

cons ider modi "vlcati on.



2.2.k Pake Revision DecitionM

Materials that clearly .aatch learner characteristics should be

retained for further e%-ifu~tion and thosp that clearly do not meet them

-hould be rejected. Most material5, however, will fall somewhere between.

They will be very gootC, but not quite goad er.1irg~h. They will not meet

the criterion -if suitability, bki they will come very close. These

material.. cannct be rei cted out of hand, but r,'sither are they

a~ccptable as is. The question thfA bsýt.omes one cf modificatiorn.

Are these materials ucloýýe enough" to meeting the criterion that it

While materlals modification is expen~sive in terms~ of time, mnoney

and manpower, it is often less costly than developing new materials.

The finer details of this decisioi will require a media or subject

matter expert. The broader devesloris, however, are yours. The4

following guidelines will aid dec~r1on making.

1. WhIle it is extremely difficult to add to non-written

materials using the same mode of presentation, in

such a way that your audience "cannot tell the difference"

between the new and old, it is very easy to delete material.

Thus if modificat~on involves ("1etion without addition,

it is usually less expensive to modify.

The next question is, "Will this deletion destroy tOe

integrity of the matergl-?" It is easy enough to remove one

third of the slides from a s)lde presentation or delete the

last half of a video tape. But it is more difficult to cut

and splice film. in three or four places without destroying

rr the continuity of the visuals and commentary. Some films
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may not be %.'Kified without explicit al~provai in writing

from the command responsible for production. Often, tC.ese

approvals arm not given.

2. before modifying the -aterials, make sure there is a long-

tim use for them. If yours i. a short-term non-critical

course, you may consider using the selected materials just

as they are.

3. Consider the physical condition )f the .iaterials. have they

becn we•difted before? Few non-print materials can bear more

ttaai one round of changes without losing their continuity.

Printed mcerials can be -eiritten wIthouL too much trouble,

but film and tapes may have to be completely re-recorded.

IKatertals must Le cl-ssified by the magnitude of alteration

reluired. Those requiring only minor modification should be

tagged accordingly, as should those that will require major

changes.

4. A media expert must be consulted ftr final judgment. He

kmws th- technical aspects of materials modification, and

their relative cost. However, you must decide which materi-

als are worth his consiteraton.

5. A general rtle of thumb: The move "exotic" the medium, the

more expealsive the alteration. Printed materlalb are not

a problem, filmstrips ar- easy, audio tapes are more diffi-

cult, videotapes require expertise, and color film with

sound is extremely difficult. Judge accordingly. The more

"9exotic" the medium the more likely that ,azlification will

be expensivc.
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In summary, foll'w, this general procedure: Review a selection of

j material, Does it meet the criterion of sultaLility onder consideration?

If it does, it is retained and If it does not, it is dropped. If it

comes close to addressing the criterion effectively. consider modifica-

Cton. How extensive an alteration will be requioed to make it usible?

If the changes are not too drastic, if not too mech must be added or

deleted, good. Ask a media expert if the cost of modification will be

less than the cost of developing new mAteria's to covec the same objectives.

If modification is less expensive, wetain the ratprial for further evaluation.

If, however, the material will require extensive modification, or the media

expert feels it will 5e less expensive'to develop new materials to cover

the same objective, the material under consideration should be dropped.

Do not oviriook the possibility of keeping the existing materials as

they are, and developing adjunct or associated iiaterials to supplement

Sthem. If the present materials are satisfdctory for most sLi;#.kLnts but

too difficult for some, development of remedial materials for the ?ess

advanced students might be a suitable solution.

2.3 Evaluate ExW .ting Matrials/Learning Guidelines

2.3.1 Evaluate Materials

The next criterion of suitability to

apply to a unit of materials is its appro-

priateness to the learning guidelines

selected in Block 111.1; that is, to

determine to what degree the materials

under conlsideration provide the specific

learning guidelines s~ected for the par-

ticular le: rning ooJectives undcr c onsideration.
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Following are some guidelines for making thece decisions:

I. Reco•.nize the limits of the learning guidelines within each

learning category. They do not rffe- a ready-made formula

for instruction. They are guidelires, nothing more. For

exa&.e, they do not provide a step-by-step iearping sequence.
S~They e-e organized in a gene~rally ,equential fashtono-prigress-

ing from informing learners of objectives through testing pro-

cedures--but they do not det.erwine the content of the instruc-

tional materials. There is .sre to the process of selecting

or designing instruction than simply matching each objeztive

with a learning guideline.

2. Learning guidelines do not necessarily address lndi'id"-il objec-

tives. More likely, they guide in the development of instruction

for groups, or clusters of objectives. Therefore, when attempting

= to "match" existing materials to the learninj guidelines, keep inP

mind a group of -elated learning objectives that require the same

learning guidelines. For example, you might have ten learning

objectives, each of which require identification of a different I

part oF a helicopter. Most likely all of these "identify"

learning objectives will have the same learning guidelines.

When reviewing existing mate; ials, cunsider how well they

matcn the learning guidelines for the group of learning objec-

Lives, not just for one single objective.

3. The easiest evaluation to make is probably the negative instance.

It may take some time and several viewings to decide if some

materials are consistent with a learning guideline. But it :3es

not take long to determine that one is Inconsistent. Materials
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that violate the guidelines may be dis•issed immdtataly

to allow more time to concentrate on promising materials.

By rejecting regative instances out of Ltand you can

[ quickly reduce an imposing amount of material to a manage-

able size.

4. Select thosL materials that most efficiently cover the subject,

that most efftciertly meet the objectives. Some materials will

Scover many objectives, but will a'iso include material that either

[7 addresses no objectives, or addresses objectives that you have
- not specified. Stch material is superfluous and wastes time.

I• The requirement is for materials that "say it all," in terms

of the objectives, not materials that "say it all, and ,hen

some." Select those materials that will require the least

amount of modification.

5. Document the search. When viewing 'Lwo dozen items of materials

on the same subject, the point is reached where the reviewer

asks, "have I not seen this before?" He probably has seen

it before, if he has not kept a checklist. Different materials

that are practically ideptical may be reviewed. The .iecklist

will help organize the review of materials and avoid repeats.

6. Keep one eye on the learning objectives and one eye on the

learning guidelines. The guideline statemerts are not useful

by themselves. They are useful only as they apply to the

particular objectives the materials murt cover. It may be

helpful ti think of the learning hierarchy developed in

Block I1.1. The object here is to see if each item of
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material iddresses any or a.l of these objectives. Those

materials that address these objectives by employing the

proper learning guidelir~es should be ,etained for furth,

consideration.

EXAY P*

Assume imstruction Is ti be developed Ir military his ory.
The cluster of objectives iddres' ed concerns Ameri•a.n Naval
involvement In the PJi of 1819. The learning category most
appropriate to this fuster of nbjectives is subcategory
#6, Recalling 23dies of Knowled,. Tu'n to the list of I
learning guidelines appropriate to that category. It lists
the characteristics to look for in e.:ch item of existing
instructional material to be reviewed.

Assume you have located a filnst-ip on the War oi 1812. At
,is level of specificity, some guidelines require wore
emphasis the.n others. For example, #11 -*fers to phasing
out piowpt-, duri.,g instruction and .I18 to self-pacing
instruction for different learner styles and rates of learn-
ing. These are important guidelines for conducting instruc-
tion but they do not necessarily have to occur during each.
15-minute filmstrip. At this particular point in the total
course, you may want maximum prompts or miai;.nu, prompts. It
depends on where you are in the course. Or the filmstrip
could be one iiedia option within a self-paced instructional
program. Thus, guidelines #11 and #36 seem relatively unim-
po-tant when this specifii: matqrial is considered.

But look at guideline #2, which refers to key words and units.
This is appropriate to a filmstrip of the War of 1812. Some
guideli.es refer only to testing, or practice sessions, or
even to rest periods. Review each segment of existing material,
whatever form or lpngth it may have, and matc+ it to the guide-
lines. Determine wrich guidelines are critical to it and which

are not. The specific material will determine which guidelires
are inportant.

By following the procedure used in thL above example, you should be

able to determine if either of the filmstrips is suitable for further

consideration. Also, you should have been abl. to, decide which of the
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several was best. However, if several filmstrips 4ppear & reasonably

good match to the applicable learning guidelines, keep all of them. i
You can makc a final choice later.

One other consideration is of some importance here, and is of -

considerable importance In the next section 4his blr.k. It concerns

the act.umulation of modification costs. Some of the mater#ials that -

havp. been earmarked for nodifica&.on here, for learning guidelines,

were previously earmarked for modilication fo;- learnir characteristics.

Therefore, you must determine the cost of both modifications as compared

to producing new materials to meet the same objectives. In the following

section, Delivery System, you may have to base the cost decision on the

cost of three modification,. And in the next section, Management Plan,

yliu may have the cos' of four modifications to consider against the

cost of developing new materials. j
-I: EXAMPLE

Consider the filmstrip on the War of 1812. You determined
that the vucabuldry was a bit too advanced for the intended
learners. You coasulted a media specialist, and were in-
formed that the subtitles on the filmstrip could be edited
for $50. The cost of developing new material to satisfy
the same objectives is $500, Sc you save $450 by planning
"to edit the subtitles. Now you evaluate the same filmstrip
in terms of learning guidelines. Again, the material Is
good, but not quite good enough. Adding additional material
to the filmstrip in order to improve it will cost $104. This
involves the addition of new meterial to meet the unsatisfied
q-jidelines. But you have already earmarked the material forI• 450 worth of modification in the previous section. Thus, the
total cost of modification at this point is $100 plus $50, or
$150. Th&ý is still less expensive than developing new
materials,

4V
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Now evaluate the materials again, this time in the light
of the selected delivery system. qgain, it is close but
not close encwo. Another modiffcation is required. This
time it will cost $150. Now $300 has been azcrued in moii-
fication costs since beginning the analysis. The price of
develaoing new raterials is $500. so it now wilt save 4200
to ierdify. But there Is still one &arc decision to make.
Is the material suitable to the selected management plan?
If modification costs of over $200 are inc-irred at that
point, it 4s no longer less exlpnsive to modify. If modi-
fication cannot save money, do not do it unless it can
save tire when time is rritical. Develop something ne*'."

2.4 Evaluate Existing Materials/Deliverl System

The next criterion of suitability is [_
the match between the existing material <-

and the delivery system selected in Block

111.2. Take all the materials that have

been retained after considering their

appropriateness to the learning categories.

Examine each and decide if it does or d-)es

not conform to the preselected delivery

system, the medium. Remember that here

the media choices are very flexible. Suppose the selected medium, or

delivery system, was still-visual. Several options are available. A

series of slides, a filmstrip, an actual object, a mdel, a drawing, an

overhead projected transoarency, mnv all be Ltill-visual experiences.

A requirement for audio could be a tape recording, or just the soundtrack

from a film, videotape, ov sl:de-tape presentation. The latter is a

uxidification and will be discussed next. The goal of t.'e search is to

locate materials that may be used as is, without alteration. Only If

•. ~ = =------- -.-- _ _
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the search has failed to produce usaole 'as is" materials are modifications

made. However, one of the selection factors in the main selection was

ccEts. Therefore, something "free" may allow c second choike to becwe-

a first choice. Materials should not be modified to fit a different

media selection without frst considering changing the media selection.

O-ten materials cdn be quickly and effectively transferred from one

"meditx to another. The rule that applied to "learning guidelines" does

not apply here, however. In fact, the rule is just the opposite. The

more ",,xotic" a medium is, the more media it can be broken down into.

A simple written page cannot be made into a slide or film or record.

But a col'or sound film may become several widia. -)e visual a:;ý.-i

may becomE a series of photographz, slides, or transparencies with

little difficulty. The audio aspect may become a tape recording, or

record or printed page. or radio program.

2.5 Evaluate Existing Material Management Plan

The final criterioa of suitability is V

the mrnagement plan. Collect all of the .

materials that were retained because of

their suitability, witti or without rmodi-

fication, to your learner cha.acteristics,

learning guidelines, and delivery system.

Review eacut to determine wether or not

iit conforms to the preselected management

plan. In most cefes the materials will bc

suitable or the ardifications required will be very slight. Th r is due

to the nat're of nwaagemant plans. They ore designed to schedule the

I-•



pIresefitatiofr -if materials and activities. 1-. the existing materials doj

fled to fit the matrorial. There are a few managemnent plan details,

howerar, Vrit might not accouyadcte all materials. For example:
1. Coptingency-managed instruction req~uires that materials be

broken into relatively sinall units of content so that

incentives may he provided to shap desired learnlnq

behavior. Somie mediated presentations neither provide__

incentives, nor maintain their continuity and integrit~y

when broken down intu smaller units.

2. Self-managed instruction gives the student responsibilityI

for determining his own educational progress. Materials

that rrovid2 excessive guidance negate the purpose of
such instruction. al

3. Peer-managed instruction presents much the same situation.-

The poirpose of this particular management plan is to hasve

students assumie the types of educational responsibility

-that directive materials denyv themi.

In practice, there are very few situations whe-ev materilah will not

fit a preselected managem±nt plan "as is." Rhe few that do wiot should

require only' minor modificuq'ion to the materials or the mairAgement plan. _

If apiee o matria isearmarkeedo ~iiainof"ere hrc

teritic," "earingguidelines,"' ind "delivery system"' already a

I :r
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2.5 Make Required Revisions

These procedures have produ'ed two

usable groups of mateHal. The first

group includes those materials that

have b-en adopt - "as is" and the second

grvo contains those that require modi-

fication. The materials that are suitable

mnay be puV aside f~r later inclusion in the

course of studies. The mat-rials that will

require modifliation will fall into thre-b categories: those requiringI dditions, those requiring deletions, and those reqi'ring both.

Ulie mrerials requiring orly deletions or deletic~as and additions,

" should be sent to xedia expert-. Advis-, those experts of the deletions

required. The materials that required only deletions may be set aside

for later integration Into a course of study. The remaining materials

will require additions only. De~velopinq materials is covered in Block

111.4. Once the 4dditionas raterials have been developed, return to

the media specialist and nave him integrate the newly developed materials

into the old naterials. This completes the work in t~e block.

3.0 OUTPUTS

S3.The outputs of this block should consist of:

3.1 Products

1. An outiine s*-,tement of eristing materials included in thp

* complit,,d course.

2. A summary statement of material revision activities and costs.

-1- - r i• i- -- ~ i i- I II
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3.2 Other Documentation

1. An outline statement of existing materials considered

"I for Inclusion in the course.

2. Rationale for material selection decisions.

I. I
_I U

I- I
----I

"! !I

I.
I.
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EXAMPLES

Sample outline statement of existing materials included
in completed course: OH-5.. Heli.opter Maintenance--

1. Maintain power train assembly

A. Assemble tai" bom

1) 35 mm slidc demonstration "Assembling the
OH-56 helicopter tail boo°i"

2) Schcmatic diagram of tail rotor gear box
3) Exploded view of tail roto- drive shaft
4 Four page lecture outline "Assembling tall

rotor ge-,ar box"

B. Disassemble tail boom

1) 35 mm slide demonstratior "Disassembling
the OH-SB helicopter tail boom"

2) Exploded view of till rotor drive shaft
3) Still photograph of disassembled tail boom--

Sample summary statement of material rEvision activities

and costs:

1. Maintain power train assembly

A. Inspect main rotor hub assembly

1) 35 mm slide demonstration "Inspecting the
OH-58 helicopter main rctor hub assembly"

Revision: Delete last 15 slides of a total
S.t 60 slides.
Cost: No cost for deletion

2) Five page lecture "%he rotor hub assembly"

Revision: Record on audio tape.
Cost: $.75 per cassette

B. Disassemble main rotor hub assembly

1) Diagram of main ro.or hu assembly in

Technical Manual 55-1'20-228-20

Revision: Double-sized reproduction drawingI. w~th color coding of blade assembly.
Cost: $.06 each for over 1,O0O

I
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21 16 mm filmstrip "Disassunbling the OH-58
"main rotor"

Revision: Rewrite and re-record the entire
script.
Cost: $110.00, rewrite; $1.35 per cassette,
re- record

-= I

I

--• •I

° I

LI
i ° .I
S.I
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INGIA9kCTIONAL

OVERVIEW

If there are no existing instructional materials that can adequately

help students attain mastery of the ledrning objectives, or only parti-

ally suitable materials are available and these must be revised, it will

be necessary to develop new instruction. The intent, in this block, is

to assist the instructional designer in making the best use of available

production facility personnel to produce instructional materials.

.121
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BLOCK 111.4: DEVELOP INSTRUCTION

1.0 INTRODUCTION
I. ,-

In Block II.1, oae or more learning objectives were derived for

each task selected foi training. In Block 111.1, specific learning

guidelines and learning events were identified that require different

instructional treatment. In Block 111.2, a certain management plan

and delivery system was chosen for specific learning objectives. In

Block 111.3, existing materials were evaluated in an attempt to meet

the instructional needs. After this reviewing and selecting from

existing materials, one of the following two conditions probably

exiSt:

1. There is no material already available that can ade-

quately help students attain mastery of specific

learning objectives, or

2. there is only partial material available and this must

be revised and added to.

In either case, new instruction must be developed. The develop

instruction stage of the ISO model is one of the most important in the

entire instructional process. This is the point at which all the pre-

ceding analyses and planning will be utilized to produce the actual J',

instructional products such as printed materials, TV programs, lec-. -

tures or slides.

The development of instructional materials generally requires the

efforts and skills of many individuals and groups. Somie of these are:

1. subject matter specialists,

2. media specialists,
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3. production staff,

4. writers, and

5. evaluators.

Extensive assistance from such experts will be required in dcve'ýPing

various types of instructional materials. The primary purpose of

this block is to give specific information on ways these professior.1l

personnel can help, and to ^utline what must be prepared and presented

to such personnel if they are to help In the most efficient manner.

lMore specifically, this-block Is intended to help:

1. identify the general methods used to prepare Instruction

that will meet the learning objectives,

2. familiarize you with standard ,.;rms us-d by production

facility personnel,

3. assist in giving clear instructions to the support group

so they can best help in achieving the goals,

4. try Put the developing materials so the quality of the

final product can be improved, ard

5. prepare adequate instructions for students who will be

studying the materialis and in.ructors who will manag.

the instructional program.

The steps in the procedure for developing instruction are shown

I . in Figure HIl.12, the fold-out page at the end of this block.

[M

!I '"=
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2.0 P'ROZCEDURES

2.1 Identify Instructional Needs and Constraints

Before beginning the development of instriction,

you will, ot course, need to know exactly what you

are expected to accomplish. In ISD developed

courses, a great deal of vatuable information is *13
available at this point. The most valuable items

will be all the Learning Objective Analysis Worn-

sheets used to document the major outputs of

Blocks II., .11.2, [1.4, 111.1, and [t[.2.

The Learning Objective Analysis Workshee;-s provide the following

information:

1. Learning objectives

2. Learning objective condition-

3. Learning objective standards

4. Test items for eaci obJc'.;ive

5. Reference to the task or elen "r.;. fr~w which the learning

objective was derived.

6. '.eatrning objertive sequence number and how objectives

were ;tructured

7 Learning category and sub-categories for each objectivE,

along with reference to applicaohe learning guidelines

8. Applicable learning activities for each objective

9. Management plan and delluery system

10. Existing instruction selected

II
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These Learning Objective Analysis Worksheets give most of what is

needed to begin Aeveloping instruction. Some of the items, such as

management plan and delivery system not only provide information, but

also are constraints under which you must. work.U

In addition to the above, information will be needed as to approxi-

mdte fund allocation, tfire constraints, personnel constraints, facility

and equipment constraints, etc.

Before proceeding with the development of instructional materials,

a final check should be made to insure thdt required resources defini-

tely are available. It certainly would be ill-advised to plan for a

certain format of iistruction and then find that resources once

thought to be aveilable will not be available. The only alternative in

tnis case is to reanclyze input data atod choose an alternate approach

consistent with the available resources and existing constraints.

2.2 Identify Available Resource:z

All military schools have availab e

some kind of facilities for producing in-

structional materials. Typically, this

includes a television capability, print- 7
ing plant, training aid facility, and

an audio-visual production facility.

Specialized medid preparation plants

S~and model shops may ,iot be• available

locally. However, the local unit can

help make arrangements for special items

when they are required.

;• _ __.
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Obtain copies of the production facilities documentation regard-

ing development of classroon, instruction, video instruction, audio

instruction, slide-tape presentations, demonstrations, computer appli-

cations, and any other additional mnaterirals of this type. Local regula-

tions or servicewide regulations may exist relative to the acceptable

for~nat 'or presenting materials for processing. Where these are avail-

zble, be sure to obtain copies. Most of these publications have nuc

been developed within an Instructional Systems Development Model con-

text. While tt, y may have to be adapted to your needs, they still

should prove extremely helpful.

Find out how -.3 get the subject content into a f)rm that the pro-

duction facility can easily ase. For printed mzterials this may

include length of typed 1'nes permissible, page numbering locations,

et.For audio material, a script' must be prepared in a format

acceptable to narrators. Visual materials require storyboards, iium-

bered lists of final crder required, and an idea of what the final form

will be -still slide, filmloop, video tapes, etc.

Find out how much assistance can be expected from the production

facility. Get as much information as possible on how they would

suggest develop4 nq the particular instruction. Production facility

personnel require that ideas he presented in a fonr they can under-

stand because thai is what is used as "he basis for judging their

costs and their requirriwiiit for experienced personnei. From the

description of planned new instruction, it will also be possible for

them to give an elapsed time estimate. From this estimate, you may de-

P cide to accept some suggested alternatives tay maý be almost as good,

.----- = .. =)=~ - -
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or perhaps better, than what was originally planned. Though general

alternatives should have been selected in Block 111.2, there are

production alternatives as well.

The following list provides a general description of the functions

of production personnel who likely will do most of the actual develop- A

ment of instructional materials.

I. Media Specialist (Consultant). Media specialists often

oversee and direct media center personnel. The media specialist is

usually knowledoeable in all areas of media selection, identification

of unique media and stimulus characteristics, feasibility of different

media for various instructional purposes, media production costs, use

of h.rdware and a.companying software, and location Pf media software

(re: films, teleiision programs, etc.) on a wide variety of subjects.

The media specialist may be particularly useful in helping to find

existing materials in the content areas. The media specialist also

should be able to provide valuable suggestions before the development

of first draft materials has begun to save both time and money.

2. Graphic Artist. Since a large portion of media productions

usually involves some artwork in the form of graphs, charts, diagrams,

or pictures, the -rt:st is another media professional whose assistance

will be valuable. The graphic artist can usually be called upon to do

a variety of illustrat~ins of different sizes from small pa•nphlets to

large poster size artwork. Most artists also can prod,'ce various

sizes and styles of printed lcttering. The graphic artist cIso probably

can advise or give suggestions on the most Effective way to visualize

the instructional message. Usually an artist is capable of producing

sketches in rough form which will be quite suitable for the p.*oduction
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of first draft materials.

3. Print ScIalist. The print specialist is skilled In the

development, arrangement, and production of a wide variety of print

materials ranging from pamphlets and 'brochures to books. The print

specialist can assist in deciding how to reproduce large amounts of

material as economically as possihle without undue sacrifice of quality.

He will advise on the feasibility, cost, and preparation of various

types of artwork in eithpr color or black and white. In general this

per-on should be consulted on any matter involving the production and

duplication of printed materials.

4. Photographer. The photographer is capable of handling a

wide variety of picture taking asslgnments and is versatile in develop-

ing aiid printing pictures. Much creative photography is done io the

darkroom rather than with the camera; therefore, if any special photo-

graphic effects are needed, discuss it with the photographer. It would

be helpful to show the photographer an actual example (from a past pro-

duction or magazine pictures, etc.) of what is needed.

5. Audio Prodcer (engineer). The audio producer is responsi-

ble for producing audio tapes, audio cassettes and studio recordings.

The producer kncows what type of microphones are suitable for different

applications. The audio producer can assist in all production phases

but will be most helpful in preparing the final integration of the

production where thp narration, music, and other audio sounds are com-

bined. The audio producer will make certain the audio production is

crisp and clear with no unnecessary background noisez or static and that

music and voices are well modulated.

-- _ -II -- , A
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6. Writer. Thoý writer Is capable of either hzlping develop

the scripts and written passages or taking, the idLas and preparing a _.

script. Before consultiig a writer, have a very good idea of woat is ..

needed. The writer needs guldellncs as to whiat conterit is needed in

the production. Provide a rough s-ýnipt detailing specific content

needed in the final proO'iction. Aiven this inform tion, the ,wrlter

will be able to develop a ýcript.

7. TV Producer. The television producer is an expert in the

conceptualization, development, prc,-uc~ion, and direction of television EN

programs. If your plans call for producing a television program, the

TV producer can giv 91 VirE *P how to plan -it. You most likel) will

have to consult writers (if available), ir sc~k the producer's help in AA

writing a script. The TV producer usually "v-sualizes° the completed

script--that is, decides on the camera shots and techniques to be useO.

8. Technic:ian. The (electronic) technic4,n is a specialist

in the repair .nd maintenance of electrotic equipment such as audio

consoles, video switcl~qrr, cameras, arid tape recorders. The techr4:ian

repairs equipment and is familiar with the reliability of different -

makes of audiovisual hardware. Before purchasing e-uipment, seek the

t'!cnnician's aivice, It could save needless expense later on, The

technician also can familiarize the instructional designer with the

_ .•operaton of production facility equipment. The tcchnician also may

be versed in the development of new equipment and in the reliabiiity I
and technical problem. with different makes of new "state of the art"

equipment.

A7
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k.3 Develop Instructlu,,,

Following are deh--ils of e6eveioping _*

*various types of instruction t,) fit tiie chosen

instru.tfonai setting, media selection, and _

mana.-.npent plan. At this point, a firialk-

commiltment has nct been made as 0. details

of the final product, The -Final commnitmient

should be made onl.' after first drafts of

rough materils, I:ave been evaluatee and

found to be effective. Details of th~is evalus-

tion ara discusscd in the neA~ section.

?.3.1 Writing an-Audio-Only Script

'l-e audio.-ooly script is ne1;essary for producing audio tape reco, .i-

ings, or live radio producu.ions. Audio-only scripts are also prepared

as part of instructional programs wlegre., for example, learners may be

listenino to directioes c- explanatinns on an audo.3 tape while they are

performing or beirg gu~dcd through a tisk.

When developing audio scripts remember the limitations of the me-

oi~m. The entire emphasis is on the audiG, since there i- no acroip~ny-

irg video. Use~ whatever tcchniques W~ill stimulate the audio senses:

music, sound effects, dram~tizatior , di-Aferent voices, chanc",ýs in pitcni,

cone, itnter~sity of voice, and pacing. Howev'er, do r~ot overuse a tech-

nique. Use them e needed and where they will contrib~ute to theI

development of the instructional program. Take the script to an audio

producer and ask his advicc on how best to prepare and aresent the ideas

th~at need to be presentcei.
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Some guidelines for writing audi• only scripts are:

1. Examine each learning objective and learning step and

write )trmqgh of an explanation to clarify each item.

(nnsider what the intended audien,.e already knows and

their eaucatiun levnl. Do not write _ore than is needed,

you can always add more 7ater after the first draft

matei•als have been tested.

2. You now have a "bare bones" script. Check the script for

continuity. Do the ideas flow or does the script seem

disjointed? Read the script aloud to your-self and hear

w•hat it sounds like. If any part of the script sounds

u., clear or sparse, add or delete information where ne-

cessary. If possible, have someone read the script to you.

3. Decide on where chinges in the pace of the presentation

can best be used to hiqhlight the script aend i'ntain

listener interest. Do not use Chinese gongs Just for

effect, but if they will add something relevant to the

p•ogram, by all means use them. The idea here is to vary

the pacing and content of th-. production without resort-

ing to gimmickry. If you want to tell the audience what

an air :zid siren sounds like, do not describe its fre-

quency and pitch. Instead, use a blast of a siren.

Rather thin simply explaining the cintents of a speech,

use a dramatization. Use appropriate music to bridge the

gap between different parts ,,' the program. When using

,music, renewber the music should not zttract undue atten-

tion but shoula complement the narration. The audience
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should not concentrate on the music instead of the informa-

.~on in the program.

4. If pauses 1.i certain parts of thc script arc ncces:a;',,,.

indicate these on the script. If pacing, cither faster or I
slower thtan the normal reading rat,, is needed, indicateU

this on the script also.

5. When writirnj the final version of a script use t?'e format

bhown in Figure 111.13. The right side of the script con-

tains all of the spoken narration that will be heard. The

left side of the script is foi, specific directions such as

adding music or sound effects.

After proceeding this far with the audio script, you zre reddv to

take it to an audio producer to have it produced.

2.3.4 Preparing Video-Cnly Materials

There are two purposes of a video-only script. One is to provide

guidelines in the development of isolated video mate!rials (i.e., w~hat

scene a photographer should take, what the composition of a picture

should be, what informati',i a chart or diagramshould contain). The

Eli first purpose then is for the production of individual materials. The

second purpose of a video-only sc.-ipt is for the production of se-

quenc'ýs of materials. For et-ample, to produce a slide program, a

script outlining th~a sequence of pictures also is needed. (Alternate

sequencing orders are list4Ld in Appendix A.) The video-only sc.lipt

may be thought of as a set of prescriptions which deffine the exact

criteria for the preparation of miaterials.

IL-
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Write the audio that will be read

by the narrator on this side of

the script.
Include any special direction%

on the left side of the ,cript.

These could be rmusic, sound A
effects or arty other oLtside

sources which will be added to
the final script. I
the fnal Also, write any special directions

for the narrator on this side 0,f -
the script. For example, include

changes in pace, tone or intenrity

of voice and indicate them in

brackets [ ]. The part of the

script to be read is written in I
capital letters, while Lne direc-

tions to the narrator are written

in Tower case letters. A

FIGURE 111.13: Format for an Audio Script
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When developing a video-orly script remember that all tte Informa-

tion or factual mater'fl must be included in the picture or visual. Be A

sure to piovid-: the photographer c- graphic artist with enough informa-

tion as to the coatposition of the visual. What details should be

included? Is color necessary? What about the size of details? Should

certain parts of a picture be photographed in close detail or magnified?

Shou'd the artist use arrows, numbers or other techniques to clearly

delineate one part of a chart or graph from another part? Is lettering

K. needed on the photographs or diagrams, and if so, what size?

Discuss exactly what is needed in each iisual, whether It is a photo-

graph or drawing, with the photographer or artist. The Jollowing steps

will help when prouucing visual materials:

1. Examine each learning objective and learning step to deter-

mine what visual will explain it best. Draw a rough sketch which con-

tains the needed detail to explain the visual. An artist is not re-

quired here. All that is needed is sufficient detail to communicate

with the artist or photographer. Rough sketc6,s or stick figures or

the like are known as storyboards. When a sequence of them is mounted

on a 6oard, an outline if the sequence of a story car be illustrated.

The storyboard pictures can be slown to an artist, photographer or film

producer to give him an exact idea of the type of visuals to produce.

While ;he preparation of a storyboard is preferred, an Olternative is

to write a detailed description of what content the visu,ý! should con-

tain. More than one visual may be needed to adequately expl3in a

learning objective or learning step. In any case, make sure visu-

als for each learning objective or learning step do adequately explain

the information. The important informetion must be contained in the



visual only since no audio explanation will accompany it.

2. If special colors, highlights, drawings, circles, arrows,

blowups, or lettering are neeaed to adequately explair some part of

the visual, indicate this on the rough sketch or written description

of the 7tsual.

2.3.4 The Audio-VisLal Production

A large portion of the mediated materials designed will probably

be some form of audio-visual production. Among the most often used

audio-visual productions are the slide tape, television program, ard

film. The production of an atudio-visual program is a job for skilleu

media professionAls so work closely with production facilities per-

sonnel who have expertise in the area. The purposc of this section

is to help des-tn the audio-visual scripts so they commnunicate what is

needed to the production personnel. Figure 111.14 is an eximple of

the audio-visual script format and Figure 111.15 is an example of an

audio-visual script.

Since audio-visua') programs appeal to both -he eye and the ear,

there are common attributas among the different types of productions.

2.3.4.1 The Audio in Audio.-Visual

SIn discussing the preparation of audio-only and video-only produc-

tions the important point was to derive the maximum benefit from a

Sm.eJium which appealed to only the seibse of hearing or the sense of

seeing. In combining the audio and visual media, there are some prin-

ciples to follow to ensure they effectively communicat to both senses.

iA
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VIDEO)

All the visual sequences of the

program are written on this

side of the script.

Storyboard pictures can be

il,ustrated on ttis side of U
the sr.ript to correspond with

the narration.
t a iAll narration and specific

directions for the narrator

are listed on this side of

the script. In an audio-

visual script all special

directions that have anything

to do with audio such as music

are written on the right-hand

side.

FIGURE [11.14: Format for an Audio-Visual Script
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Draft 0 AlInIO Virr¶AL SC~pl?

Ri•ill TeletynwriterLESSON 4 201-113-4692-r TITLE Communication Procedure PAGE 9

VloUAIS J.UP!O

42. Print crpy 42. Yo'ir paper shoul look like thi,.. I-

S5•) CRC) (LF) (!;ToP)
A21,1 DE R3T

B28e GLYM !

LdI

2d " 1 stI

~KR1IT_/

MET CALL

A2L7

43. Print Copy: 13. Complete the call by listing tue prosiqn

MACHINe FUNCTIONS meaning "Go Ahead" and the end of line

nmachine functions. (STOP)

44. Repeat Frame. -,2 only 44. DLes your call look like this?
add,

X (2CR) (LF) (STOP)
(atrKR73)

I-. Repeat Frame 31. 45. Let's try another one. Select t.-. net
Arrows pointing to

CIX6 and JP4L call sign .nd the call sign of the NCS.

Then construct the preliminary call which

the NCS would use to contact all thu sub-

-tationz in his net ;)y u ng a single call.
(STOP)

FIGURE 111.15: Sample Audio-Visual Script

L - = ~ ~ - - - . - 2= r = . . *. ,
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1. Narration (audio) should be used to explain details,

suggest relationships, or supply any kind of informa-

J: tion that cannot be adequately explained in the

I? visuals.

2. The narration should always be related to the visual

being seen. The narration should not compete with the

visual by describing or ý.alling actention to details not.

in the vitual. If in doubt, *sk ;elf "does the

r arvatiorn complNtint the visual?" If the answ-r is ioI. then rewrite the narration until it does.

3. Use the narr3)ion to identify or describe the content of

a visual as soLn ;-s the visual appears. Do not make

the audience guess what the content of a visual is all
about. Tell them.

4. Narration should always be simply written. Do not use

long, comnolicated sentence structures with multiple

clauses. Use a simple vocabulary. Try and strike a

balance between brevity and simplicity without talking

down to the audieice.

5. Vary the pace of the narration: Allow for breaks of

silence to briJge different visuals or use short musi-

cal bridges that serve to vary the pzce of the program.

But retember the music should complement the overall

pace of the program. Do not use lord or boisterous

muslc that will distract fiom the visual portion of

the program.

,_ k, m , m
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2.3.3.2 ':he Visual in Audio-Visual

In designing the visual component of a production, it is important

to visualize what it is you are trying to describ&. The emphasis in

the production of an audio-visual poduction is often oi, the visual'.K. that is, the audio is used to describe the visual. However, the impor-

I tant poiint 4s that the visual and audio work 'together to present the =

desired information,

2.3.3.3 Produ.ing a Siide-Tape Program

The slide-tape is one of the most widely u;ed of all audio-visual .1
productions because .t is relatively inexpensive to make, elaborate

equipment is not required, end it is ..ot diFficult to reprodusce.

The slide-tape is simply a combination of slides accompanied by a

tape recorded narration nxplaining and describing the slides. A syn-

chrn-izing pulse is ,laced on the audio tape to synchronize the audio

and tha visual. The pulýýe is recorded on the tape by the audiu pro-

ducer or techniciai. It can be either audible for marually advancing

the slides or inaudible and automatic.

1. N•o Si,;glE visual (i.e., slide) Thould be or the screenI . too long. After iFproximately 20 seconds the audience

tends to Oecome biored and restless and easily distracted

frcom the program. Renembe.- this when planring the sto.,y-

board and avoid writing AO seconds of narration for a

visual that should not be on th, screen longer than 20I)
•"•1
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seconds. If a longer time period is needed to explain

a visual, a second similar visual can be planned to fcl low

the first on-,. The second visual can be taken from

another angle or be a different size than the first one.

In any case, it should be different in some way but still

be logically related to the first one. Also, try to vary

the pacing of the program h", h~ving slides on the screen

for different periods of time. When designing a program,

do not think of tec.iidqi. first but do remain aware of the

fact that the program should be lively Lnd interesting.

2. To plan tLa production of a slide-tape program, prepare

storyboards for each item of information. A storybocrd is

slrply on,: or many cards or papers (se3 Figure TII.16)jwhicn contain a rough sketch of the picture or visual to
be photographed or drawn. In addition to the sketch,

which should be placed at the top, write on the bottom I
of the storyboavd the narration which will accompany the

slide. If rrusic is to accompdny the slide indicate this

also. The storybiard also should contain a number indi-

cating what Lea.'ning Objective Aialysis Worksheet each

storyboard relates to.

3 . Check the sequence of the storyboaras. Visualize the

sketches or each. Does each picture and accompanying

nareation follow a loqical sequence? Are there any am-

biguities or gaps where information is missing' If so,

add more pictures or narration. Run chrougn thE sequence

I
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FIGURE 111.16: Storyboards
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several times to check the order. The combination of all

storyboards formfs the scv-ipt for the slide-tape program.

The virual should be detailed enou~h ta provide a photm-

grapher with explicit directions as to the composition of

the picture to be photographed or drawn by the artist.

Ask aiiother person~ to check the sequence of the story-

boards. Someone else can often spot inconsistencies or

ambiguities that the writer is not atble to detect. Make

any necessary changes. An examiple of a storyboa-d is

shown in Figure 111.17.

4 . Take the storyboards to a photographer or an artist so

that he can begin taking the photographs or doing the art- .
work. If the photographer has to take on-location shots

it will probably be necessary to accompany him to the

location, it he is to produce slides from books or maga-

zinesi, provide him with all necessary materials. Story-

boards should indicate the exact composition of evcry

picture. If some of the slides require the prc.~uction of

gr,-phs or diagrams, take these storyboards to the graphic

artist. When the artist has drawo~ the visuals, take them

to the plv'togi;;pher tu have them photographed. You should

now have all the visual components of :he slide-tape pro-

gram.

5. Next, write the ?udio portion of the script. To du this,I

simply copy the narration from each storyboard. This

will be the completed audio script whlch can be t,.ken to
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the audio producer who will arrange to have a na-rator L
read the scr-Opt.

6. The final produclion step in, to indica;i on the audio

script wV.•re te slides should change; that is, how the

slideF ihould be synchrunized with the audio. A small

x, or any othar mark at the appropriate points on the

"Audio script will provide tne audi. producer with the

required information for .ynchronizing the audio and 1

;isual -_,wponents of the program. This should complete

the production of the slide-tape program.

2.3.3.4 Film Production

Due to the coeplicxity an6 hiqh cost and time con~nitments involved

in film production, there are very few valid reasons to undertake

the productior, of a filin. This is especially so considering the tech-

nology and state of the art Co video-tape recording aid editing which

make the production cf high quality television programs a most suitaoDe

alterisative to film production.

2.3.3.5 Producing a Television Program

The product.ion of a television program is the job of a television

producer or director. Skilled professorials are needed to handle the

numerous details and technical procedures necessary to produce a com- *

pleted television program. Since television involves movement, audio,

and vi~eo, the television proqra.:. should reflect the vilid use of each

of these elenents.

The production of a television program iivcl"es a rather compli-

cated set oi' procedures and techniques. Since conceptualizing how a
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television picture will look on the screen reqlir',s considerable exper-

tise do not bp. concerned with describing camerc shots, camera move-

ments, lenses, scene iransltlens, or "blockinq" in the script, This i's

the job of the television producer or director. A television producer

* develops a visual sense after many years of prartice and experience so

it would be ulirealistic to expect to do the same in a short period of

* time Your primary function in designing a media production is to

coninunicate the specific requirements to the media professionals. This

is accconplished by presenting trie television producer with a completed

storyboard so that he cauu visualize the progr.m

The process of developing a storyboard was expiained in the section

on slide-tape prods tion, !o it is not necessary to elaborate further.

lHowever, therc are some differences between a :Aide storyboard and a

storyboard iuitable for a television prodlction which are worth ,otiong:

1. Television is not static- it involves movement. Rcwember

this when w~iting the storyboarl and do not plan for 3nly

static or sJi Al picture;.

"2. When preparing a sto"yboard, desc.'ibe ir, detail the compo-

sitior. of the required picture. Do not worry about tech-

nique, how it will be execut-d, or about using the right

jargon. Leave that to the producer. If a close-up of a

picture is needed to show detail, or if a large object

needs to be viewed from far out., simply indicate this on

the stcryboard. The producer will decide the technicalii details
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3. Geleratly the visual will carry the important part o~l

the message and the audio will be used to accompany ýn

expl~'n the video.

4. In plann' 3 edich Gtoryboard try to imajine how best to

vist'i1lize the niesseje that needs to bt; presented. Decide

wýhat would be the best picture or sequence of pictures to

explain this informationi. Again, do not worry about the

tecliiiquc of how U-! -rogr~m will be produced. S"Impy

couxaunicate on the storykmar-' what is required. The pro-

ducer will take 'it from there.

5. When the set of si. .'yboards is completed, check the s,"-

quekice as c.'plained i~efore. The storyboards should iow

be -taken to the produicer.

2.3.4 Developing Printed Materials i
Printed matLerials include printed words, art work, photographs, or

some CoMzination of these. The same cuidelines qgiven for audio-visual

productions apply to developing printed art work and still photography.

Even~ though print is a relat-'wly ineYmpensive medium, there are.

costs associated with each additional piece of lnforniation, both in

ternis of reproductior and studen~t time to read it. Write all tite

I, ~student needs to Know about 2ach learning objective, but do not write< I
2.3..6Developingq Progrwamied Intut on ds~.r rsrcir

Oegood exait~ple of asystems approach todsq;AgIsrcinisj

prograriiud instruction. Prograirned instruction 1)is cha~act-erizedI
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by presenting the student with information to which he has to make some

kind of response before hL can proceed further in the instructior.

After eAch response the student is informed of his progress and he then

proceeds in a s4milar manner through the entire program of Instruction.

Following are some of the characteristics of programmed instruction:

k I !. All forms cf P! are designed to involve the srudent actively

in the process of learning. Instruction in a program is

divided up Into units called frames. A frame usually con-

W. tains a small amount of information and a question for the

student to answer based on the information in that frame.

The W4estion provides an opportunity toe the student to

actively respond. The student answers the ques' ion before

proceeding to the next frame.

2. The next frame of instruction generally contains the correct

at.swer to the 4uestion. "he process of supplying immediate

II knowledge of results is krown as feedbck.

?. PI materials allow the stWuent to prorce3d at his own speed

r rate of learning. Sludents d" not have to kerp paceI with other students in the class who may be receivlna 'ho

same instruction.

The design of good effective PI is a complax procedure of activities
which should be performed by skilled professionals. If you would like
Mo attempt to desigr PI, refer to one of the excellent references listed

I, at the end of this phase,
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.6 D e v e lo p oin a _ Pla t f o rm L e c t itr e s 

• :
lecturer. 

.- l

ii
Since the primary advantages of the platform lecture approach are

the flexibility of content and the ete asof providing a wde renge of

inuediate feedback to students, the inputs to the lecturer sh.uld be

-
outllmLs and aids rather than a rigid forirat. Following are some(;• 
guidelines for materials that should be developed and presented to the

2lecturer. W ,

1i. The lecturer should be proviJed with th s learning objecr -

teins to be covcred and the test items that the students

swill be expected to complete as a result of what they

tlearn from the lecture.
S2. 

While the lecturer probably is a subject matter expert

in his field, he should be provided with sources for all

the information essential to the loture.

3. Any audio-visual aids, demonstration objects, examples,

suggested answers to students' questions, or other aids

that can help in the delivery of a d effective lecture

should be provided. S tab
S2.3.; Develo pin g Se lf-Teachin g Ex poi table _P acka Les (STEPs)I

sTEPs may use a single medium or a combination of media. Forexample, audio-visuals, programaed instruction, and audio-only mightbe used in the same lesson or series of lessons. In general, thei• guidelines already given for developing instr'qction for the specific
media are also applicable to STEPs. hlowever, one additional pre-
caution should be taken. Since the user of a STEP may not be able to

aet immediate or detailed Assistance if hp n eedz it.: r-.atpr effort

-- I I I I II II I I I I I I I I I IAAI A
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must 6e made to ensire that the instructional materials are clearly

presented. The level of detail and the feedback to the trainee must

be designed to lncluae what is ,eeded for the individuals with the

lowest specified level of entry skills. When possible, self-

adnministered and self-scored tests should be included to permit more

competent trainees to skip elementary parts of the program.

Most STEP programs are broadly organized as follows:

1. Introductior.

2. STEP le4rning objectives

3. Study resources

4. Practice exercise items

5. Discussion of practice exercise items

6. Self-evaluation test items

7. Discussion of sell-evaluation test items

2.3.8 _Developing SupplementarNy Instruction

[•k SupplementAry instruction is any instructional material (film,

textbook, television program) which has been validated as providi'g

effective supplementary instruction.

EXAMPLES

1. An excellent instructional program might already exist
for performing maintenance on a particular piece of
equipment. Hcwever, several minor modifications to
the equipment nay make additional instruction neces-
sary. Rather than revise the existing information,
a more economical approach may be to develop an
adjurý:t program to provide the additional Information.
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2. When developirig a new instructional program,

several itemis of existlno instructional material
may have been located that cover 90 percent of
the learning objectives. An adjunct program may
be developed for the remaining 10 percent of
the objectives.I;3. A small group of closely related tasks mray be

V performed by only a small pe'rcentage of a DOS.
An adjunct proyram might be developed to supple-
ment the existing program, and to be used only[ by those who need to perform the extra tasks.

Any o, the mi-dia approaches discussed earlier may be used forI ~ supplcruentiry filstruction. Following are several guidelines for
developing such programs:

1. Be sure the learning objectives to be covered by the

supplementary instruction are carefully selected.

These should be learning objectives that are inade-

quately covered or not covered at a&1 by the existingI instruction.
2. While redundant instruction should be avoided, some re-

dun..anc~v may be esse~ntial to provide continuity in tha

supplemeintary program.

3. Be sufficiently familiar with the instruction to je

supplementedi, to use a style and media app~roach with

the adjunct program that c.amplenlents the basic instruc-

tional program.

4. It is not essential to pt'OSint all '.he ;upplemneritary

ma~terials at otie time. Portions may be inser~ed into

the 6otal prqgram whenever they are nee~ed.
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2.3.9 Oevelpping Adjunct Pr~~qrams

An adjunct program uses special directions plus existing instruc-

tional material (film, textbook, slide tape). it is developed by using

the learning objectives, test items, and directions to guide the stu-

dent to specific parts of the existing instruction. The adjunct ii.-

struction must then go through the same validating process d~escribing

in Block 111.5. Sometimes students self-program instruction when given

the obJectives and resources. A

Adjunct programmning can be both effective and inexpensive while

time far development is minimized.

EXAMPLE

Learning ot-j~ctive:
Using TM 38-750 and situatians, determineA
whether a DA Fa3rm 2408-13 should be 'ised,

Read TM 38-750 section 4-12, paragraphs a, b,
c(1), and c(2) and answer the followingU questions:

Learning objective:
Using TM 38-750, fill in Block 17 (Fa.,1lts
and/or remarks).

Read TM 38-750 section 4-12, paragraph (3)
and fill in your DA Form 2408-13 for the
following situation:
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2.3.1 Job .erformance 4ids (JPAs)

A JPA is a type of performance device, usually in the form of a

writteni ptocedura vtth illustrations, charts, checklists, or tables of

data. These materials are designed to provide information that does
rot have to be learned In the classroom or otherwise cauaitted to

memo;,y. A JPA is uaed on the jcb as an aid or assistance in the per-

formancL of & task. JPAs are usually prepared for:

1. Behavior sequences that are lung and complex

2. Tasks that are rarely performed

3. Tasks that involve readings and tolerarces

4. Tasks that are aited by thp presence of Illustrztions

5. Tasks that utilize reference information, such as Ables,

graphs, flowcharts, and schematics

As ii, the production of other forms of media, consult and use the

services of iastallation experts in the production of JPAs, as well as t
the media experts who will produce the first draft materials. The

"following series of steps should be useful in the preparation of JPAs.

,. Verification of Activity Steps. Each step should containt

only one simple operation or movement. Do not have too many compound

procedures such as adjust..., then rotate..., then align..., then call-

brate.... It would be better to list each of these steps individually.L
Each step should be the smallest component of the task. Experts often

have shortrits or other time and work saving techniques they use whiler performing a task. Often, after many years on a Job they arf nut even

F aware of this. Howe~er, for the purpose of designing JPAs, identify

every s•'ep, procedure, or operation necessary for a novice to perform

the task. Work through the task following the list of steps. Proceed

- ""- - - nlI _ _
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from one step to the next. If "gaps" are apparutt between steps or

parts of a task cannot be performed because previous steps are not on

the list (i.e., these may b~e experýt's shortcuts) then adjust the list _

to include these steps. =
2. Grouping of Steps into Units. One widely used type of jPA

consists of written text and/or writton text and illustratioirs. In

= performing most technical tasks where a technician has to manipulate,

adjust or align equipment, the inclusion of pictures in a JPA is almost

mandatory. As a general guideline, steps should be grouped into appro-

priate units. Each unit should consist of the appropriate number of

steps necessary to complet.e Ct~at portion of the task. For example, if

six separate steps arc needed tc align a tuner, these could be listed

as onie activity ~.omprising the six individual steps. Or if nine cali-

brations are reeoed to align a piece of equipment, these could be

grouped together. (See Figures 111.18 and 111.19 for examples.) _

3. Production (,f JPAs. After steps are grouped together it_

is time to think of how the activities will be illustrated. Take the

JPA work to a graphic artist who is skilled in the production of

visuals for such purposes. Most installations usually have trained :
personnel who are capable of designing visual illustrations for JPAs.

The most coimmon an. ;sefui type of illustration is the "blowup" chartI

* ~or diagram which is often referred tc as an "exploded" diagram. TIh:se

diagrams are simply expanded views of parts of rections of equipment
that visually illustrate the list of steps comprising each activity.

(See Figure 111.20 for an example.) The diagrams are Lsually shown

from several different views: front, right and/or left side, back.

Different views are shown only if they are relevant to the perf~rxiarce
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SLC

1. Set NOT and COLD Mixing Valve controls to OFF.

2. Connect Pressure Gauge to discharge.

3. Set COLD control to ON. Check that Pressure Gauge irdicates

between 59.9 and 60.1 PMI. If not, go t. step 9.

4. Set COLD control to OFF. Disconnect guage, allow pressure

to bleed off. Reconnect Pressure Gauge,

5. Set HOT control to ON. Check that Pressure Gauge indicates

between 59.9 and 60.1 PSI. If oot, go to step 21 (Action

Tree for Sympton #1).

6. Set HOT control to OFF. Disconnect Presbure Gluge.

7. Set HOT control to ON. Place bulb end of thermometer in hot

wate- discharge. Check that th-rmometer indicates between

130 and 140° F. .-f not, replace WU-i aad go to step 1.

8. Set HOT con.rol to OFF.

CHECKOUT FNOS HERE

SPC

9. Set COLD control to OFF. Disconnect gauge, allow presgure

to bleed off. Reconnect Pressure Gauge.

10. Set HOT control to ON. Ch.eck that Pressure Gauge indicates

f between 59.9 and 60.1 PS!. If not, go ýO (Action Tree ior

Symptom P•4).

11. (This will be the first step in the Action Tree foi Symptom #2.)

FIGURE 111.18. Checkout Procedure for Illustrative Purposes
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Cm at erence kelated I FailureOutputs AffectedSCotmet Rfernce Relted Failure Modes and

J ams Designator OutpUts Nature of Change

Rot, water WN-i Hot wate; Water flow Hot •,4ter - not avuilable
heater at dig- obatructed at discharge or low

.charge pressure

Leaking Hot water - not available
or low hot water pressure

Proper output hot water -incorrecý ..

tsmperatvre water texmperature
Uot naintained at discharge

Output F-' Hot water Obstructed Hot water - not available
line at dig- or lo" pressurer t harge

Leaking Hot water - not available

or low pressure

Cold P-1 Cold water Obstructed Cold water - not availablL=
w ater %t dia- or low pressure
line charge

Leaking Cold w.oter - nut available
or low pressure

,Fixing V-1 H<.t 4 Hot water Hot water - not available

V-ive cold water side or low pressure
at (!is- ob tructed--- charge

Hot water Hot water - not available
side or low pressure

1leakir~g
I old water Cold wtate - not available
oide or low pressure
obstructed

C.old water Cold water - not available
side or low pressure
leaking

Outlet All flm, - not available
obstructed or low pressure

Outlet All flow - not .vtilable
leaking or low pressure

FIGURE 111.19. Failure Mode Analysis for Illlstrmtive Purposes

"•--ri •i i i• r •~i'• -v-•r-• •I
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of the activity. Consult the reference ranuai listed at the end of

this phase for examples of illustrating JPAs.

4. Check Draft JPA. Once a draft of the JPA is complete, ask

someGne else to work through it. This check will r•i e as - rough

guide to determine if all the steps needed to perform the individual

activities have been listed. If another person cannot meet the JPA ob.

jective, perhap-, additional steps are ileeded, or additional illuscrative

visual aids dre required.

.3. eveop Form On-The.Job Training (FOJT) the

In F'(IT, both the trainee and the instructo- operate in the actual

-_• "•o environment. FOJI is usually carried out in the following way: •

•r1. The tasks are explained to the trainee '.y the instructor.

An "expianatien," ';n this context, is usually both a

verbal explanation and a demonstration of how the job is

performed.

2. The trainee observes the instructor-s d,,onstration and

explanations.

3. The. trainee may ni required to describe the important

features ol tote task as he observe-d them.

4. The trainee carries out all or part of the job task

(depending on the amount of time needed to :omplete t"

entire task and the complexity of the taik) under the

instructor's guidance,

* 5. The trainee continues to perform the task, in'.er an instruc-

tor's supervision, until he is proficient enough to per-

form the assigned tasks alone.

S I
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FOJT may be carried out either on the actual job site, under the

actual production conditions, or, in a separate production area which 6 -.

is removed from the actual production line or process. However, in

most cases, FOJT occurs on line utilizing ordinar- production equip-

ment and conducted by the shop supervisor. "

The development of FOJI requires mire than just running t;e student

through 'hejob. FOJT normally requires: "1

1. Instruction which is pre-planned following a systematic

approach to' designing instruction for a specific objective

2. Reasonable time limits to complete the training sequence

3. A schedule of specific job related pe,'formances ,which must

be completed and approve, before the traitiee is consIdered
trained

4. The administration of JPMs to determine if the trainec, can

perform the job to standards
5. Directions -.•or thp supervisor

In FOJT the student often must learn tasks "off line." It is often

necessary to oevelop a,.companying reading materials, manuals, or Job
Perfr.Dance Aids (JPAs). The student will .s!netimes spend time outside

of the classroom reading and preparing for the FOJT whe-e he will re-

ceive practical experience in the performance nf a task. For example,

the student mdy have to familiarize himself with Jharts, diagrams,

JPAs, and manuals pertaining to the ooeration of equipment or systems

before h[i bEgins FOJT. Then, while he is actually engaged in FOOT

LK may continue to consult these other sources as he progresses through

the FOJT program.
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FOOT is normally part of a progression through skill levels in

various DOS. That is, without FOOT, thei e can b.: no promotion beyond

a certain level. The FOOT is progressive; as the trainee develops

mcre -kill on a spe. fic job and advances to a new job, he will under-.

take a new FOOT program.

When designing FOOT, it is important to realize that a task is not

always taught or learned in the san.e order in which it is carried out

under actual job conditions. Sometimes it is easier for a trainee to

lgarn one task or skill bEfore he Icarns another, even th'ugh the

sequence used in learning the tasks is different from the sequence in

which the tasks are performed on the jcb.

FOJT need not consist sol.,ly of the actual on-site job t -ining.

1•tlmulus materials such as charts, diagrams, slides, films or tele-

vision programs displaying the job functions can all be used to advan-

tage iii FOJT.

The best method in designing an FOOT program is to use a thorough

task analysis of the job with the assistance of a subject matter ex-

pert or a skilled professional on that job.

2.3.12 Other rorms of Mediated Instruction

The preparation of first draft materials discussed in this block

renresent the most often uscd nieia forms and instructional settings.

~ There are, of course, other forms of instruction such as computer

Assistel instruction. The preparation o$ learning materials in t;i~s

form requires very specialized skills and it is unlikely that you will

design such materials.

__L
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But, regardless of the final media form In which the instruction is

to be develivered, always follow the gre-productlon steps outlined in this

block. By doing so, you will tave a clear and detailed outline of a

learning objective which can bL put into final media forni by the appro-

priate personnel.

After the first draft materials have been prepared the next step

is to evaluate their effectlvenes.• in accomplishirng the learning objec-

tivw(s). The information gathered in evaluating the instruction will

he used to redesign it and produce ýhe instruction in final form.

2.4 Pre-Test First Draft Materials

The purpose of designing -First draft materials is -.

to ensure that large amounts of time and mone.- are

not spent in the development of ineffective Instruc-

tional materials. It i:; important to pre-test small

amounts of instruction before largf. sections of

first draft materials are tested, to determine their

effecti venesb.

One method of pre-testing first draft materials is to take a small

meaningful unit of instruction of ebout 5-10 minutes duration and try it

out on one student or trainee. The purpose of this pre-test is to locate

ambiguous directions, inconsistencies, redundancies, etc. Try to locate

errors at this point before larger units of first draft materials are

designed.

If the student who tries out the instruction achieves correct re-

sponses to all questions and otherwise experiences no difficulties,

the instruction may not be lean enough. That is, perhaps too much in-

struction has been put into the materials. In designing instruction

m I
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it is advantageous to develop "lean" instruction or just enough

instruction to teach an objective. Then, if the instruction proves

to be ineffective in some area, more information can oe added. Design-

ing instruction in such a fashion ensures the efficient use of re-

sources and most important, instruction that is effective in reachingI?? the goals it was designed to achieve.

If the student who tries out the instruction experiences diffi-

culties, it may be profitable to again test out the instruction, after

revisions, on another student. Beyond practical constdelations of time

there is really no limit to the amount of pre-test tryouts that can be

conducted until the 1;.struction is successful. The techniques for j
testing/validating instruction are presented in Block 111.5.

Design about 30 minutes of instruction or a small meaningful unit

and then try it out. This instruction is what is referred to as "first

draft." It consists of all the factual information cards (storyboard)

that have been developed.

As a general rule, do not develop more than 30 minutes of instruc-

tion before you test it out to determine its effectiveness. What you

should do is develop a meaningful u.nit of instruction. Obviously, what

is needed is a unit or olock of instruction that is designed to teach

some portion of the objective. Remember that the 30 minute limit is a

guideline and not to be interpreted as the absolute limit. Do not

stop developing instructional materials when you reach 30 minutes, and

then try and test something that is an incomplete unit and does not

make sense to the student. If you develop a meaningful unit of instruc-

tion that takes 15, 20, or 25 minutes to teach, this too is fine. The

main idea is not to get carried away developing sizeable portions of

;R Ninstruction without testing them out. This is simply an inefficient
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use of time and money. A,

After a %mall unit of instruction has been tried out and revised

and first draft materials have been tried out and revised, t,. final

revised storyboard information cards are ready to be produ'ed in their

appropr.ate media form and validated according to the procedures out-

lined ir Block 111.5.

Zm 2.5 Prepjre User Instructions i
After all instructional materials have

been pr,Žpared and are ready for testing, I
write user instructions. The purpose of

user instructions is to ensure that the

course materials and management plan are

used as they were designed to ba used.

.User instructions, both teacher and stu-

dent, aust also be validated. Therefore

the instructions you prepare are not yet

considered to be in their final form. They will be tested and revised

along with the instructional materials according to the methods and

procedures discussed in Block III.5.

2.5.1 Prepare Instructor's Guide I
The Instructor's Guide is a series of lesson guides that collec-

tively outline the testing, teaching, ane learning activities to be

accomplished in a course of instruction. By carefully specifying the

act-vities expected, the instructional designer sh-uld create a plan

to coordinate both instructor and student activities with the outline

of instruction in each lcsson guide. Proper development of thei °

JI
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Instructor's Guide is importart since the dotument will serve as the

instructor's primary teaching aid.

All informatioa that relates to the activities required for .,tuJ-

dent achievement at a particular level of instruction should be out-

lined in thp Instructor's Guide. This may include such activities

as utilization of training devices, instructional materials, training

aids and equipment, teaching tec..;lques and methods, and demonstration

exercises atd applications that will collectively enhance the learning

proess. Additionally, basic facts ibout the rourse should be in-

cluded. The following major categories of information can serve as a

guide to the types of Informatic, that should be incauded:

1. Instruction description

2. Target population description

3. Testing information

4. System performar,ce data

5. Administration directions

2.5.1,1 Instruction Description

The instruction description ýhould include three major areas of
information:

1. The rationale for the instruction,

2. An overview of what will be accomplished, and

3. A plan of instruction.

The rationale includes a statement of the purpose and scope of the

instruction. It covers basic -information such as what job the student

will be prepared for, for whom the instruction is interded, and how far[• the instruction will tike the student. An overview of the instruction
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should be Included to give a broad picture of the entire progran. The

contents of each lesson or instructional block should be briefly re-

viewed in the proper sequence. A plan of instructioi. or a syllabus for

each less",i should be Included. It shoold contain the following informa-

tion:

1. Learning objectives for each block or lessori

2. Duration of the training for each learning stage

3. Instructor requirements and duties

4. Media, resources, training aids, and/or facilities required -

2.5.1.2 Target Population Description i i
""he target population refers to the characteristics of the intended j

student users of the instructional materials, This info~rmation should

hive been previously defined as part of the ISD process. From the

analy•is, the followinq infurmation about the target population should

be extracted for inclusion in the Instructor's Guide:

1. Aca6emic or educational level

2. Previous training or related knowledgc and experience

3. Required physical and personal characteristics

4. AdnmInistrative restraints (i.e., required rank or grade)

?.5.1.3 Testing Information

The third important section of information to be includea in the

Instructor's Guide is the testing information. This includes tests for

each module, unit, and lesson, all of which were developed eavlier in

the ISD process. Each test should be clearly labeled according to

section and lesson. Answers sOould appear either on the tests or on

a separate sheet of paper for reference by the instructor. Additionally,

__
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reference to the learning objectives tested by the items should bl

noted. It is also important to include clearly written directions for

administering the tests. All tests miust be administered according to

the specifications dictated hy the test designer. Following specified

directions on administering a test insures that all students have the

same advantage. One last censideration for inclusion in the section on

tests is the evaluation of the tests. Rating, scuring, and weighting

procedures should be expliined and illustrated so Lthat the instructor

can properly determine the results of the students' tests.

2.5.1.4 Administration Directions

Directions for administering the course involve all details and

directions for orienting the students to the training situation. Thi.

will include listing materials required by the students and directiont

F• on how the instructor carn optimize training. The following l1 sts some.

[ of the types of inforration that will enable the instructor to make

maximum use of the training situation:

1. Scheduling procedurei

2. Procedures for handling individual trainee differences

3. MoNitoring processes

4. Procedrus for keeping the student productively involved

in the learning process

5. Recommendations for handling exceptionally fast or slow

students

6. Recommendations for providing an environment conducive

to learning

7. Teaching tips, methods, and techniques
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?.S 2- Prepare Studer~ts' Guide7

The amount oil irformation roqulv~ed In the StudenosW Guide depends

on the course management plan and on the cw~plexity of the course. For

a relatively simple instructor man~aged course, only minimum informat')n

will be required. On the olther hand, for a cori-espondence course wl'ere

the student never comes into direct contact with the instructcr, quite

extensive instructions will be required.

The major intent, in preparing a Stude~nts' Guide is to makE- sure1

the student ha all the EinfomaionG ** he needs toproceed in Jnodel
manner througt- the course materials. Details of these inscructions

should provide answers to questions such as, but not limited to, the

fol lowi ng:
1. When do I begin the course?

til."2. W'hat do I do first?

3. What do I need in order to begin th.: course?

4. What am I supposed to accomplish?

5. How will I know if I have a.:complished the objectives?

6. If I fail, how will I know what I die~ wrong?

7. What will I bic able to do when I successfully complete

the course?

-'8. What do I do if I do rot iinder'stand the course materials?

9. What do I do if I do not understand some of the instructions?

10 The course seems to require some materials that I do not

have, what do I do n3w?
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3.0 OUTPUTS

'he outputs of this block should include:

3.1 Products

1. The completed instructional program including all revised

El and developed materials.

2. Complete instruction for using the instruction (see examples).

3.2 Other Documentation

1. An outline statcment of the instructional development plan Ij

2. A summary statement of any deviations from plan, and reasons

for the deviations

3. A final report identifying Jevelopment costs, time, etc.

• I

I
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EXAMPLES

1. FOJT:

Se;ý U.S. Army Signal School Signal Subcourse 000(OJT Only), Radio Set AN/PRC - 77. (exerpts follow

on pages 271-275.) F

2. Study Cards:

For the learning objective on ship recognition, ,1
study cards were chosen in Block 111.2. (See illus-
tration on page 269.)

3. Audio-Visual:

To continue with the Helicopter Maintenance example
see TEC Bessler Que/See lesson No. 600-001-6651 F, A"PMD Preparation nose cabin and Landing Gear,"

with student instruction sheet and administratorsguide.

4. Print:

Lnterservice Training on Construction Equipimft

siries published by the U.S. Army Engineer School at
Ft. Belvoir, Virginia, with Student Workbooks and
Plan of Instruction.

-- I. 4. ..... ..... •
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ARMWY CO)RRESPONDENCE COURPSE
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SiGNAL c!nrot.ýZ: 0SE.0~ (oj' NY
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SIGMPJ. SUBCOUSE R %'OJT ONLY)
IN]R ION

Tmis StJBCOt.SE CONTAINS THREE LESSONS ON RADIO SET AN/PRC-77, THESE LES

SONS WILL ENABLE YOU TO ASSEBLE AND INSPECT THE FUC-77, PRESET THE PRC-77

TO Th•J SPECIFIC FREQUENCIES, AND TO PERFORM A CCIPLETE OPERATIONAL CHECK OF

THE PRC-77, EACH LESSON HAS A PERFORM'ANCE TFXT AND THERE IS NO SEPARATE

EXAWMIIAIONk FOR THEI OVERALL SUSCOURSE, You IIT CORRECTLY PERFORM EACH

TASK ON ALL I..HREE PERFORWMNCE TESTS TO SATISFACTORILY COMPLETE THE- SUBCOURSE,

Tins SUBCOURSE IS TO ME ADMINISTERED BY AN APPOINiTE:D MONITOR wl IS IOW-

EDGEABLE OR SKILLED IN THE SUBJECT MATTER WHICH IS CcVERED. THE MONITOR

IS RESPONSIBLE FOR CERTIFYING THAI THE ST'tAU-T HAS SATISFACTORILY PASSED

EACH PERFORMANCE TEST.

IAM"'D FO~R L41IT CCfMNDEI
YOUR coo ERA'r,o N AND ASSISTANCE 13 NEEDED FOR TI-E STUDENT TO SUCCESS-

LY COMnLETE THIS SUBCOURSE. YOU ARE TO PrW.VIDE A MONITOR, WHO IS *OqL-

EDGEASLE OR SKILLED IN THE SUBJECT MAtTER, TO SUPERVISE THE OJT SURCCURSE.

YOU ARE ALSO TO PROVIDE THE NECESsARY EQUIPMENT. A coatm AN/PRC-77 AND

ACCESSORIES IS NFEDED FOR THIS RmAINN, THE STUJEIRT WILL BE GIVEN CREDIT

FOR CCIMPLETION OF 7lI1S SUBCOURSE WIEN YOU CERI IFY THAT THE PERFORMANCE .1

TESTS HAVE BEEN PASSED. USE THE LESSON VERIFICATION SHEET AND SUBCCOURS-

CERTIFICATION LETTER CONTAINED IN THIS SUBCOURSE BOOKILET TO CERTIFY THIS

ACTION. THE SUBCCURSE CERTIFICATION LETTER IS TO BE MAILED TO THE UNITED

STATES Awi- SIGNaw. SCHOOL AND THE LESSON VERIFICATION SHEET SHJWD1 BE

INCLUD~ED AS AN :NCLOSURE.

=•I
_.•o
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lfIW1AT1Or FOR~ S11JDEN

THIS SUI3CO,,SE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE HANDS-ON TRAINIIN( ON RAD!OI SET ,N/PRC-77, Tuir LESSONS CONSISI OF FRACTICAL EX'IRCISES VoH!CH ARE

PERFONMANCE ORIENTED, YOU MUST HAVE ,%CCESS TO RADIO SaT ftVDRr,-77
*.) PERFORM THESE EXERCISES. YOU MUST ALSO WORK 0NDL,< THE SUPERVlSIOS OF

A MONITOR, THk MONITOR WILL CERTIFY YOUR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF TIEF

SLT MiR'SE. SEE YOUR PLATOON LEADER TO MANF. ARRAN4GEMIENIS TO I AVE.I ,...tiESS TO THE EQUIPME.T AND TO HAVE A MONITOR ASSIGNiED ID CERTIFY YOUR

TRANING,-

WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED WORKING THROUGH CACH IESSON i.D YOU ARE

READY, ASK VOUR MONITOR TO GIVE YOU THE LESSON TFST, FIvE CREDIT iOURS

WILL BE, A^ARED FOR SA. ISFACTORY CO.'AjLET!ON OF TIE SUI.CUU'SE WIIEN THE-I LETTER OF CERTIF:.ATION IS RFCEIVED AT USASIGS, B,: SURE THAT TC-• LL:SON

VERIFICATION SHEET AND THE LETTER OF CERTIFI.ATOW-I ARE PROPERLY FILLED

OUr "AlD CONTAIN THE REQUIRED CERTIFY'NG SIGNATURES.

THIS SUB:OLIRSE DOES NOT HAVE TO BE COMPLETED WITHIN A SPECIFIC "I limE

PERIOD, Yl !S TO BE COMPLETED AT ThE CCiWENlUIE NF T-- t"'NITOR AND

"S,IDENT, DEPENDIIIG UPON THE AVAILABILITV OF THE EQUIP.MyENfT.

2
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* Iwns-iCT, Cumw~, AwD AssmF PADio^.ET AN/PRC-?7

ki-i~ow AT THiE END OF YHTS LE~.NYOU VI.LL BE ABLE TO INSPECTA

CWJ&., AND At3SFMBL PVrjjiO SET IWPRC-77.j
CMNITIOt4S' YOU WILL HAVE A CQ.-OLLETE RNMio SE-T AM/R-77, Rh ]I-.

5e2066712,AM THIS SIJ3COURSE HOIOKLET AND YOU WILL WORK
*1 LMUER 711E SUPIERVISIONI OF THE TEST t-10NITOR.

STANMDLARD WI-.9IN A TME LIMIT Of 30O MINUTES YOU MUJST rE ABLE TO

"2ECT, CLEM~t, AND ASSDVU-L TIE AN/PKt77. AFTER COM-

PLVING THE LESS'IMI YOU WILL BIE GIVEN TWO C~lltCES TO PASS
THE PEIRFOfMAN'E TEST BEFORE YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO RZE-

PEAT Ti£ CCtPLETE LE-SS?,N,

INSTRUiM~P~. CXj¶Lff M

THE PRC-77.IS A SKVHT RANGE, W44-PACKFfl, PORTAILE, RADIO RECEIVER

IR4N-P jiTTER LJS'a FOR1 1111 WAY COUT14NICATIOX4. IT IS IDENTICAL To ThE

PADIO Sr-T NMPC-25 LXCEPT TltýT THE PXL-77 !S ,'IJIY TRANSISTORIZED, hAS A
P4MMOVED WRAN94ISSION CAPABILIT n4' CtJA PROVIDC VOICE (X-Miw.) TRANS-

MISSIMh. YOU MRE GOING TO LEA'RN HYIj T PRrOR14 SEVERAL TASK(S ON THE

PRC-77 Dit i NG -mI is EssoN, SO LLa'S GET STARTED.

3
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2. FIRST WC NEED TO D.IECK THE ITEMS • ICH MIAK. UP nt ANX-7", THE

ITEMS OF EQUIPMa4T THAT mwK up 7wE ANPRC-77 ARE, s)0oJ IN Fiwim 1.

I

hi

I ,G'PE

LAY THESE ITEM4S OUT IN FrCM-k OF YOU. IN AVDITION TO TICE IITIS SH-UC .

YOUJ WILL N4IEED A CLEMAI S3FT CO.QTH YOU K,&AT=ALLY WANT TO mAKE CERTAIN

tHAT THE AVPRC-il IS CLEAN, CC•PL.ETE AND THE PARTS ARE NOT DWAAiGED.

THIS mILL BE THE FIRST THING WE ARE GOING 10 DO IN TrHIS LESSON.

S. . ., , i i I I I I I I I I I ! •1-
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1. Job Performance Order. One method of sequencing Is in the order

in which tasks and elements are performed. The learning sequence

is the same as the job sequence. For example, a gunner may learn

to load, aim, and then fire his weapon.

2. Chronological Order. The content of instruction flows from topic

to topic on the basis of the order in which the events covered

occurred in time. For eximple, recruits may be taught about World

War 1, then World War II, then the Korean War, and finally the

war in Vietnam.

3. Cause and Effect Orde;-. Learning objectives are sequenced from

cause to effect. For example, the causes of low unit morale

(poor leadership, inability to function as a teim), may preceed

the effects of low unit morale (absL. Zeeism, motivation problems).

4. Critical Sequence. Learning objectives are ordered in terms of =

their relative importance. For example, a first aid course may

address potentially fatal injuries, then permanently disabling

injtries, and finally minor injuries.

5. Simple to Complex. Learning objectives may be sequenced in terms

of increasing complexity. For example, marine navigation based on

buoys and landmarks may be taught before navigation based on the

location of stars or the angle of the sun.

6. Comparative Seqvetce. Familiar topics are considered before un-

familiar ones. Submariners should study familiar American sub-

marines before attemptinq to study the more exotic midget sub-

marines developed by Germany and Britain.

7. Reward Sequence. Unpleasant aceivities should preceed more plea-

sant activities. For eyxample, the difficult and tedious objective

V,6 Ii
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involving pre-setting the AN/PRC-77 radio should come before the

enjoyable socitl activity of establishing communications with

other stations.

You have undoubtedly noticed that several of these sequencin-4 tech-.

niqýes are easily reversed. Learning objectives may be ordered in

reverse chronological order, or from effect to cause, or from least

critical to most critical. These are valid sequencing approaches and i
worthy of consideration. The best sequence is the one that works on

the students for which it was designed.

.1

I
° ]
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
FROM bLOCK~r.1
TEST ITEMS FROM 3L-ý KJL2
LEARNING GUIDELINES AND
ACTIVITIES FROM BLOCK31.1

IUT DELIVERY SYST-M AND
MANAGEMENT PLAN
FROM SLOCK3M.2
MATERIALS SELECTED IN
BLOCK:7Mr3

IDENTIFY INSTRUCTIONAL
NrEEDS AND CONSTHAINTS

IIJENTIFY AVAILABLE
RESOURCES '.2

DEVELOP
INSTRUCT ION - 23

= RETT F!RST

DRAI.6 MATERIALS 2.4

PREPARE USERj INSTRUCTION 2.5

* I 

BLOCK)

FIGUREIM12 Flowchart of Blo&=-4: DEVELOP I!JSTRI.I' TICNJ



BLOCK II!.S: VALIDATE mATERIALS
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LI I

S~ VZ Et:~UIO4IOTsRkXTs SOKw( ,.nuA

SETTLWI

OVERVIE.W

The heart of the developmental phase is validating the instructionalI

materials until the studants, who use the materials a3 planned meet the

learning objectives. Validat'on Is ani iterative pro~cess and noL a

single point at which to measure success or failure. It is a fcoc~uative

evaluation; that is, it is part of the process of developing and imp-ovinq

the instructional materilsb and procedures.

280
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LA -VA IDAT E INSTRUCTION ' -=

1.0 I4TRODUC"ION

There is a tendency among people who are being IntroeJced to the

ISD process for the first time to ask--"So what's new? As an instructor

I have been doing ali this 7or a long time." While there are many steps

in the process whi'h are unique to ISO, probably the most significant

step which distinguishes ISD from other methods of instruction is the

step of validating instruction. It is one of the few distinct steps in

ISO where there is a clear distinction between art and technology--and

validating instruction Is definitely a technology.

The validation process (often called formative evaluation), if prop-

erly followed, will ensure that instruction works. That is, it will

ensure that members of the target population will achieve the objectives

after instruction. This is a strong claim. However, no other technique

has been reported in the literature that consistently ensures results in

all kinds of courses, for all kinds of trainees, In virtually all kinds

of circumstances. Further, there is nothing myttical about validating

instruction and people can learn to do it with only a modest amount of

training. In a sense, it reembles the method of adjusting artillery

fire by the bracketing process. Fire, and adjust. Fire, and adjust.

The process is repeated until ,ere is fire for effect, then adjusted

again until the target is hit.

By the tin* instruction is ready for validation, many things have

become fairly clear: What the learning objectives and tests are like,

what the instructional material; are like, how the instruction is intended

Lm
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to produce the z.xpected results, and the characteristics of the target

population for whom the Instruction is intended. What remains to be done

is to try out the instructiun on members of the target population and

revise it until it works--until the trainees achieve the learning ob-

jectives. -

The most Important sinjle assumptirn made in this block probably will

be the most difficult for people new to the ISD process :o understand

and accept:

THE FIRST TRYOUT OF A LL.SON OR MATERIALS

SHOULD REVEAL AN ABUNDANCE OF ERRORS; I'.'

SHOULD NEVER PASS WITH FLYING COLORS.

If it sounds like this step in the ISD process ir one in which you

plan ahead to fail, this is true to 4 point. The necessity for producing

inadequate_ instruction on the first trial is caused by a peculiarity

in the measurement process. While it is relatively easy to detect and

revise Instrtiction that only partially meets the requirements, it is

virtually impossible to identify and revise instruction that grossly

exceeds the requirements. It is possible to identify too little instruc-

tion, but not possible to obtain ddta that enables one to conclude the(tv

is too much.

1v A thorough understanding of this point is essential to the correct
E-'- application of the ISD process. The irportance ,f this point is further

F emphasized by costs. It is far more expensive to try to eliminate portions

of instruction that have ilready been developed and designed into the

proqrain than it is to adc smill amounts of additional instruction where

it is fournd to be needed bass d on tryouts.

ME. smI
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You might ask, if the validation process is so good, why are people

just now getting around to using it. The answer would be that many people

have been using It for years; however, two important factors are now

making its use much more widespvead. First, the strong pressure to produce

more and better instruction has forced instructional designers to look

for more and better tool:. And the validation process provides a very

powerful tool. Second, hopefully enough has been learated about the vali-

dation process to do a more effective Job of teaching others how to use

it.

Very few, if any, ISD professionals have the ability to locok at

instruction of any kind and tell whether it was producee by ISD or by a

traditional process. If you walked into a lecture class or a demonstra-

tion, or examined manuals, TV tapes, or other learning mnaterials, you

would be unable to tell by looking at the object itself, whether it was

properly designed by ISO or simply selected on the basir of someone's

personal o.inion. This statement is extremely important because the

typical method of examining or "inspecting" instruction is one of having

"experts" look or listen to the instruction and then offe,- their personlal

opinion of its adequacy. The supervisor goes into the classroom and

ubserves the instructor going through d well-rehearsed presentation, then

he makes out an evaluation form.

Unfortunately, this personal opinion method of examining or inspect-

ing instruction is a tendency, a strung practice, and is called for by

regulation and doctrine. It does not constitute an adequate measurement

of the variables in the instructional ietting. If the purpose of insttuc-

tion is to change the behavier of the students, determination of whether
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or not that purpose has been met cannot be made on the basis of observ'tion

of the materials and presentations. The only known way that it can be

d.'ne is to examine in detail the responses of the learners on the criterion

tests. If they have learned,as a result of the instruction, the instruction

must be working, and if they have not learned, the instruction--no matter

how polished and powerful it appeared--must not be working.I This is a difficult position to accept because all of us Think of

ourselves as judgei of "good" instruction--materials, films, etc.--and

to be told that these judgements are not valid and reliable is a sort of

slap in the professional face. Typically, instructional developer: have

been taught and have come to accept the notion that if the students did

rnot learn, the students were somehow at fault. That was a convenient

rationalization. Unfortunately, it is no longer an acceptable excuse

V (for failing. The people in the target population are the inly people

we have to work with, and if we are unable to teach them what they need

to know in order to perform, the instruction is at fault and mus*. be

revi~ed. ThE validation process is the method by which the instructional

developer makes instruction work.I • As was said earlier, the instruction shoull have been designed to

be barely acceptable or barely unacceptable, with the preference going

to the latter. It should be tried sequcntially on increasingly larger

groups. The purpose of the individual, small, and large group trials

is to find and elim-n-,te errors and inadequate or wrong instruction.

Since it is assumed that there will be a large ntmber of errors or problems

Sin the early versiops of the instruction, the tryout procedure is designed

to take advantage of the notion that the more e'-iors you have to finJ,

Lhe fewer students you will need to find them
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There is a good reason for thin. Errors and problem in instructional

materials are uý;ually not unique to single individuals. Suppose tin

instructional sequence was available in which there were fifty r'oblems

(errors). Some of the problems are normally su obvious that all students

will make the same mistake. If all students would have -naoe that mistake,

only one student is needed to find it. Az indivdual students go through

the materials they grad-lly eliminate all the jbvl,,us pro.lems, and more

students are needed to Tind the remaining ones. So, a few more students

ore added for the small groupo trials. By the end of the smal. group trials

all the errors and problems that can be found by using small groups have

been found and corrected. At this point, a larger group of people is

needed to find any more er-rors or problems that may exist.

This procedural order, fortunately, is very cost effective. The

early versions of the materials can be fairly rougi and stili provide

good data, eliminating the need for expensive final craft artwork and

edi tori al efforts,

Tne steps "n validating materials are shown in Figure I.21, the

fold-out page at the end of this block.

2.0 1 aOCEDUUES

2.1 Develop Plai for Individual Trials

The validation procedure requires that 4R

all instruction be testj with studeitts before

it is used in actlidl tourse settings, Clealy, .. 7

this is the reconuended proceduip. However,

the realitieý of day-to-day management often .

require adjustments and niodificatiuns of

-V1_
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procedures. If there is an intense need for traineescfn the field and

it would be possible to begin a training cycle using untested materials,

some circumstances could justify this approach.

First, there would have to be enough instructors to provide addi-

tional opportunities for students to receive help. Second, students

should have the opportunity to be retested on any materials they failed

to master the first time. Third, the materials will be revised based

cn the data collected during tWe first class or group of actual students.

The necessity to ,se such a procedure will often arise when there

are insufficient members uf the target population available to do

reasonable testing prior to the time the actual trainees arrive. Re-

member, the groups which are used in the validation process define the

target population for the materials. If no weriJers are available foi

testing, better long term results could be obtaincd by revising after

the fitst true members of the population are available. However,

whenever possible, the procedures covered next should be followed.

When a course is under development, the materials and instruction

normally will be developed in the same sequence that they will be used,

particularly if subsequent seqments or units deoend on mastery of the

earlier materials. If there is a sequence, how is it known when to

start the tryout process? There is no universal answer for this

question. However, there are some cuidelines which should be helpful

in making decisions.

1. If the developers have not worked in the area before, it is

probably a good idea to try out early and frequently until you learn the
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likely problem areas. Perhaps testing the first thirty minutes of In-

struction is a good approach. The unit of instruction should, however,

be large enough and complete enough to make senst alone.

2. Later in the developmental process, you may safely wait

until a larger amount of material has been developed, but not more thai

can be comfortably done by a student in one sitting.
I

3. When the materials are hierarctlcally related, you will have

to insure tnat the student has mastered all of the early dependent

segments before he takes the later segments. This may mean you will

have to bring all the students up to criterion on the early lessons before

the later ones can ne started. This is a very difficult and time consumaing

process.

4. It is difficult for an individual student to complete more

than four lessons ti. one day (one-half to one hour in length) as a part

of a tryout effort. This is not an absolute rule, just an apnroximation

based on experience. A

S~5. If lessons are independent, you can reasonably test more of

them in one day than you can if they are dependent. Still, it is probably
best to test only one or two on the same students unless there is a real

difficulty in obtaining test students.

2.1.1 Select or Develop Data Collection and Recording systern

The purpose of the trials are to find out information about the

students the materials, and the procedures. You must have a system

for collecting and recording the data so that decisions can be made

based on the data. There is no point in collecting particular data unless

you intend to use it. Start with a list of all the decisions to be made,

K



then the kinds of information reeded to make them. necide how to collect

and display the information, and fit,ally, decide how to analyze the data.

Usually you wilt need da6a such as background tiformatton on students,

(Figure 111.22), pretests (F~gure 111.23), entry level tests, attitude1* . measures (Figue 111.24), within-course test items or responses, validator's
comments to students (Figure 111.25), student questions and remarks
(Figure 111.25), length of time reouired on different parts of the

instructional nrugram (Figure 111.25), posttesti, and interviews (Figure

111.26).

2.1.2 Select or Develop Attitude Measures

The attitudes you are interested in may vary widely. They may be

simply whether the students liked or dislikLd the subject matter. Or,

thcy can include usefulness of the medium, or feelings about the medium,

Cite procedures, or the length. Do not teasure an attitude just for its

own sake. Measure only those on which decisions or revirions will be

made. Figure 111.24 shows an example of attitude scales.

If you want to determine whether the students feel the course is

too lone or too difilicult, word the items so the students can respond

in a range of ways. Provide for positive, negativ" and neutral positions.

Both the student and the scorer neeJ to be able to tell whether it is

a positive or a negative response.

.. -• ,,- .- • -• - ...... .__"_. .. ... . - • •-. . . " --= --• - - • . ..
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HAWE GRADE E____

EDUCATIOII - HIGH SCHOOL COLLEGE
(Kinu r-r of-Years Comple'ef- -

TIME IN SEIVICE__Yers_ (.__ h_}__-__
lYear-s)-- (fonthS)

COMPLETED BASIC TRAINING: YES NO -

PRESENT DOSTIME IN DOS _____ots_

_____- Year-sj - (Months)

TITLE OF YOUR PRESENT JOB

TIME IN PRESENT JOB

SECCNDARY 00 - f None, Leave Blank)

SCHOOL TRAINE) IN SECONDARY DOS: YES NO
TCheck One-

FIGURE 111.22: Background Information Sheet
- = • -- =-' -

-~-
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ANS~r.R SHEET 1 £ 2
PRE/POST

U.S. British Frenct, German Sjviet

•.. 2.

ii..
4.

6,.N

7. t

9" --

10. _

11. __ _ __ _

12.

13.

14.

15.1_

16__ _ _ __ _ _ _

FiA
FIGURE I1I.23: Pre/Posttest Answer Sheet

F ..... ... -. . ...... i.. . ...... r ... - : •. ....... .. - -, . ........ I... ... . . ..- - .. . . = ' - - • ....

_____- --- ==
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ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM

Dat_. _.
Activity (check one and write irn the titl,):

Lecture__

_STEP_ _ _ _ _-

ELxercise

Discussion

__Student Presentation__

Other_____

Please m3rk your response to each staftment with an "x" .t the ap;ropriate
place on the scale.

1. The activity helped me achieve the criterion on the learning objectives.

Yes Some 'lp No

2. From the activity, I learned skills that I expe .t tW use on my Job.

Ye, Maybe N

3. This activity was:

Too Too
Simple Average Complicated

4a. I would have preferred ao alternate actieity to achieve the same
learning objectives.

Yes My,,+e No

4b. What would you nave preferred? _

FIGURE •II.24: Attitude Measure

I.
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INDIVIDIL POST-LESSON INTERVIEW
(For a slide/tape lesson)

Questions Reposes

1. Haw was the lesson's paLe: Fast Slow OK ?

2. How was the visual art: OK Not OK ?

3. Were the words: Confusing- Clear _?

4. How was the narrator: OK Not OK

5. How were the procedures: Confusing_ Clear ?

Did you find the words on the
visuals: Bothersome OK ?

. 7. Was it a boring lesson: Yes No_ ?

8. Did you feel "pressure". Yes No ?

9. Do you think plat-onm instruction
would be: Better Worse Same ?

10. Were the practice exercises: Too many - -

Too few
Atout rigift-

11. How confident of your performance
are you: Very _ Little

(Degree _

12. Do you have any general overall statements about the entire lesson

experience?

FIGURE 111.26: Post Lesson Interview
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EXAMPLE

Amount of required revision to improve usefulness:

12 5
very high satisfactory low very
high neutral low

The students were unable tc, datermire whethear a "high"

meant that much revision was required, or the "htg."
was a positive meaning that it was adequate and needed
little, if any, revision.

Vo help make optimum use of the attitude meabures, develop a parti-

cipant debriefing intervied. [Imediately after completing the lesson, i I

the student is a good source of information about how he feels about the

lesson. Ask him about problems he had with any parts of the lesson.

A iart.al list of possible questions is shown in the following example.

EXAMPLE

1. What were the most difficult parts of the lasson for
you?

2. Do you h'ave any ideas on how to make any of thort
parts easier or clearer'

3. What parts of the postt st were difficult for you?
4. Did you have problems on the same parts of the lesson?
5. Was the Lest different from the lesson? How?
6. What was the best feature of the lesson?
7. What was the worst feature of the lesson?

In addition to questions that apply to most lessons, which can be

prepared in advance, nrte thirngs during the trial that you want to ask

thp student. Write them down and n'd them to the debriefing as the

lessan goes along, or while the student is taking the posttest.

WaaKP
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Since each lesson is unique, there is little likelihood that a

standardized form can be used for all lessons. Remember, these are all

qaorking documents, not control documents. In addition to written in,.tru-

ments, wome data may be collected on audio or video tape.

2.1.3 Develop Data Analysis Plan

No data has any value unless they am usable snd used. For individual .
trials, you usually are dealirg with detailed informition from a few people.

For each piece of data to be collected, decide what It will tcll. If you

Sask the students if the lesson wai too long, too short, or just right and

they all say "too short"--what are you going to do with that? You need

to determine ahead of time how you will make decisions based on the sum-

marized data. If you do not know how the data will be used, you probably

dc not need to collect It.

In Block 1i.2, test item~s were developed to decide whether a student

had cr had not mastered each learning objective. These tests were consis-

*- "tent with the behavior, conditions, and standards of the learning ob" ctives

developed in Block 11.1. Those learning objectives and tests are rnow

to be used in determiaing whethýer the instructional materials are adequate.

You must decide in this block 'tow good t:)e instruction must be before

X it will be implemented in the field.

How good it must be will depend on a wide variety of considerations,

such as the follcowing:

1. If there will be much instru-tional support, additional or

alternative materials, maiy instructors, ample time, etc., the instruction

does not have to meet as high a standard as when it must stznd alone.

-_ ~- -t~~ -=I- ~--~ I I | I =-~t----~=-- -
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2. If the courie will oily be offered once to each straint

and the need is for a high proportion passing, the matedtals must be much

better than if t1te need is only for a low proportion passing.

3. If the stucdent has many opportunities to repeat instruction

and tests, ar alternative Instruction and tests, the standards do not

have to be as high as if he (oes not have the chance to re'peac.

4. ThE sta:idards set for instruction will depend to a large extent

on how decisions will be made tc graduate students from the course. If

the student must take a complete course mastery exz.iination upon com-

pletion ot instruction, staudards must be Miiaher than if he must pass

only a part of the objectives.

Remember that in this block you are trying to improve the instruction

so that a sufficiently high oercentage of students will meet the criteria

on the posttest their first time through the course. You are not deciding

the percentage of students that will eventually meet all the course ob-

jectives.

The higher you set the standards for the initruction, the more

expensive it will be and tie iorger it will take to have the course

operational. If you want 80 percent of the students to meet the cri-

terion the 7irst time the instruction is offered, it will cost consid-

erably more than if you can be satisfied with 70 percent. ;urthem, if

the standards are set as high as 90 percent, it will take much lonyar

and cost more than to accept 80 percent. It takes more effort and time

to move from 80 -'rcent to 10 percent than it does ,rom 70 percent to

80 percent. This is a finding that is totally coiuistent with quality

control data from other disciplines.
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Remember that the standard for each learnin9 objective was estab-

lished in Phase 11. Unless ther. are serious reasons tu question those

criteria here, they should be accepted as good worklnj numbers, even

though they may have been more or less arbitrarily picked when they were

writtem in NI.2. Later, as cata are accumulated, it may he rensonable

to discuss with the test writers the advantages and disadvantager of

ch&anging the criterion on any, or all, of the objectives. This discussion

should be based on expelence gained in the tryouts.

Within-course tests present a different problem. You may develop

a sliding scale of sta.idards from within-course tests to the posttest.

For example, while the posttest will need to reflect the original, or

revised, learning objective standard, you may have several tests within

the course prior to the posttest. On these within-course tests, you

may accept a 1nwer level of performance in the earlier tests, with the

acceptable level being raised on subsequent tests until the actual

learning objective standard is reached on the final tct.

2.1.4 Develop Plan for Conducting Instruction

Plan all the events, but be prepared for unexpected contingencies

such as missing equipment or participants, or too many distracting
observers. An example of a procedure outline is:

1. Explain role of participant tG him.

2. Ha',e participant fill in background sheets.

S3. Have participant take entry level test.

4. Check it.

5. Have participant take i,,etest.

6. Check it.

At
ME
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7. If the results in either 4 or 6 indicate the participant

is not from your target audience, select another participant. _

8. Start lesson.

9. Record all the information as you planned.

10. Administer posttest.

ii. Debrief the participant.

2.1.5 Splect Participants

The participants you use will have a tremendous !mpact on the learning

materials. The participants [.ecome your target o-dience. Sume inst'uc-

tional developers preer to use students who aJ It. the low, pcrticn

of the population b'.cause diey shoule make more errors and tereby give

more dat.i. Others prefer brighter than average people because they more

often can tull why they made an error, or even how you might revibe the

lesson to make it clea.'er. Usually, since you probably will do several

individual trials, you wl'l be able to sample from !everal segments of

the target audience. Preteý 'ing theem is essential if you are tc have

any confidence that the student le ned from the .netructional mate tals

rather than from prior experience..

2.2 Conduct Individ,,al Trials 4

2.2.1 Set-up for Trials r

- r The preparation for actually con-

ducting individual trials will be dependent

upon the chosen manaaement plan and delivery

system and upon what facilities are

available. Preparation will include the

following:

___,"__

" "•L•• " I
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1. Selecai a place to have the trials.

2. Arrange for any required lesson, or delivery system equipment.

O. btain winuals, pencils, paper, etc.

4. Arrange for a team of validators.

5. Heve sufficient copies of all the tests printed or copied.

6. Have sufficient copies of all th'- forms printed or cmied.

7. Set up the equipment.

8. Try the materials out where t:jr-, wi 'l be used. That

is, if it Is a slide tape, run through it to make sure

all the slides are there, in order, and right side up and

that uoth the projector and the tape player work. If It is

a videotape, play it. If it is printed material, go through

it page by page.

It is valuable for the author to do some of the individual trials.

If he can be objective about the student responses and opinions, he can

revise based on his own contact with the stu=ent. however, some authors

have ..ao uuch personal involvement to make good di..a collectors.

2.2,2 Explain Participant's Role to Him

You need the participant to be a party to the project. He needs to

know his role. Let him know he is helping to improve the lesson; that

you need to use his mistakes as v:ell as his successes. He needs to be

at ease so he ca. tell what he thinks about the course. You do not want

him to be nervous about so many tests, but you need to iweasure all the

changes. Long series ( lessons at one time can be very tiring. Be sire

the student 'eels free to ask for a hredk, rest, or change of pace

when he needs it.



i.2.3 Ii..olement Data Recording P lan

You should have made decisions on how the background resonse

and test data w111 bq recorded. Now follow the plan. 3ut, be flexible. - i
If somethfiqg does not work, be ready to change. For exanmie, if the tape

recorder does *ot work, switch to written notes. Do not IosE the dita,

they are the basis for decisions that will affect the whole -In tructional

system. Be acciirate in recording ard Identifying the data.

?.2.4 Administer Entry Level Tests and Participant's Background

Data Collection Inst,ment

Some general backgro-and information is needed about the participants:

age, amount of formal scdooling, length of time in the service, rank,

primary DOS, and secondary DOS, if any. The form may inulude name or

serial number or only an identifying number for trials. Figure 111.22

(page 289) is an example of such a form.

You also o.:ten need some lesson-specific information like prior

experience o%- training on the lesson objectives, and particular personal

goals or orders that are incentives to use or do well on the lessons.

Such Information often can be included as part of the entry level test.

Except for this possible addition, the entry level test is the same one

that was developed in Block 11.3.

If the background inforobation collection form is to be filled in

by the student, explain the purpose of the form, and have him fill it

in. If you have no need for permanent records, and if you do not nned the

student's name or se.ial number to use in securing additional information

about him, use code numbers, such as Al, A2, And A3, to keep each student's

records together.

•I
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For students who do not write well, consider uing other means of
tk

recording, If you are going to rec:)rd the answers on tape, have the

recorder ready and use the qaes;tions as an interview form, or if you are

gotg to interview and write down the answers, be sure to have the right

number of blank forms.

If the entry level test is a written test, tell tne student what it

is for and let him complete it. You may want to time this test. 17 so,

record tho time. If the ertry level test is L performance test, hive

an expert there to judge the performance if yo'i cannot do it. Record

the student responses In the manner planned in the develop data recording

system step. Score the test immediately. If the student fails it, you

probably will thank him and send him back to his upit. Then, s~art at

:" he beginning wilh a new student.

2.2.5 Administer Pretest

The same steps of explaining vnat the student is to do, yiving him

the tests, and tosint the data recording scheme, are used here on the

pretest developed in Block 11.2. Do not tutor.

Score the test immediately. If the student passes it, he is not a

good individual trial subject. You cannot say that the student learned

from the lesson if he already knew it. Depending on what learning

objectives he Ix: ma.stered, it may be best for you tu get a new 3tudent.

2.2.6 Administer and Monitor instructional Materials

For an individual trial, give the instructional materials to one

student. Write down the start time. Stay with him through the whole

lesson. Record each question he asks, matching it to specific places in

the lesson. Figur* 111.27 is an example from a trial of a slide/tape

rk.
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lesson. Lint 1 shows the student's response to the question in slide 8.

Line 2 shows the reminder by the mor itor to the student in slide 13.

Line 3 shows a question by the student on slide 20. Line 4 rhows

student response and a time statement. Line 5 shows written comments on

aa, observation made by the monltov. no not tuto.r unless the student

cannot understand the dt'ections. Whenever you help, documenL it. AT

the ed, write down the finish time.

2.2.. AdmInister Posttest

This is r'ich like administerirg the pretest. Do iot help the student.

Record the start and st"p times.

2.2.8 Administer Attitude Measures

Ask the questions that were planned and record the responses. Alsx

add any questions that occurred to you during the instructional materials

trial. Do not bias the questions. If you point cut a slide ane ask the 3

student if it would be better with two arrows instead Gf one, he sillA

probe' ly agree. If he had a problem wit,i a slide, ask him how it could

be made clearer or more helpful. Ask him q'iestians about his prol ierms

on the posttest. More exact questions can be askeo if you can sco-e the

posttest before debriefing. If this takes too much time, go ahead end

talk to the student before he forgets his problems or ideas.

0

'm
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2.3 Determine Revision Requirements and M^ke Revisions

2.3.1 Consolidate and Analyze Data

Earlier you prepared a way of summarizing

the data. Score the tests and fill in the 1----."

form as in F:gure 111,28.

Ti illustrate, these data are from four

st'dents goIng through a lesson with six

objectives. Each item is matched to its

learning objective.

Participants A. B, and C could do all F

the entry level tests. C got all but one ri~ht, but D did poorly. D is

probably not from the originally defined target popu1ttion.

"KEY: + Right

Participat Particiont Partdpm t Parti Ipa ToulA B 6
Entry Level Test

.3 2 3

4 + + 4

1-2 4 - 3
TOTAL I -

I.
I

|
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MDA SWWAV

Partictp&. Partlcipw lortkiciw. PartielwMt Total

A a C - 0
10117t 1*40 Tat1

S l * *4

A 2 4 3

4 1 4 -+

TOTAL -- -777777z -

1. 2 - 4

3 4 0

4 6 0

S 7 0

O5ft,.X (Slide)

* 4 4

3 Z2 - 2

] 23 4 + 2

A 3 444

41l

S 42 4

S S3 + + 2

4 56 4

4 4 4- 2l S , 3

4 t + +

44 *

B S * - - - 1

TOTAL 7 1

FIGU'E 111.28: Sample Test Results
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The pretest data show that A and 0 are really "naive-," B and C

can do leartnq objective 1. Student C can also do lehrning objective 2. A

4 $ - 44ItI
3 4 -

S 6 0 :

S ; 0

-TOI ' A

The withip-course data show that learnin3 #bjective 6 is a trouble

area. There were only two correct responses for this lear.i:,g objective

on the within-lesson questions.

.Participant Participat Partlc'pn Participant Total

33

t4 e 3o' (SI I2 3 + 2

3 71.

3 23 4- 2

3 24* 3

_~~~ )a4. -WII _l 4_ _

-5 -- +
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The posttest data confirm problems oa learning objective 6. There I
was no mrre than the expected !rror on any other learning objective oa

the posttest. You should now lotk at the frame-by-frame comments, at

t•e slides and at the script.

SPwLiCIP4. Part4cfpSt Partp , Pa rtitlpmt Total
P. A I C D

1 31
S 1 7 ** '

! 2 ++ 2I

z 3 +÷ 3

Tl4 + S - 2

4 6

I I
The following types of problems rAy occur in interpreting individual

trial data.

You are making decisions ba~ed on very small samples; four to six

individuals. The powerful statistics usually used are of dubious l'

in analyzirig these results. If you decided that when 80 percent of the

learners respond correctly you will not revise, you must remenber that

any chance errors will distort the decision.

A B C D E # Right Total-Possible :

Result I + + + - - 3 60%
Possible
Result 2 + + + + - 4 80%

If, as in Resut I above, trainee D lust interest or made a careless

mistake when he was tested, ýhe 80% criterion that you might have

6L
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considered to be the goal for the trial, waý not reached and revisions

are demanded. Also if, as in Result 2, 0 got a pass on the task because

he guesspd Ight oe the monitor fa 4led to notice his error, tht rriterion

is reached and no '-visioo wilt be made. Another possibil.ty Is that

if D had not been included as a student, the t, 1 for both possible

results would he 75% and botii rasults would require revision. CleArly,

a great deal of judgment most be used in drawing conclusions from such

a small data base. Y'u cannot afford to just "go by the nuibers."

2.3.2 Determine Revision Requirements

At this point, the scientific part decreases and the requirement fcr

* judgment increases. Knowing what the students got wrong does not tell

you how to make it right. If thL student makes comments about the parts

he got wrotig, these comments aiý a good startirn point. If you have

only error data, go through the parts of the lesson that prLcede the

error and see if something is missing, wrong, or misleading. If some-

thing is missing, add it. Correct errors and change misleading statements.

Mou may need to try small portions on students to see if the problems

have been corrected.

A description of how you might determine revision requirements

follows. Assume that the posttest results of the first trial look V"ke

the following summary:

I

I
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1W Look at rett i*%

il . * . * * * 6 I00 Loa.t mt .,14 Mi l~t,

Wr |I It -tauvt? -I

Z 2 . . & G I t. item and lonttractio.

++•3 L, at. . to & W.fast,, Mon,.
4 .. Lek at emtry bakayve. Ite

S• * , * 4 $ a, CtI o.•

S . .. . . . 0 0 eLon at 4rte, b4ehavle, -Ilk-

in CO44f14 tetROMl and

COMO CTI 13 so 33 so so Z.0

The situation in this chart is:

1. For one learning objective, all answers were correct.

2. For one l.aýrning cbjective, a-l answers were wrong.

-. Errors are spread across all students.

4. One of the low,,st scoring students passed a learning objective =

that the highest scoring students missed.

Places to look for the source of the problem are listed under

"Altion." The 100 percent on learning objective 1 looks like you did a

perfect job. This Is possible, but it is more likely that the st,,.derts

already knew.the material, the test was too easy, or you over-taught the

learning objective. The latter possibility is very difficult to identify.

Interiiew A and ask what made him wake an error in learning objectiJ'e 5.

_ __ - -- =-r-=|
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Th" posttest results for the second trial after revisions looked J

like this: (Note that old objectve I and its Instruction were dropped.

lhe supervisor decided that It wi-s too easy. A/ addttio|al learming

objective. 6a, was added--previously overlooked entry behavior needed
a

for learning objective 6.)

I

.Ui. STUCOT
OW.. A b C I_ f F 0 AIWI1 I 51641 ACT ION

2 . - 2 )3 LMk at M14l 4111p -f tn.
MI1. 2 W4 !E'14-4 LM. Obl. I

. - 4 * 4- 4 6 03 No •tiae.

4 . . + . . 3 50 •Alyle aw e /Ce rvC.

S4 . , 4 ,+ 6 Nol I utlan.

6a + - -. . 4 67 •AIyze MIS rwvl/Coenrc t.

6 . . . . . 4 67 •AM.YU "A WWvhl/c•ralct. -

I C1I W0 33 50 83 67 61 4 V-

The situation in this chart is-

1. For one learning objective, all arsers were correct.

2. For one StLdent, all answers were co-tict.

3. The results on one learning objective were poorer than

on the first trial.

4. All other results were an Improvement.

Pie poorer performance on learning objective 2 may be a result of

dropping th- instructional material related to learning objective 1.

Interview 0, E, and F to determine what made them make errors in learn~ng

4
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cbjective 4. Interview 8 and C for learning objective! 6a and 5.

The posttest re;ult4 for the thir'd trial after revisions looked

like tis: (Note that o'd learning objective 1 and soni of its instruc-

tion were replaced.)

LK. StUoU--
CUJ. . A , C F 0 ,11 5 ,1 I RIGHT _ ACTION

+ S * 6 3 No acti".

3 * - * * * 5 83 OCtfon.

4 - * 4 * - 4 ',2 Mulyze &nd rNvv|e.

The situation in the above chart:
1.obErrorctvs are distributed across students and across lear-ning "

objectives.

2. Only learning objective 4 requires further revision.

The documentation of the small group trial should include ell of

the results, events, rnactions, and monitor's comments. An example of
a report is presented in Appendix A.

2.3.3 Repeat Cycle or Go to Group Trials

There Is ,io magic nu•ber of indivi.dual

trials. They require a heavy manpower input

but usually contribute a great deal of

valuable information. From three to five

seems to be the usual number. Some people
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wrke revisions after ea-h student. This gives very hfavy weight to each

student and ma, cause cqru to make more revisions than am needed or to

keep vevlsing on the smallest possible d&ta base.

If the results of the infivtdual trials were good; that is, ý.tadents

F - came 'lose to the goals, and you reieived as much information as y~u felt

iuas needed as to how well Individuals learned the materials, go ahead

I * to group trials. If the rest'Its were poor and you made e.tensivw revisions,

repeat the individual t-i"'s until the lesson does what it is supposed to

do. Maen go ahead tu group trials.-

2.4 Develop Plan for Grour Trials A

Group .rials can be of any size. From .J

five to t~en Is considereJ a small group; if

* more than 25, a large group. In this section

group trials will first be treated genE ally,

then any .pe~ial differences betw.3n small

ind large groups will be covered.

You may conduct several small grju,- I

trials or none. Several small groups ra.' he

a substitute for a large group end L'.u may

do onk or several large group trials, It all depends on what you are

workina toward, how muoh time ev4 resources can be used, and the problems

encountered.

much of what was prepared for individual trials can be uscd or

adapted ,1or the group triels, Those measures that were ilr-.ady covered

in tile individual trial part are only -,ucr ÷d in this section.* I

* I I
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2.4. 1 Set Stahdards an. List Constraints

You m&y hdve some preset goals that you set and othjrs that were

externally imposed. In the first case y can revise thew, tc fit reality,

in the latter case you may have little control. However, keep carefuJl

records of the go•.1s, procedures and needs, for whomever controls the

standards.

Standards are usually stated in terms of what proport:on or per-

ceotane cf the students reached criterio on each learning objective.

Au ofen used stundard is 80 percent (rmaning 80) percent of the students

reached the ?redetermined criterion). Set the standards in terms of the

alternative resources available for additional instruction. Be a little

flexible. There is rothing sacred about the set criterion. There ir

imuch error in measurement. There are sources of error both in the measuring

instrument nd in thL learner's perfoinance. On the average, a totally

naive learner woulJ get 25 percent correct by chance on a four-choice

multiple choice pretest. But on any one test he m~ight score 50 percent

or 0 percent. The same guessing factor exists in a posttest. Lven ir,

a lierformance test, the learner may make chance error. The test monitor'

can mi ke mistakez scoring the performance. When you say you wdnt 80

percent, you are talking ebout the populatior. When you take a -ample

it is unlikely that it is completely represettative of the population;

therefore, different samples will yield different scores after the same

i "s)-ruction.

If the standards are minimum 85 percen., but you have a performance

test and 25 students, you have already changed the standard. Peicents

of students wil' be in ,nultipl,.s of 4, and 88 will oe the first possible

I -
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above 85, and you have formed yourself into an 88 percent mininum. Each

trial after revision usually raises scores, numbers to reach criterion,

or both. But, after large initial gains, each increase gets harder and

more expensive to reach. It is preferable to set a rani' of standards-

such as 80, give or take five points.

However, some learning objectives are totally dependent on others.

In cases where the terminal learning objective cannot be performed un-

less any one or more of its learning objectives are mastered, those

learning objectives will have to have a 100 percent criterior.

The constraints are primarily time and resources. They can involve _

equipment. Do not plan a large group trial fo- operation of heavy equip-

ment when you can only arrange for one piece o4 the equipment at a time.

In such cases, you will have to try tUe materials G., students serially.

MTials involve manpower. If the need is for performance testing, you

will be limited by the number of monitors who are available or can be

trained. Constraints can be environmental. If certain weathe- conditions,

space, or geographic locations, are required, you need to plan within

what you can get. There also may be deadlines for completions to

consider. These constraints interact to present very restrictive sets

of conditions. Plan to work within them.

2.4.2 Select or Develop Data Recording System

After you have decided what data is needed, prepare a way to record

it while it iL being collected and a way to display it so it can be

analyzed. Sincc you are likely to be measuring more people than in the

individual trials, consider machine scorable answer shets if they can

do the job. An example of a hand recorded data summary is shown in

Figue 111.29.

-i :.
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Using large numbers of students may require minimizing the amount of

data col1icted. Collect the data in a form that is usable with the minimum I

amount of conversiin. If you are going to use total scores, only record_=

them rather than element or iten; scores. But do not throw away or fail

to collect daLa you will need. It is nard to get students back after

the trial. i

2._.3 Revise Attitude Measures

If you are going to make any decisions based or, itLitudes, look at

the attitude measures from the individual trials. Will they be sufficient?

Do they require revision? ,lust new ones be prepared?

2.4.4. Select or Develop Data Analysis Plan

How are you going to use the numbers to make decisions? Individual I
comments, masses of numbers, etc., become more meaningfu'i when thay ara

organized. (See Figure 111.29 .) The R's indicate "right" and th2

W's indicate "wrong." The W's are mote numerous than thi R's, but it

is easier to think about the column and row summaries and the percentages.

If you have many test elements and/or students, consider using a combination

of machine scorable answer sheets and computer data analysis. A

Whether you or the computer analyze the data; the technique for
summarizing it must be selected. Do you want averages? You can compute

means and standard deviations. Do you have some criteria to reach? Do

the criteria need to be stated by objective or un the sum of thQ objectivws? I

=2.4.5 Select and Develop Procedures for Group Trial

The procedures will be deteminned by the lesson itself, the number

of particilants, and the data needed. In a small group trial, you
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will have an opportunity to get individual feedback much like that received

in an individual trial. In a large group tr" jl the students will be

treated more like tVose in a course situation. As much as possible, avoid -

interfering with the lesson. Anything you do, even the measurinq instru-

ments, influeices the outcome.

2.4.6 Detemine Number of Participants Needed

When there are members of tle target audience readily available and
there are no resource constraints, use an arbitra.y number such as 20-30

for the large group trial. However, there are ofe'en some limits to mem-

bers of the targt"', audience or the time and resources available to conJuct

trials. There is a procedure for selecting a minimum sample that permits

you to make statistically valid decisions. Your mnimum s...ple will vary

depending on how sure you need to be of your de.ision. This procedure

is particularly useful when the resource; involved In validating are

scarce and testing is sequential, one or a few students at a time. You

rate the learning objective in terms of its consequences of inadequate

performance, performance delay tolerance, availability ef trained job

holders in the field, learning difficulty, and amount of practice the

ti-ainee will hdve. Based on the score on these criteria, a chart is

used for selecting minimum and maximum sample sizes.

First, fill out the learning objective rating sheet (FigLre 111.30)

The range of ratings is from 0 to 34.

I
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Lear in Objeetive Number
1 I 2 3 !4_ 5 6

1. What are the consequences of
inadequate performance?

a. Very serious 10 points)
b. Serious 5 points)
c. Average 1 point)
d. Negligible ( 0 points)

2. Does the job hoider h3ve time to
consult reterences or seek other
help when required to pertorm the
task? Is immediate action required
as, for example, with first aid?

a. Immediate action required
(11) poirts)

b. Some degree of urgency is required
but job holdters frequently have
time to 5eek assistance.
(5 points)

c. Job holdar almost always have
:•ime to seek assistance.
(0 points) -

3. What is the a-,ailabftty of adequately
traino.d job holders in the field to
ass*st in craining?

a. Few available (5 points)
b. Usually available (2 points)
c. Almost always available (0 points)

4. How diffiult is the l]arning objec-
tive to leurn?

a. Very difficult (5 points)
b. Average difficulty (2 points)
c. Easy to learn (0 points)

FIGURE 111.30: Learning Objective Rating Sheet

•3 • / :• .- / _ .- 1 • :.. . -. ... .. ........
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Learntn QbJective Number

5. Will the learning objective be prac-
ticed again in subsequent lessois,
or is -the lesson the only choice
to learn the task?

a. his lesson Is the only Instruction.
(4 points)

b. The learninci objective is practicec
only orce or twice In subsequent
leszons. (2 points)

c. The learning objective will 'be
practiced many times In temalnlng -1
lessons. (0 points)

TOTAL _

). ) FIGURE 111.30: Learning Objective Rating Sheet (Continued)

Ii.

F-• •• •
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If the rating Is:

29 -34, use Chart 1 (Figure 111.31),

21 -28, use Ci~art 2 (Figure 111.32),

13 - 20, use (rhart 3 (Figure- 111.33),

7 - 12, use Cha,.t 4 (Figure. 111.34), or

0 - ~,use Chart 5 (Figure 111,35).

Suppose the ratinj for the learnit.gj objective is 19, therefore,

Chart 3 (Figure 111.33) is use~d. The minimnum number of students for an

accept deci:lon is 7 and for a reject decision is 4. The maximum is 46.

The area or' the graph between theI
Re~j' t

diagonal lines is the "continue testing 4
L3~area." Above~ the lines is the "reject 4 ContinueTetn,

0 2
instructional ma*6erials" or no-go area. 1 ____ Accept
The area below the lines is the "accept" -2 0 J1 2 _3 4 T

Number of Trials
or go area.

To mark the charts, place an X on the graph for each trial. The

numbers on the vertical axi~. are the number of students who failed the

objective. The numbers oii the horizontal axis are the numbe- of trials.

If the first trial is a failure, plece

an X over the 1 columnr of the ..umber of-

trials and hesi.e t.e 1 column of the 4- 1

failures. ~ ~

1 2
Numbei of Trials
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If tiie first triai .s a go', place an

X over the A! culumn of the number of trials

and beside t-i 0 column of the failures. * ~ j- -

L IL&

i 0

1 2
Number rf Trials

Continue -o place tr~e X's horizontally for each go and diagonally

up fc-' etich no-go.

If dll thp trials are gc s, ~ j ' -

t~he chart would look like this 4 j
aiid the ''6h trial isin tne ---

accept area and cesting can st.~p. 1_x >(X1

1 2 4 56 7 89 1") 11
Number of Tr, JIs

If all the tyri-Is are ro-go's,

the chart would lock like this and ~

the 4th trial ýs in th2 reject area '

ar'd testing can stp -

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89.10 11
Number of Trials,
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Test D4ta Chart

Student:

A go
B go
C no-go

SO gog
E go
F go 4

G no-go
H no-go 4

go ~ 3 V x.
J go 7) V
K go L --

L go T
N go 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 lB 19 ?0 21

"N gO Nwuter of Trl:j'-4

P go
go

R go
S go
T go
U go

The more usual result woulu be a mixt,)re of go's and no-go's. Whien _

there are 3 no-gL it takes 21 trials to reach the )ccept area.

Sometimes the maximum )•umber

of trials will be r.-ached without '0 Rle C
9L

a decision. In that case, count 8 -' ?

the squares up to Lhe reject area 6 x -ti V1-

and down to the accept area. ..

Whichever is closer should be • 2 .. "

chosen. _ _ _
0 X

1 2 3 4 5 6 36 41 42 43 44 45 46

Numbar of Tri,
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2.4.7 Select Participants

The participants will determine the lesson outcomes and therefore

the revisions. Be sure they come from the intended population.

2.4.L Train the Validators

If you are going to have anyone else involved in the formative

evaluation process, they need to know the plans. As with the procedures

used, the participants, and the measuring instruments, the v.lidators

will influence the outcome. If the validators help or tutor the partici-
R pants and it Is not an incended part of the le.sson, you will have a

* non-repl'cable and maybe undocumented influence on the outcome.

2.5 Conduct Group Trial

2.5.1 Conduct Trial and Collect Dat-

This and the next several steps are

much the same ae for the individual trials. -

Ask for the students' cooperation. Try to

keep them from being anxious. Administer Z I
entry level tests and participant data "

collection instruments. Administer pr test.

Administer and monitor instructional materials.

Administer posttest. Collect and record all

planned and unplanned information.

Jebrief participants.
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2.5.2 Vaoidation of Platform Instruction

One of the more conviionl jsed approaches to instruction is the lecture

or classroom presentation. Fach service h,,s its own specific requirements

for the development of platform instruction, ana Block III.4 describe-

procedures fur the development of new classroom presentations. * 2

In order to be consistent with the IFD approach, lectures, platform

instruction, and other forms of classroom pres'entatirns must be subjected

to the validation process if they are to be an important part of training.

There are two kinds of classrooin preseh.cations which must be conzid-

ered. The first is the existing presentatiuv, which has already been

prepared, rehearsed anid, perhaps, used for several casses. For this

type of presentation the procedure is ,lightly different than for the

development of new platform i)ostrut-tion. :

The ,irst step with existing platform instructiin is to be sure the

topics to be covered in the preserntation are clearly and directly related

to the rhýct•ives of the course. There is a great source of potential

error hoie. Because of student interesc, past questions, and past ex-

perience of the instructor, it is quitt. possible for unrelat.d and

irrelevant material to qraduilly creep into the presentation. Therefore,

the development of a clear relationship between tie objectives and the

t'ics or presentetions needs to he made e;pl icit.

The second c .side.ation ir the validation of existing lectures is

an examination of the objectives and handouts made to the students.
'h, i.andout. nust cleariy indicata the kind of performance expected fro =-

the students and thes'. performances must clearly match the objectives.

Unct it ha, beon determined that the topics and presertations are directly

rulaLed to the objectives, the te.t items for that particular presentation

• I
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must .e relatee to these objectives. The test items 3hould be developee

according to the procedures outlined in BMock P.2. They should bi

limited to a single presentaticn.

Each presentation should be evalu-ted separately rather than making

several presentations and evaluatinn them at Che end of a week or longer

period. A relatively detal~ed test from Block 11.2 is required to

evaluate student performance within a given pres.ntatiorn.

Another impcrtart consideration Is deciding whether the test should

be adminit.ered immediitely following the presrnLation or presented

after the students have studied any materials specified in the 'ecture.

It is quite comryvn to make absignments to gc along with a presentation

and it is the aggregate 4ssignmeent and presentation thaL is to be evaluated.

However, for valiation purposes, the stildents should be tested imiediacely

following th,' Fre!entatien on those itens specific to the presentation,

and tested again after they have had time to study, on those items which

rre based on th.' outside activities.

(me purpose of t,,e careful attention to learning objectives and test

item- is to segregate the l-arninJ due to the presen'atiori and that ,Le

to the nu..side activity. It may ýe that if errors are consistently made

on .ome i,'ms, th-re is a difficulty wiLh the outside materials, )r it

may be that something ;in th'. pres.ntation Is confusing to the students.

Detailud te-tiog will ordinar-ly reveal the so'irce of the problem arnd

I the required revisios ca- be made.

When 1ne test results are analyzed for existing platform iistruction,

it iiay become clear that thsc presentation did not provide sufficient time

or. examples or clarity on onA or more topics. Bv changing the amount of

iim ,
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time devoted to a givwn topt.orby changing the kinds of rules or

exawples or non-examp,es presented, the instructor can often make drama-

tic improvements in (he awount the studen.s learn. The same rules for

inalys's of the learning objectives desc.ibed elsewhere In this block

should aoply to the classroom presentation ab well.

For new presentations, the material can be organized according to

the intended method of testing. That is, tojlcs within ;ectures can be

4solated and Llearly related to the "earning objectives and the test

items for those objectives. The presentations shc:tld be tried out,

wherever possible, on members nf the target population before they are

actually used in a regular classroom setting. In thost. Instances where

it is not possible to try out the materials ahead of time, a careful

record, usually an audio tape plus a copy of any chalkboard displays or

otner training aids used with the lecture, shotild be kept of each pre-

sentation. Th';s will permit thorough review of preser.tations and,

thruugh time, the original presentations can be revised to eliminate

any problems.

2.5.3 Analyze aný Consolidate Data

Th1S is more complicated than after the individual trials, but if

the recording and analysis plans were good, they should provide the

required data base. If they do not, revise both plans based en the

data obtained.
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2.6 Determune Revision Requirement. and ,Ake Revig 4ons

Based on ;.nelysis of trial oata,

make necessary revisions to tie program.

Rememnter that mure t~havn lust the 4nstruc- L. I
tional materials may have to be revised. r ji

You may have tn make changes to pretests,

management plan, delivery system, or posttest, 4

etc.

A subject matter expert (SHOb will be

needed as Lhe tecir. cl advisor on revisions.

If at all possible, use an SK* who is

thoroughly familiar with the current field use of the task being taught

rather than one who has taught the tdsk in a formal school environ"nt.

He will be more conscious of Job requirements and be less tied to the

way things have always been done in the school.

As was true following the individual trit.ls , there are no fitm -ules

here for making revislon decisions. General guidelines were presented IM

earlier In the blosk. Following is another discussion that provides

guidelines more s.)ecific to making revisiun decistons frllowing group

trials.

Suppose you hdve just completed a formative evaluation on 30 students.

The data looks like this;

i°

i=1
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Errors Errors .rrors Errors
Leerning Entry Pretest W/I Posttes
Objective Item Behavior Course

1 1 0 0 0 0

2 5 19 8 4

3 25 30 20 20

2 4 3 22 21 20

3 5 2 7 7 6

6 2 10 6 18

4 7 1 6 4 3

8 4 24 14 2

5 9 3 ?5 14 5

10 7 22 3 6

VhMt does the data mean.

Lng.
_Ob. Item What Does It Mean? What Can You Do?

1 a. Questior.s have givc-away a. Rewrite the question.
answers.

b. Everyonp knows it already. b. Drop the item and the
matching learning material.

2 2/3 failL- it on t,,e pretest, Look at the 4 error re-
1/3 W/I coursp, and only 4 sponses and see if they all
failed on the posttest. made the same error--ti so,

add only enough information
to prevent the error. If
they made different errors,
probably do nothing.

3 a. 80% lacked entry behavior, a. Reanalyze entry behaviors!
add the necessary pre-
requisites to the lasson.
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Lng.
J)bi. Item What Does It Mean? __al Can ,ou Do?

3 b. All failed pretest, 2/3 b. The errors on the W/I course
failed W/I course, and no item should be dnalyzed and
improvement from WI to changes made in the learning
postcest. inateriaf. If the additional

Snstruction dces not help.
try adding better remedial
feedback aft-- W11 course
itemn.

2 4 2/3 failed all three tests. You haven't "hanged behavior.
Go back to the learning ob-
jective, look at the lea'nfi g
objective, learning material,
and test item for match.
Reanalyze the ta'•k for someother en.,y level behaviors

or ad&itional learning
"objectives,

3 5 Only 1/5 failed all three You have 80% on the pretest,
times., but you really didn't im-

prove scores enough to think
they have learned anything.
Are the errors made by the
5ame people on all three
tests? If so, check as for
item 4. If not, perhaps the
item and the learning material
should be droppd-d.

6 1/3 failed nretest, 1/5 on Look at feedback for item at
W/I course, but "/2 on W11 coure 4oint and subse•'1ent
posttest. to W11 course item to fi.:d

something that has mtisead
the students. ur, you may
need a review befoie the enc'
of this part of the learning
of.jective.

.1*

_ -
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LngY
ObJ. Item What ,oes It Mean? What Can You W?

4 7 Less than or equal to 1/5 on You have improved scores
it.lI tl," V. but you are probdbly wasting

time to even have the learn-
ing objective, Check to see
If y+i can omlt the item and
the material, or decreaie the
mater'ial'tn a reminder and
possibly omit the :tem if
other learning objectives
are depends-at on thiz
learning objective.

8 2/3 failed pretest, 1/2 The. final result was excel- '1

failed W/I course, almost lent, but sore of what was
none failed posttest. done after the W/I course

test should be done before
it, unless It was the error
ccrrection that they learned

~rom.

5 9 1/2 failed pretest, 1/2 The learning materi-ls prior
failed W/il, 1/6 failed to the W/I course test. were
posttest. noc effective. They %ould

be dropped if the errors are
nade by the 5ame people on
WW/1 course test and postte~t.
If not, incorporate what came
aftor W/I test befc:.^e it,

10 2/3 failed pe'etest, !/10 Looks L'actly as it should.
fai',ed W/I, 1/5 faiIcd P'whaps u mi 'mm. of revipw
posttest. before the posttest based

on the posttest errors would
keep dowii the wstt.est errors.

t
.i

-,), A -ZA=AZ__
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:•:,• It may be necessary to repeat the revision cycle, If thp students

did not reach criterion, you need to repeat the revision rycle.

Wh•. the revisions are completed, aid you have again tried themi

out and BadL sure they work, it is time to try the instructionai

mateials with '-al world instructors and the .ystem iianagement plan.

3.0 OUTPUTS

Tha outputs of this block should consist of a swmoary statement of
pertinent factors in each validation trial (see example). As a minimum,

, this statement should contain:

1. Participant background information

2. Instructor qualificatioi.s

3. Data and place of trial

4. Learning objectives

,. Outline if data reccrding plan

6. Entry t,;ts used

7. Pretests used

"8. Within course tests used

9. Posttests used

10. Plan for presentln9 learning materials

11. Any deviations from instructional plan or data recording pla:

12. All test data in consolidated or sumnarized form

) [

I

___



13. Recuumoundations for revtsorts af&4 .t each trial

14. Rationale for revision recommnendationsA

15. Suaaiary of reviisions actually made

16. Rationale for any differences betweei, revision recomner.-

datluns and actual revisions

EXAMPLE

Samp le docuuentation for a ringle validation trial on
materials designed to taach amintenance of the OH-58
helicopter's power train system:

1 . Participaint BackgrO~nd: 26 students who were to enroll
in the OHi-56 Helictpter resident school the following
wee-k.

2. '-.structor Qualifications: The instructor taught 0OH-584
helicopter repair at the resident school .-or 3 years and
was reconuieaded by the school.

3. Data and Place: Fort Dix, New Jersey. ALugus'6 1, 1975.
LA

4. Learniing Objectives:

a. In a Maintenance work area using an OH-58 helicopter,
Techri.cdl Manual 55-1520-228-2,, general mechanics toolA
kit, maintenance platform, a~id DA Form 2408-13, the
student will troubleshoot the power train syvstem in
accordance with Technical Man' al 55-1520-228-20.

b. In a maintenance work area using an OH-58 helicopter,
Technical Manual 55-1520-228-20, general mechanics tool
kit, maintenance platform, an~d DA Form 2408-13, the
student will perform a maintenancf- cýý;rational check in
accordance with Technic~l Manual 55-1520-228-20.

5. Data Recording Plan: Data in each student will include:

a. Background information
b. AL-titude questionnaire results
c. Entry level test results
d. Pretest results
e. Within-course test results
f. Posttest results
g. Validator's comments to student
h. Student questioný and remarks
i. interviewi results
j, lime spent oi. lessons and sub-lessons
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6. Entry Test Used:

a. Select the appropriate tool for each fastener.
b. Name each tool in the general me-chanics tool kit.
c. Explain the use of each tool in the general

mechanics toul kit.

7. Pretest Used:

a. 'emove tail rotor nub
b. Remove tail rotor gear box.
c. Hemove tail rotor drive shaft.

8 Within-course test •sed. 'Same Items as pretest, but with
reluced staridard of performance.)

9. Posttest Used: Same items as pretest.

10. Presentation of Instrictiona. Materials: The instructor
dionstrte. all the maWntenance functions fop' the power'
t-ain systew, while explaining his actiwities. The instruc-
tional matprials were the script and uctivity ;.equence
outline which he repeated precisely.

11. Deviations from Plan: The instructor answered several
spontaneous student questions. The questions and
responses were recorded on videotape.

12. Consolidated Test Data:
a. Entry level test- X 7 9

b. Pret'cst results - X 3.6c. Posttest results - X 18.7

13. Reconvw ndations for Revision:

a. DNelete introductory "general remarks."
b. Provide instructor with replicate tool kit.
c. Delete item #7 from pre-test, within-course test, and

pos ttest.
d. Evaluate item #12 and related inst"uctiori.
e. Evaluate student request for individualizatiot. of

"remove main rotor swashplate."

14. Rationale for Revi.;ions:

a. Remarks do not rel.ate to specific objective.
b. Instructor's tool kit was missing a spanner vir*nch.
c. Item too easy. Everyone passed iZ each time.
d. Poor performance.
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339I1. Sum'arT of Revisions Act'ially Made:

a. Introductory "general remarks" dlected.
b. Instructor's equipmnt checklist developed.
c. Item #7 deleted.

16. R~tiona.e for Differences between Reconwridato .s and
Actual Revisions: -

a. Yoor performanLe on item 112 mky indicate either a

poor item or pocr instruction, but this data is incon-
clusive. The instruction riatiny to the item as well
as Lhe ivem itself will be retained ds Is and used
again in the next tryout.

b. Th.Lugn most students requested individualization of
the instruction, "remove mrin ,otor swashplate," this
will not be done. Student test performance was not I
adequate and it is not cost-effective to indivi,iualtze

one small se-nent of a larg9 group presentation.

17. Additional Cowmints: Though the stude.,t. had been

selected to attend 0H-58 !'elicopter sch)ol, they w'ere
not a•i de,1 sample. Their bsc!:ground ddta indicated
a greater interest In mechanif.s than most incoming
0H-58 h-licopter szhool students. ThLlr scores may
be unusually high as a result.

* I
i ' lI
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLE OF SMALL GROUP TRIAL REPORT

I. Administration of Test

A. Admlnistratlve

1. 3ackground data sheet numbered 1 through 4

2. Tablet. of paper

3. Pencils

4. Cassette recorder with one tape

5. Stop watch

B. Havdware

1. Two study' carrels equipped with Norelco cassette tape

pl nyers

2. Two M2C3's

3. Two cleaning rods

4. Two cans of oil and cleaning patches

C. Courseware

1. Pre-post test

2. Four notebooks contairing the 18C story board frames of

the program

3. Four tapes of the M203 script

D. Breikdown of hrw oie-on-one forimtive ev&luatior; was conducted

1. Briefing

a. Explained briefly what TEC is

b. Explained soldier's role as tuster of materials

2. Had the four test soldiers fill out Lackground data forms

341I Preceding page blan.
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3. Assigned control numbers

4. Started firs-. roldiei an pretest

S. Gave scIdier notebook 1 of story boird, cassette tape and

W03

6. Subject expert monitored soldier

7. Administered posttest

8. Debriefed soldiers

E. Special problems

1. Three subjects had hangovers. One was actively ill.

2. Photographers and observers made soldiers very nervous.

3. Tapes were not timed to soldie.s' pace.

4. M203's arrived late and were very oily.

5. There were no dnmuy 4Onu grenades.

* 11. Test Results

A. Background information

0. Duty Assignment Anwor Tanker Gunncr Tank
Crewman

i. Rank E-3(Pfc) E-3(Pf4c) E-3(P'c) E-5(Sgt)

2. Date entered service 11/29/71 11/29/71 9/69/71 7/11/69

3. Time io grade 14 mos. -- 14 mos. 36 mos.

4. Date completed BCT 2/18/72 Z/29/72 12/3/71 9/18/69

5. Date completed AIT 5/ /72 -- 3/23/71 10/20/69

6. 2ducation level 11 10 1J GED

7. Prnmary MOS -- lIEIO IlEIO i1E40

8. Secondary MOS -- 11B40
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Armor Tanker Gunne~r Tank
Crewman

9. Age 22 20 19 21

10. Prior training with none nione none none
M203

Nunber 1 2 34

F a. Pre-post Test tpo_ýsible 50 points)

Soldier Pretest Posttest % Change Actualgi Pm
F ~Possible gain

1 2 70 33 33 .69

2 0 33 66 33 33 .6ý5

6 42 84 36 36 .82

4 10 37 74 27 27 .67

x 4.2 38 76

C. Time in MinutesISoldier Pretest Within Pr'ogram Patet MP
1 11 97 24 AM

2 20 92 16 Pm

3 35 127 20 AM

I4 25 70 25 Pm
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0. Reaction to Program

1. The overall react:on was favorable. The soldiers did not

have prior experience with the M-03 and liked W.ndltnýg it.

2. The deb'riefing interview Indicated a positive Attitude. They

* all said that the audio was clear, the pictures mostly helpfu',

they were not bored, and they were never lost. However, one

said there were too 1 w questions, one said too nany, and

one said just the riaht number.

3. No really useful remarks were made about improving the course.

One suggested using more questions.

E. Observers' Comments

"-jThe program had been edited several times by subject experts,

The same subject experts were also observers

Frame Commnent

31 picture upside down

32 need more time

39 soldier missed barrel extension

40 include picture of we ipon

40A need more time and better expla:!ation

46 missed guide, stop, latch, tracK

48 mere time, better differentiation of' sights

53-55 mnre tli.e - error of screw

57 mure time - error of screw

58-65 confusing because weapon in picture is disassembled,
needed review

72-73 lost, couldn't clear M203 or Ml6A-
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Frame Comnet

76-89 change one minute method tc method

00-95 diff.culty gtting handS~uard off

102 visual not clear

113 directions confusi*g

114 talked through method 2

115 didn't know con~litions

117 picture and audio don't represent combat

V130-132 confusion of LSA and LAW

136 co)nfusion - asking about temperature range

148 review care under different weather _

General Commients

1. Make differences between two procedures more pronounced.

2. Have student demonstrate clearing rather than write about it.

3. Clarify objectives. Make sure he finds parts on M203.

4. Need clarification on why M203 is disassembled.

S. Need clarification on why only 2 parts are taken off in one

h ~mi nute method.

F. All errors and conunents will be considered in the rewriting.
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ENTRY B3EHAVIOR TEST
PRETEST
POSTTEST

f INPUT MANAGEMENTrPLAN
DRAFT Or: LEARNING

W MATERIALS

[DEVELOP PLAN FOR DEVELOP PLAN FOR
IINDIVIDUAL TRIAL GROUP TRIALSj2.1 I 2. 4

CONDUCTCONDUCT
INDIVICLiAL TRIALS GROUP TRIALS

2.2 2.5

[DETERMINE REVISION 1DETEhMINE REVISION-
RE OUIREMENTS AND IREQUiREMENTS AND
MAKE REVISIONS 2.3 1MAKE REVISIONS 2.6

RESULTS
NO FROM INDIVIDUAL RLSULTS N

TR C TLEFROM GROUP TRIALS ro
TRIALS ACCEPTABLE? ACCEPTABLE?

YES YES

BLOCK

FIGURE:Dr.21: Flowchart of Block3X.5: VALIDATE INSTRUCTION'
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Aagard, J. A., & Braby, R. Learning guideline. and 2Igorithms for
twelve types of tralning objictivf,s (TA'.EG Report No. 23).

.Orlando, Fa.: Department of the Navy, Training Analysis and
Evalr'ation Group, in press.

S=

Learning algorithms heve been developed for fundamentally different

types of trainilng objectives representing m4 iitary tasks. They

are based, in part. on an ,arliev Navy study~on commnon Navy tasks

and are designed so that (1) a wide range of tasks can be groupid -

into a small number of categories, (2) all the training objactives

in one category can be achieved by using a single learning algorithm,

and (3) each category of traiiing ob,.ectives requires a different

learning algorithm; i.e., fundamentally different from the training A

strategies required by other classes of training objectives.

Braby, P., Henry, J. M., Parrish, W. F., Jr., & Swope, W. M. A technique
for choosing cost-effective instructional delivery sstems (TAEG
Report No. 16). Orlando, Fla.: Department of the Navy, Training
Analysis and Evaluation Group, Aptii 1975.

The process of selecting instructional delivery systems is formally
initiated when the training objectives for a pre',)ised trAining system

have been received. A set of training objectives are an input to

the TECEP, a process for selecting cost-efficient instructional delivery

systems. Starting with this set of obje.:tives a sequence of steps

E is accomplished for deriving appropriate learning strategies, identifying

Precediig page blapk 3
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ins'ructional delivery systems capable of supporting these strate-

gies, and determining costs associateu with these delivery systems.

The output of this efrort is a desLription of an optimum instruc-

tional delivery syst&. for accomplishiing the training objectives.

Carroll, J. A model of school learning. Teachers College Record,I 1963, 64, 723-733.

This conceptual model suggests, at a supur4rdinate level, every

element required for an individual's succes. or failura. The

article presents factors which are conceied as being deteminants

of the times needeO or actually spent in learning a task and

the way in which these factors interact to result in various de-

grees of successful learning.

Homme, L., Csanyi, A. P., Gonzales, 14. A., & Rechs, J. R. !how to use con-
tillgency contractin_ in the classroom. Champaign, Ill.: Research
P'ress, 1971.

The authors of this book present contingency contracting as one

approach to the use of reinforcement principles to motivate better

learning. The procedures outlined in this book a;-e based on arrang-

ing the conditions so that the learner gets to do something he wants

to do following something the instructor wants him to do.

Klaus, D. J. Students as teaching resources: A surveofteacl ing mod'ls
sin• non- rofssionals peer tutoring) (AIR 44O0-10/'/3-FR).

Pittsburgh, Pa.: American Institutes for Research, October 1973.

This prelimirpry survey was des'gned to explore the possible use of

stud nts as teaching resources in the developing countries. A

I-:
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substantial number of reparts and descriptions of projects already

conducted in. the United States, and a few arried out overseas, sug-

gest that ssudents ;epresent a sit,•ficantly under-utilizeA resource

and yet could be mobilized to help other children learn. Four

jencral models of peer tutoring are descrtb.i. A research desitjn,

emphasizing effective instruction in over--ror.v0d classrooms, was

reported as part of a five-year schedule for inicvative programs in

developi.g countries.

Weingarten, K.. hingerland, J. E., & Brennan, M. F. Deveopmetarid
I iimplementation of a quality-assured, peer-instructional model
;N-. OFTen1c•ncal Report 72-35). Alexandria, Va.: Human Rrsources
Resa-h.h Organization, November 1.0.)Z.

This model describes a quality-assured, peer-instructional system

incorporating six principles essential to effective instruction, and

accomodating practical constraints having to do with cost aAd the

ease of implementation. Data was collected comparing the corventional

and APSTRAT systems in the course of the pilot study at Ft. Ord.

From this pilot study, the data indicated that the primary cbjectives

of the nrogram were attained--substantial gain in proficiency for men

of all aptitudes, and reducti-n of academic attrit.on and recycles.

!I+ I
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Braby, R., Henry, J. M., Parrish, W. F., Jr., & Swopp, W. M. A tech-
nique fcr choosing cost-effective instructional delivery systems
(TAEG Report No. -6). Orlindo, Fla.: nepartment of the Navy,

x• Training Analysis and Evaluation Group, April 1975.

The purpose of this r. Durt is to make availcble to training special-

ists a procedure fov choosing instructional delivery systems

appropriate to various types of military training. The TECEP tech-

niquc serves as a performance aid for the training specialist to use

in defining appropriate training strategies for training objectives,

choosing instructional delivery systems capable of carrying out the

training stretegies, and identifying the relative cost of these

altsrnatives. Through the use of this prouedure, tra-ining special-

ists chooso the cost-effective instructional delivery system over

its competitors.

3I
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. Deterline, W. A., & Lenn, P. 0. Coordinated instructional systems
trainins: A self-study course for teachers. Palo Alto, Calif.:
Sound Education, Inc., 1972.

The development of instructional materials requires large ex-

penditures of time, financial and human resources. The CISTRAIN I
model presents a framework for designing new materials following

a systematic approach to instructional systems design. This

model can also be applied to the analysis of existing materials to

detemine their suitability in meeting course objectives.

Todd, R. D., & Hawthorne, R. D. Modification of curriculum materials:
An alternative with considerable potential. American Vocational
Journal, October 1973, 42-44.

One of the very few documents available on the topic nf materials

modification, this article presents an eight-step model for deter-

miring the nature and scope of needed modification.

352
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Briggs, L. J. Handbook cf procedures for the desian of instruction.
Pittsburgk, Pa.; American Institutes for Research, IJ70. (Mono-
graph No. 4)

This monog•raph pr-esents a set of procedures for the design of in-

£',ruction. The Instructional design process described consists of

three major stages: design, development, and evaluation. Useful

iis a guide for planning and developing instructional materials.

the material is organized by asligrmnents and by steps~and can be

considered self-instructional.

Dale, Edgar. Audiovisual methods in teaching. Hinsfale, Ill.: The
Oryden Press, 196-69.

"Audiovisual materials compose in integral part of any training

program. A systematic approach to instruction views the use of

audiovisual materials as a complement rather t'.an a supplement to

instruction. Novel applications of audiovisual techniques to the

design of instraction ar'e presented in detail..

Department of the Air Force. Handbook for designers of instructional
systems: Plannin, ,develoIr and ý d at inst-ruction (Vol IV,
A'• 5- .-58 Washington, D.C.: Headquarters, United Sta•es Air
For:e, July 1973.

This fourth-volume pamphlet provides guidance in applying the ISD

process described in A4M 50-2. The pamphlet is fo, the use of

353
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education aWd training personnel whi plan, develop, approve, admin-I ister, or manage Air Force instruction and supportiny materials.

Volume IV,"Planning, Developing, and Validating Instruction,"provides

guidance on how to make media selection r;cd resource requirement

decisions, develop instructional materials, validate the materials

developed, and implement the system.

Department oO the Navy. Procedures for the planning, design, development,
and managemernt of Navy-technic alcourses (CNT--AIO).
M illington, Tenn.: Naval Technical Training Command, Naval Air
Station, Memphis, September 1974.Ii•

I Although this document is a compreheiisive approach to the design•I

of technical training course, the sections on course design and
developri,.nt are particularly helpful. The procedures for devel(ping

criterion tests, selecting instructional strategies, sequencing

learning objectives, producing the curriculum outline and instruc-

tional strategies, and validation a,'e discussed.

Oeterline Associates. Developin instructor-f-ee instruction (Task VI.B
Report, Contract No. N61339-73-CT(1-5-T. Palo-Alto, Calif.: Deter-
line Associates, 1975.

This report details information on how to convert existing instruction

to correspondence courses, how to prepare STEPs, and how to convert

,mediated materials to print materials.

F'
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Deterline, W. A., & Lenn, P. D. Coordlngted instruction'il _ystems train-
irf: A self-study couse for teachers. Palo Alto, Cal"t,.'-:u-E,-, aion, Inc., 1072.

This course is abput the des gn of instruction, -nphasizing pro-

cedures for makinj instruction as effective as possible and Includ-

ing procedures for indtvid,.alizinn instruction. The purpose of the I
course is co help you laarn a set of skills and techniques that will

serve you as you design, develop, and implement instruction for your

siudents. It works as a self-study course, iUdivldualleed and with

specified learning out..omes. This is not a "read about" course; it

is a "workshop" o, 'laboratory" type of course, 7.nvolving actual

design and development of lessons and testing the lessoni -uith "real

.ive" students, not J •t to find out hom well students learn, but to

find how -ell the lessons teach.

Espich, J. , & Willians, B. Devclop ing programmed instructional ma-
terials. Belmon', California: F-ron .)tblishers, 197.

Many individualized learning progra.rn employ progrwsneu instruction

in some fashion, to deliver all or part of the instruction. This

brief book contain. ýn r'xplana'ion and practice frai.6 on the pre-

paration, cot,;.L'uctiua, and testing of programmed instruction

sequences.

Frieson, Pau.l A. Desgninn insL ruc.ion. Santa Monica, COilf.: Miller
Publishing CrU., -,,

Instructional technology offers a systematic and logical means for

the design of instruction. Programmed instruction, fr., example, is
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very heavily based in the concepts, techniques, and principles of

instructional technology. This manual describes a systems method

of instructional designed material based on an application of pro-

graimned instruction.

Joycp. R. P., Chenzc'f, A. P., Mulligan, J. L., & Mallory, W. J. F
p'"oceduralized job performance aids: Handbook for JPA developers.
?rooks Air Force Base, Texas: Air Force Systems Command, Human
Resources Laboratory, December 1975.

Since relatively few fully proceduralized JPAs have been developed,

few people have been trained in the techhiolngy. This handbook de-

scriLes a method tc increase this capacity and to provide Air Force

personnel with the knowleJge necessary tV effectively monitur JPA

* -•procurement. Also, the need for coordination between JPA content

and job-oriented training content is discussed. It is increasingly

rcalized that such coordination can provide superior on-job performonce,

and can be more cost-'ffective.

Hlager, R. F., & Pipe, P Analyzin2 performance prublems. Belmont, Calif.:

Fearon Phlishers, ut,ýember 1975.

Some performance problems can be eas''y sol.el, especially those rc-

lating to simple sk;lI deficiencies. Other problems can ue elimi-

nated by applying principles of hu;rn behavior. This book is about

problems that arisc whnn a job is not being done properly and ex-

pladnc a procedure for analyzing such problems.

I T
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The Ministry of Oe.lense, Her Majesty's Royal Navy (Producer). Programmer,
instruction. London: Stewart Films, Ltd., 1970. (Film)

This film describes tha uiiderlylng concepts of progra-.ned instruc-

tion. It serves as a very effective introduction to these concepts,

espccial%- in describing behavioral objectives.

Zettl, H. lelevised pruduction handbook. Belmont, California: Wads-

worth Publishing Coa., 968.

Before television programs can be produced to communicate an in-

structional message it is necessary to become familiar with the

technology of the medium. )hit text achieves just this pui-pose

through a concise descriptiot. of the technical equipment, perfor-

mance, and production aspects of television technology.
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Dete,°ine, W. A., & Lenn, P. D. Coordinated instructional systems
training: A selt-study course for teachers. Falo AMo MIT
Sound Education, Inc., 1972.

The formative evaluation or process if validating instruction isI a key component of a coordinated instructional system. The

!'ISTRAIN model, based on systematic course development, requires

the instructional designer to validate all instruction to ensure

that the learning objectives are realized.

Mager, R. L. Medsuring instructional intent. Palo Alto, California:
Fearon Publi shers, 1974.

In )rJer to find out if the developed instruction is successful,

validation of instructional materials is necessary to determine if

one has succeeded as intended. According to Mager, the measure-

ment of this success is accomplished through the development of sit-

uations or test items which reflect the carefully written objective.

This book presents information on how to develop basic tools with

which to measure instructional intent and how to reiognize ite.s

J which can determine whether a student has achieved the instructional

objective.

I:
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Popham, W. J. Evaluating instruction. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-HOll Inc., 1973.

Renewed interest In e aluatlng classroom instruction is evident

at all 'levels of educational endeavor. This self-instructional

book provides the reader with a basic working knowledge of

measurement, test theory, and evaluation.

Swezey, R. W., & Pearlstein, R. B. Developing criterion-referenced
tests. Reston, Va.: Applied Science Associati I1974.

The validation process (formative evaluation) tries out instruction

on a simz71 sample of target population for the purpose of ascertaill-

Ing if the instruction meets the learnirg objectives. When properly

followed, the validation process insures better, quality instruction.

Specifically. this means that all trainees will achieve the objec-

tives after instruction.

iI
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A\CRONYMS

AFS- Air Force Speciality

AR - Amy Regulations

CMI - Computer Managed Instruction

CRT - Criterion Referenced Test

CODAP - Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs

DOS - Defense Occupational Specialities

F- Field lanuals

FOJY - Forz1l On The •ob Training

AED- Generai Educational Development

HQ - Headquarters

ISD - Instructional Systerms Develnrpment-

I ISS - Installation Support School

ITV - Instructional Television

JPA - Job Performance Aids

Vi, - Job Performance Measure

S'OR - Knowledge of Results
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LO - Learning Objective:11

LS - Learning Step

MOD8 Military Occupational Data Bank

MOS - Military Occupational Specialities (Amy/Marine Corps)

MO - Modification Work Orders

NIH - Not Invented Here

SNOTAP Naval Occupational Task Analysis Program

OJT - On "he Job Training

* OSR - Occupational Survey Report

POI - Program of Instruction

QQPRI - Qualitative and Quantitative Personnel Requirements Identification

RS - Resident School

I; SME -Subject Matter Expert

SMP - System Master Plan

SOP - Standing Operation Procedures, Standard Operating Procedures

STEP - Self-Teaching Exportable Package

TAK - Trainer Appraisal Kit

TI - Traditional Instruttion

-.• / • . - •~= . . ....



TLO- Terminal Learning Objective

Th - Technical Manuals

TOE - Tables of Organization and Equipment

TRADOC - U.S. Training and Doctrine ,ommand
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GU)SSARY

ABILITY GROUPYNG: At.angement whereby students are assigned to groups
on the basis of aptitude testing.

ABSOLUTE SANDARDS: A statemcnt defining the exact level of performance
required of a student 3s a demonstration that he has mas-
tered the course abjective(s). Criterior.-referenced tests
are usually hased on an absolute standard.

ACHIEVEMr.T GROUPING: Arrangement whereby students are e'ssigned to
groups according to their performance on pret-sts of units
o. the course.

ACTION: Occurs in terminal learning objectives and learni,.g objectives;
describes the specific behavior the lea-ner is to exhibit
after training.

ACTION VERBS: Verbs that convey action and reflect the type of learn-
ing that is to occur. Action verbs must reflect behaviois -•

that are measureable, observable, verifiable, and reliable.

ACTIVITY STEP: One simple operation or movement that comprises part of
a job. A job performance standArd consists of a list 3f
these operations or movements.

ADJUNCT PROGPAMi1IhG: A method of combining the features of good exist-
ing inrtructional rateriis (e.g., films, textbooks) with
special directions or ouestions to guide the learner.

ADMINISTRATIVE CRITERIA: In media selection, the options that course-
ware be develor3l locally or at some central location.

ALGORITHMI : A rule or procedure for accomplishing a task or solving
a problem.

ALPHANUM ITC: Refers to a combination of letters and numbers; for
example, on the keyboard of a t'letype.

ALTERNATE PATH: Refers to elements which have relationships in which
the specific situation encountered determines the appro-
priate sequence, or it may be another way of meeting the
same object've.

364
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AkSESSKENT: A judgment of the effectiveness nd efficiency of a
training system, In terms of measurement and evaluation.

AiSOCIATION DFViCES: Memory aids, techniques which ease recall.
Mnemonic devices.

ATTITUDE: A persisting state of a person that Influences his choice
of action.

ATT!TUDE MEASURE: An instrument designed to gather information about
how" people feel toward a particular object. This could
include liking cr disliking subject matter, usefulness
of a wadium, or opinions about the medium.

AUDIO-ONLY PR)GRAM: A production which does nct contain any video
or pictures; for example, a record or radio program.

AUDIO PRODUCER: Prepares tape recordings and produces dudio progra-,Is.
The audio producer combires tirration, music, ard
other sound effects in the production of an audio pro-
gram.

AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA: Refers to any .evice such as television or film
which is both se.n and hecrd.

BASELINE UATA: Valid and reliable information about the current
level of perfornance of the intended student population.
This data can be used to confirm the n.ed to develop new
instruction, or can be used as a compdrisJn in, ascer-
taining differences between students' performance be-

I * fore and after instruction.

BEHAVIORAL ATTRIBUTES: Qualities or activities that characterize an
object or process. Behavioral attributes characterize
each category of learning.

8LOCK SCHEDULING: Mode of instructi.n whPrebr/ all students receive
the same instruction at the sanp time.
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BLOCKING: Refer-b to the process -f defining and illustrating the
different camera movements and camera shots in a tele-
vision or film script. A blocked script may also

contain directions as to the movement of actors as well
as scenery changes.

CHECKLIST: Job performance aid which lists the elements of a task
In the sequence of execution. The job holder placesa 6heck beside each element as it is accomplished, thus

insuring that the task is completed.

CHRIC9OLOGICAL ORDFR: Arranqing content in order from one topic to

another based on when they occurred in time.

COMMON-FACTOR LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Refers to learning objectives that ii
are identical, or that have identical action words and
similar objects of the ection in the learning objective
statement.

COMPARATIVE SEQUENCE: Sequencing which starts with familiar topics
and goes to ,infamiliar ones.

COMPLEXITY CRITERION: In media selection, the degree of complexity
required of instructional materials in order to ade-
quately train students to meet learning objectives.

COMPUTER MODELS TECHNIQUE: Occurs during the simulation Gf an opera-
tional system; involves hauing a computer simulate the
major operations of the system, under a variety nf condi-
tions.

CONDITIONS: Occurs in terminal learning objectives; describes what
is presented to the student in order to accomplish the
sppcified action, that is, it describes the important
aspects of the performance environment.

CONTIGUiTY: Refers, i:. learning, to the principle that events which
occur closely together become associatid by the iLarner.

CONTINGENCY MANAGEMENT: The establishment ot a set of procedures by

which trainees are reqired to perform a certain amount of
work or to achieve certain objectives before engaqing in
activities that are preferred by the trainee (e.g., recrea-
tion, a break, or a more desirable train4ng event).
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COURSE DOCUMENTATION: Information describing the current content
of a course (instructional materials, tests, instructor's
manual, evaluation plan, student's manual) aiid its develop-

vmental history (job analysis, criteria for relecting tasks
for training, previous revisions). 2

CLUSTERING: A process of organizing many tasks into groups for the
purpose of deciding upon the optimal instructional set-
ting mix tor that group of tasks,

CRITERION-REFERENCED TEST: Measures what an individual can do or
knows, compared to what he must be able to do or must
know in order to successfully perform a task. Here an
individual's performance is compared to external cri-
teria or performance standards which are derived from an
analysis of what is required to do a particular task.

CRITICAL CUE: Cue which must be correctly interpreted by the student be-
fore we can correctly perform the associated task.

CRITICAL SEQUENCE: Sequencing of topics or objectives according to
their mportanta.

CUE" A word or other siginal that initiates or guides behavior; a
prompt.

[ CUT-OFF SCORE: Minimum passing score.

DATA: Collection of facts or numerical values resulting from observa-
tions of situations, objects, or people.

SDATA COLLECTION PLAN: An outline of the procedures and techniques
DATAthat will be used to gather information for any specific

I; purpose.

DATA RECORDING PLAN: Method of tabulating background responses and
test data.

DECAY RATE: The amount of time it takes a trainee to Forget what he
has learned in school. If the decay rate is high then a
trainee should not receive instruction in a specific
task until shortly before he will actually perform it.
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DI•CISION TqEE: Flowchart; graphic representation of the sequerne of a
spe--ific activity or operation.

DELIVERY aYSTEI4: Any method containing plans end procedures for the
presentation of instruction. Plitform instruction, tele-
vision, FOJT, and STEPs are all delivery systems.

DFPENDENT RELATIONSHIP: Occurs when s1,ills and knowle•.es in one
learning objective are closely related to those in the
other learning objective. In order to master ona of the
le.v.rning objectives, it is first necessary to learn the
eother.

DOWNfItME: Refers to the period of time when Lquipment is inoperable.

DUTY: One of the major sLbdivisions of wor% performed by one indi-

vidual. One or more duties constitute a job.

DUTY TITLE: Categorizes groups of tasks under identifiable head-
ings to help in the oi-ganizing of lists of tasks.

EMPIRICALLY BASED REVISION: Revision based on the resulLs of test
data and the collection of other types of quantitative A
infnrmation.

ENTRY BEHAVIOR: The skill, knowledge, and!or attitude requireO be-
fore fieginning a new segment of instruction; also may
refer to the capability a person ,.us prior to few
learning,•

ENTRY SKI'LS: Specific, measurable bw.)4viors that have been determinped
through the process of analysis of learninC require-
ments to be basic to subsequent knowledge or skill in the"
coursc.

ENTRY SKILLS TEST: A measurement instrument designed to datermine if
a student already possesses certain skills or knowledge
needed as a nrerequisite before undertiking niw instruc-
tion.

ENTRY TEST: Contains items based on the objectives that the intended
students must hive m.-stered .n order to begin the course.
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ERROR OF HALO: Occurs when an observer sometimes allows his rating

sion of a person.

ERRORS OF LOGIC: Occur wtkn two or mor4. traits are being rated. It
is present if an observer tends to give similar ratings
to traits which do not necessariiy go togethei. The
traits are related only in the mind of the person making
"the error.

ERRORS OF STANDARD: Occur when observers tend to rate performers too

high or too low because of differences in their standards.

EVALUATION: The process of interpreting the results of measurement
data (e.g., tests, JPMs) for the purpose of making a
judgment or decision on the instruction or on the success
of a trainee.

EVALUATiON CRITERIA: The measures used to deiermino the adequacy
of nerformance.

EVALUATION PLAN: A method or outline of what set of procedures will
be used to gpther data and information for the purpose
of assessing a co. se of instruction.

EXTERNAL CUES: Signals for action that exist outside of the student
(conditions, features, or characteristics of the job
environment that trigger action).

FALZJ NEGATIVE: Occurs when a person can perform the task but
receives a filing score on the test.

SFALSE POSITIVE: Occurs when a persor cannot perform the task but
receives a passing score on the test.

FEEDBACK: The return of information. Information on student per-
formance is "fed" back to the student so that he can
improve that performance; to the insti~ctional designee
so that he can improve materials and proceJures on the
basis of student needs; to the management system so it

•, 'an monitor the internal and external integrity of the
instruction and make appropriate revisions. Or, refers
tu the flow at data or information from one step in
th3 ISD Model to others.
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FOJT--FORMAL ON-THE. OB TRAINING: This .y*e of traininq takes place
in the actual work situation.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: The work events that occur after a Course of

instruction has been completed.

FORMATIVE EVALUATION: The iterativ.i proccsz of developing and
improving instructional miteri3ls and procedures.

FIDELITY: Refers to how welE the actions, conditions, cues, and
standards of tho JPM approximate those of the task.

FIELD USER NEEDS: The general and specific duties that will have
".0 to be taught to the trainee if he is to be able to

adequately perform in a real world environment.

FIRST DRAFT MATERIALS: Any materials (book, film, etc.) which are
riot yet ccmmitted to their final form. First draft
re-iers to the fact that the materials are still in
'rough' form and will be revised on the basis of test
results and other data.

FLOWCHART: A graphi' representation of the sequence of a specific
activity or operation; decision tree.

FRONT END ANALYSIS: Refers to job analysi*s, selection nf tasks for
training, and development of JPMs.

FIXED SEQUENCE: Refers to elements that are always done in -he same
order.

GRAPHIC ARTIST: Designs and prepares a wide variety of visual illu-
st'ations such as graphs, charts, and diagrams.

GRAPHIC SCALE: Measurement device which includes some type of number
line on which students indicate their attitude toward
a social object.

GO NO-GO: Pass-fail; criterion of evaludtion whereby sttident can-
not be "partially correct". He is either 100% correct
'go) or incorreý.t (no-ji.
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GROUP MANAGEMENT PLAN: Arrangement whereby instruction is scheduled

and condilcted for groups instead of individuals.

GROUP TRAINING: A group of people gathered together for the purpost=
of receiving information or instruction in the performa.ice
of some specific task.

HARD DATA: A direct ard precise measure of a specific performance.
A JPM is an example of hard data while an attitude question- =

nraire is a less direct measure, providing .oft da a.

HIGF DENSITY SIGNAL: A signal con.iining rsay cues. A low density
signal contains few cues.

INLEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP: Occurs when skills and knowledges in one
objective ar.ý unrelated .o those in the other objective.
Mastering one of the objectives does tiot simplify the
other.

INDICATOR BEHAVIOR: Refers to that behavior that indicates the =

presence of a specific attitude.

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTIOV': Refcrs, in the ISD Model, to a management
tcheme which ,ermits individual characteristics of
tra,nLas to be a major determinant of the kind and amount
of instruction given. Here, it nearly always implies
some form of self-pacing.

L INSTALLATION SUPPORT SCHOOLS: C:-ganized and operated by individual

units or commands to meet local training requirements.

INSTRUCTIONAL CONDITJONS: The aiount of participation which the
instruction requires o' the lcarner. Instructional
conditions may be active (the lea: ýier produces or prac-
tices) or passive (the learner sits and listens).

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER: Person who designs and d,.velops a program or
course of studies based on ý systematic analysis.

INFORMATION: Knowledge; the facts, names, labels, and larger bodies
of kr~owledge that are necessary for successful job
performance.I-

, I• .. • T.. . '• •-r i n-i •
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INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT PLAN: The specifications 'or the scheduling,instruction.-and evaluation of trainees toward the goal of

course completion.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM: Ilse development of various materials (books,
audicvisual aroductioi.s, etc.) designed to achieve a
specific training goal.

1J4STRUCTIONAL SETTING: The vehicle through which a trainee who
initially is nct able to perform a task becomes profi-
cient in -performing the task; for example, performance
aids, self-teaching exportable packages, formal on-job
training, installation support schools, and residentschools.

!NSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT : Learning resources; differept kinds of
materll, number of instructors, amount of time, etc.
which will contribute to the learning situation.

INSTRUCTIONAL.SYSTEM: The total effort, distinct from the operating
system by location, authority, or mission, that is con-
cerned with the preparation of individuals to serve tLe
operating system.

INTERNAL CUES: Internal biological signals that initiate or guide
behavior.

INTERNAL EVALUATION: Assessment of the effectiveness of an instruc-
tional program in terms of student performance on
stated terminal learning objectives.

"JOB: The dutic dnd artks performed by a single worker constitute
his job. If identical duties and tasks are performed by
several individ-das, they all hold the same job. The
job is the basic unit used in carrying out the persvanel
actions of selection, training, classification, and
assignment.

JOB ANAL\31S: The basic method used to obtain a detailed ,istings of
duites, tasks, and elements necessary to perform a
clearly Jefined, specific job, involving observations of
workers and conversations with those who know the job,
in o-der to dc;cribe -in detail the work involved, includ-
Ing 4;onditions and standards.[ ',
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JOB FIDELITY: The degree to which a testing situation truthfully

and acc-irately reflects the Job situation.

JOB PERFORMANCE MEASURES: Tests that are used to evaluate proficiency
of a job holder on each tAsk he performs.

J
JOB PERFORMANCE TEST: Test used to deterni-. whether or how well an

individual can perforw a job. in may include either all
of the job performance measures for a particular job or
a subset ef the job performance measures.

JPA--JOB PERFORtIA'rr AID: A checklist, instruction sheet, or other
device that offers a possible alternative to training
rather than an ictual method of training; they are de-,
veloped to Llimilnate or minimize training requirements
for sonme tas',s,

KNO'LEDGE OF RESULTS: Feedback; inforw tion provided to the student
indicating -%..de correctness of his response. Evaluative
knowledge of results indicates what a student is doing
right and what he is doing wrong. Comparative knowledge
of results indicates how the s6.dent's response compares
to the objective or standard establishe6 by the inst-uc-
tor.

LEARNER CHARACTERICT.CS: The traits possessed by learners that could
affect their ability to learn (e.g., age, I.Q., reading I
level, etc.).

LEARNING/ ACTIVITY: The specific behaviors a studert performs during
a particular episode of learning.

LEARNING ANALYSIS: A procedure to idencify subelements that must be
--learned before a prson can i hieve mastery of the
performance.

LEARNING CATEGORY: A livision of lear.ung behavior. All learning
may be classified into oiie of four learning categories:
mental skill, physical skill, information, or attitude.

LEARNING EVENT: The ihmmediate outcome of a learning activity.
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LEARNING GUIDELINES: Statements which specify the learning events
and activities appropriate to specific Instruction.
Learning guidelines combine to form learning sub-
categories.

LEARNING HIERARCHI: Graphically portrays the relationships among
learning tasks in which some tasks must be mastered
before others can be learned.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: Describes precisely what is to be learned in
terms of the expected student performance under speci-
fled conditions to accepted standards. These learning
objectives 'identify the mental skills, information,
attitudes, or physical skills that are required to per-
form the terminal learning objective,

LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER: Library containing instructional materials
and areas for viewing and study.

LEARNING STEP: Occurs when learning objectives are broken down into
smaller parts.

LEARNING SUB-CATEGORY: A divis 4 on of a learning category. I
LEARNING TASK ANALYSTS: Procedure used in the domain of intellectual

skills to identify prerequisite tasks that must be
learned before a person can learn a given task.

LINK TRAINER: Mechanical training device whicn simulates the cock-
pit of an aircraft.

RESPONSE BIAS: Tendency to favor a certain response over others.

MANAGEMENT PLAN: Program for the assignment, monitoring, anid assess-
ment of the pe-sonnel, materials, and resources dedi-
cated to a specific mission, operation, or function.

MASTERY: In terms of learning, refers to meeting all a' the specified
minimum requirements for a specific performance. Criteria
for mastery are defined in the design phase of the ISO
Model.
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MEAN:- Arithmetic average calculated by adding up all scores and
dividing by the number of scores.

MEASUREW*NT: Consists of rules for assigning numbers to objects to

represent quantities of attributes.
b

MEASUREMENT ERRORS: Incorrect procedures ca-tied out during the
measuremeat process which invalidate the results. These
errors result from unfounded ass-imtlons made by judges
or raters.

MEASUREMENJT PROCESS: The operations involved in determining the =

amount v` an attribute (e.g., skill, knowledge, or atti-
tude) possessed by a student.

MEDIA: Means for presenting instructional material to learners; for
example, books, audiotapes, and filmstrips.

MEDIA ALTERNATIVE: A form of instructional material that contains
the stimulus criteria required by a specific learning
activity.

MEDIA MIX: Combination of different media used to present a unit of
ins truction.

MEDIA POOL: A.1 of the media options suitable for a given unit of
instruction. The final media choice is drawn fron the
media pool.

MEDIA SELECTWON: Ib the major means of detemin~ng how instruction isf to be packaged and peesented to the student.

MENTAL SET: A preparatory mental adjustment, or readiness, for a
particul r type of experience.

MENTAL SKILLS: Those prncesles of identifying, classifyint, using
rules, and solving problems that involve active mental
processing. L-aital skills imply tie capability of
al plying the learning to some situation and demonstrating
thyc mental skill, such as thinking, creating, and
analyzing.
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MNEMONICS: Methods which make information easie" to rememtir; memory
aids.

MODE OF INSTRUCTION: Method of scheduling materials iresentatlon. The
instructional modi may be individualizod (self-pacing) or
group (block scheduling).

MODULE: An individualized self-instructional package usually con-
taining all the necessary materials a learner iieeds to
meet somn or part of a terminal learning objective.

MULTIhEDIA PACKAGE: Self-contained instructional unit in more than

one medium.

NARRATION: Is the voice overheard on an audiovisual program.

NARRATOR: Is the person whose voice is heard describing or commenting
upon the content of a film, television program, etc.

NUMERICAL SCALE: Measurement device which associates verbal descrip-
tions of social objects with numbers and requires students
to indicate their attitudes by marking the appropriate
number.

OBSERVATION INTERVIEW: Job holder is o'bserved in the job environment
performing all or a substantial part of the job; the joL
holder performs the job while the analyst ask questions.

OFF-LINE: Refers to any activity which does not take place as part
of the regular production process.

OVERLEARNING: Refers to the continual practice on a learning task by a
person who has correctly performed the task.

PEER TUTORING: A form of instruction in which students at the same
or more advanced level of knowledge provide instruction
to students at the same or lower level of knowledge on
thk specific objectives under consideration. Peer tutors
are not members of the existing instructienal establish-
ment.
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PERFORMANCF CLVALUATION: The gathering of uata to specifically
determine the success of students on a specific task,
as a result of a training program.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES: The absolute standara by which a job perfor-
manca is judged. A performance measure is the inven-
tory of job tasks with each performance objective.

PERSE ERATE: Continue an activity until it is completed, roadless
cf the difficulty, or the appropriateness of the solu-
tion technique to the problem.

PERT--PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW FCHNIQUE: PERT is a method of moni-
toring the flow of a large project by breaking it down
into small irlividuai activities and assigning each
activity a specified .'mount of time for completion.

PHYSICAL SKILLS: Specified muscular activities for arcompl 4 ihing
a goal.

POST FEEDBACK DELA*: The pause which follows the presentation of
feeiback. This ailows time for the correct response to
"sink in."

POSTTEST: A test administered after the completion of instruction to
assess whether a student has mastered the objectives of
the course or unit.

PREOICTIVE VALIDITY: The ability of a test score to accurately fore-
cast future performance.

PREDIFFERENTIATION OF STIMULI: Pointing out the distinguishlng
k. •features of an object and explaining the differences

between them.

PRETEST: Administered prior to instruction to determine how much -,

the student already knows.

PROCESS EVALUATION: An early stage in ISD development that idettifies
which steps in the model will be used ýor the rourse under
development. The purpose of the process evaluation is to
describe and document the actual developmental process f r
this particular instruction.
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PROCESS STANDARDS: Refers to the ccnditions which must be satlsfied for
a job to be successfully :ompleted. Process standards refer
to sequence, accuracy, speed of perforwance, and complete-
ness.

PROGRAMMED TNSTRUCTION: Instrt.:tiona; materials which present subject
matter in a se-ies of small sequentiai units which r.quire
responses from "he student.

PRq"MPT: A word or other signal that Wiitiates o- guides behavior;
a cue.

QUALTTY CONTROl.: Process of measuring and evaluating in order to main.
tain course standards through ddjustments in instructional
rraterials or procedures.

QUALITY CONTROL DATA: Information which reflects the degree of success
achieved by a system or operation.

RANDOM SELECTION: Choosing people or objects at random rathpr than
according to some systematic plan.

RANK ORDER: The assignment of ranks to students. This could refer to
groups, such as the top 10%, or simply listing each stu-
dent from highest to lowest. Rank ordering -s appro-
priate when there is a reed to select the fastest, the
most accurate, r'r the best producer.

RATING ERRORS: Errors of standards, ratio, and logic.

RATING SCALE: A measurmeret devi-e in which a student must choose a
rcsponse from a range of choic".F arranged in a continuum
from low to high or good to bad, etc.

REGULATLONS: Rules for appropriate conduct and b2havior.

RELIABILITY: The consistency with which a test measures the amount of
student ac,,ievement.

RESIDENT SCHOOLS: These schools are designed to meet service-widp
training requirements.
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REVISION PLAN: A detailed outline of the procedures to be taken
Lo modify the structure or cont..nt of a course.

REWARD SEQUENCE: Scheduling the more pleasant activIty to follow
the less pleasant activity; can be used to provide
a reward for compleýion.

SAMPLE: A portion or small segment of the students for whom instruc-
tion is designed.

= SAMPLING PLAN: Procedure for selecLing a small but representative
group from a larger p)pulation.

SCALE: In nedia selection, some materials must represent actual
objects and accurately represent the cimensions of
those objects. A model may, for example, be full
scale, half scale, or on a 1 to 10 scale with the
actual object.

SELF PACING: Mode of instruction whereby each student works through
the instructional materials at his own rate of speed.

SELF-PACED MANAGEMENT PLAN: Arrangement whereby instruction is
scheduled and conducted for individual students rather
than groups of students.

SELF-TEACHING EXPORTABLE PACKAGES: Self instructional study units;
generally sent to the student wherever he is stationed.

SEQUENCING, Ordering instruction; proper se(:uencing allows the
learner to make the transition from one skill or body
of knowledge to another, and assures that supporting
skills and knowledge are acquired before dependent
performances are introduced.

F SHI2ING: Gradually chcnging a student's behavior until it is correct.

SIGNAL. Cue that initiates and directs activity.
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SIMULATION: Any change from reality or any imitation of reality.
Three types are common: simulating part of the system,
simulating the operation of the system, and simulating
the environment in which the system will operate.

SIMULATORS: Machines or processes designed to piovide training which
will have high positive trinsfer to the real world equip-
ment or situation. Simulators are e-dinarily cheaper,
safer, or more available than the actual situaticn or
equipment.

SLIDE-TAPE: A combinution of visual slides and an audio tape syn-
chronized so that the audio describes the content of
the slides.

SOFT DATA: Obtair.ed from ?ttitude or opinior surveys. This data is
not as reliable as hard data.

STANDARDS: Occurs in terminal learning objectives or learning
objectives; describes the criterion or standard uf per-
formance which must be attained.

STIMULUS CRITERIA: Those basic qualities or capabilities of a
medium that are required to carry out the? intent of the
learning activity; for example, visual images, motion,
color, and sound.

STORYBOARD: A collection or series of small pictures which describe
the action and coiitent that will be contained in an audio-
visual or visu&l-only production. f. sequence of these
small pictures compr-ise a storyboard.

SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT: A person who has professional skill in the
performance of some job and who is consulted by an in-
structional designer in the process of job task analysis.

SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIP: Occurs when skills anH knowledges in one
objective have some relotionship t;', i•.ose i*r the other
objective; the learning involved ii, niastery of one learn-
ing objective transfers to the other, making learning
involved in the mastery of the other easie;.
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SYMBOL: Anything that stands for or represents something else. A
plus sign (+) is a symbol for the mathejatical operation
of addition.

SVSTEM MASTER PLAIV: Control document used to coordinate the develop-
ment and implementation of an instructional p-ogram.

SYNCHRONIZING PULSE: An audible or inaudible sound used to coordinate
the audio and video portions of a slide-tape program so
that audio and video (i.e., slide and narration) are
coordinated.

SYSTEMS APPROACH: A generic term referring to the orderly process of
analysis, design, development, evaliation, revision, and
operation of a collectCon of interrelated elements.

TALK-THROUGH TECHNIQUE: Occurs during the simulation of an operational
system; involves talking through each operation in the -
new system to Cetermine decizions and contingencies.

TARGET POPULATION: The pool of potential entrants to training fir
which instructional materials are designed and tried out.

TASK DELAY TOLERAN;E: A measure of how much delay can be tolerated
between the time the need for task performance becomes
evident and the time actual performance must begin.

TASK: Formed in ulusters which make up 4uties. A task is the loweot
level of behavior a j•u: that dosct ,'es the performance
of a meaningful functd n in the job uii'er coaasiduratioii.

TASK INVENTORY: List that itemizes all o6 the tasks that make up

a selec't-i 'fd 1ty.

TASK LEARNING DIFFIClIJTY: Refers to time, effort, and assistance re-
quired by a student to achieve performance proficiency.

TA2K STANDARD: A statement of how well a task must be performed.

t--
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TASK STATEhiENT: A sta.ement of highly specitic action which has a
verb aoid object; for example, ;ort mail.

TECHNICAL ORDERS: Military regulations which 4eal with the specific
nature of technical materiats and equipment.

TERMINAL LEARNING ORJECTIVE: Derived from job performancc measures,
TLOs are to be attained during training. TLOs are broker,
down into their component parts which are documented as
learnir] objectives whizh mlay be further divided into
learning steps. Each TLO contains actions, conditions,
and' standards.

TESTS: Any device or technique used to measure the performance of a
student on a specific task or subject matter.

TESTING CONSTRAINTS: Limitations such as time, money, personnel,
facilities, and other resources, which prohibit job
performance measures from being identical to the tasks
they measure.

TRADE-OFFS: In any systematic approach to instruction, it is
"necessary to make compromises between what is desirable
and what is possible. Ordinarily, chese decisions in-
volve increases or decreases in time, money, facilitics,
equipment, or personnel. Training aids and slimulators
represent examples of trade.-offs.

TRAINER APPRAISAL KIT: A package of instructional materials
designed to provide a course instructor with
practice in the preparation, presentation, and valida-
tion of instruction.

TRAINING: The teaching of job skills. It can take a number of forms
such as self-teaching exportable packages, training
manuals, individual learning packages, FOJT, or group
training.

TRAINYNG SETTING CRITERIA: In media selection, tte options that
trairing must be either sm.l. group, large group, indi-
vidualized at a fixed location, or individualized inde-
pendent of location.

=•I
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TRYOUT: PrActicc test; the purpose is to ,make the tryout a• realfstic

as possible by elim4i,atiig as many sources of unreliability
as possible.

UN9FEfRAIN: Provide inadequate training that does not prepare a
student to meet regular job performance requirements.

VALIDATION: A process through which a cojrse is revised until it
is effective in realizing its instructional goal.

VALIDATION DOCUMEFTATT.ION: A report which describes in detail how
a specific course of instruction was ualidated and for
what target population.

VALIDATION PROCESS: Testi,,g instructional materials on a sample of
the target population to insure that the materials areI effective.

VALIDITY: The degree to which a test measures what it ciaims to
measure.

VALUE ENGINEERING: Refers to the process of designing equipment
or instricticn to meet but not exceed the required out-
comes. Ordinarily, it vefers to the elimination of
features or irnstructional objectives that have not been
demonstrated to be positively necessary.

VIGILANCE LEVEL: General degree of watchfulness or attentiveness
to what may come.

VISUAL FORM: In media selection. refers to whether alphanumeric or
pictorial characteristic.s are required in a learning
situal-ion.

VISUAL SPECTRUM: The type of color required of instructional
materials. Some must be with full color, others may
be with black and white or shades of grey.

WITHIN-COURSE TESTS: Administered during a course of instruction
to assure that all student- are ".eeping up" with the
1,;arning objectives.
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WORK ELEMENTS: The element is the smallest component in the
structure of a job. Elements combine to form a task,
tasks combine to form a duty, and duties combine to
form a job.

Ft
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Existing courses, analysis of, I: records of students' performance
- 213-229 during instruction, V: 76-77

development documentation for, report (EXER), V: 78, 83
I: 220 time considerations, V: 68

evaluating existing job analy- External Evaluation Report (EXER), V:
ses for, I: 215-216, 221-222 78, 83, 90-91, 93, 95-96, 105, 109-

evaluating existing Jeb Perform- 110, 112
ance Measures for, 1: 216,
225-226

evaluating tasks, I: 223-224 Feedback, III: 6, 9-10
evaluating validation documen- Formal On-the-Job Training (FOJT), I:

tation for, 1: 226 231, 237-238, 256-258; Il: 139-
Front End Analysis, I: 216-218 141, 260-262
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Formative evaluation, 111: 280-281 Instruction, development of (con-
Front End Analysis. 1: 216-218 ti nued)

procedures, 111: 224-269
production personnel, 111: 227-229

Graphic artist (production person- programmed instruction, 111: 246-.
nel). 111- 227-228 247

resources, 111: 225-230
Self-Teaching Exportable Packages

Hard data, V: 4 (STEPs), 111: 248-149
slide-tape production, 111: 239-

244
Identifying tynlbols. learning sub- Students' Guide, 111: 269

cateyory 3, 111: 41-42, 76-77 supplementary instruction, III:
Installation Support Schools (ISS), 249-250

I: 238, 258-259; 111: 140-142 television program production,
Instruction, conducting, IV: 29-3 111: 244-246

course documentation, pre- terms defined, 111: 286-287 -

instruction review of, IV: types of instruction, 111: 230.
32-34 - 263_

changes in, IV: 36-38 user instructions, 111: 265
documentation of changes, video-only materials, 111: 232,

problems for, IV: 35-37 234-235
follow-up activities, IV: 37-38 Instructional management plan and
function of instructor, IV: 29- delivery system, 111: 105-197

31. 32-38 block-schcduling for group
outputs, IV: 38 instruction, 111: 124-125
procedures, IV: 32-38 consumables and courseware, III:

test administration, IV: 32-33, 136-137
34-35 course management, 111: 126-127

training of instructors, IV: 34- definition, 111: 105
35 eqi~pment and facilities5, III:

Instruction, development of, 111: 135-136
221-287 for instructors, 111: 131-135
adjunct programs, 111: 251 for student processing, 111: 127-
alms, 111: 221-223 130
audio-only script guidelines, for support personnel, 111: 135

111: 230-232, 233 function of guidelines, 111: 106-
audio-visual production, 111: 107

25-244 group assignment, methods of,
Forma'l On-the-Job Training 111: 125

(FOJT), 111: 260-262 management guidelines, 111: 124-
Instructor's Guide- 111: 265- 137

266 media costs, 111: 112
Job Performance Aids (JPAs), media mixes, 111: 107-118

111: 252-260 media selection, 111: 118-124
T!needs and constraints, III: Outputs, 111: 142-143

224-225 procedures for specifying, III:Iovtputs, 111: 270 107-142
rplatform lectures, 111: 248 program completion, 111: 131

pre-testing of d'~aft materials, self-pacing mode, 111: 124, 125-
111: 263-265 126

printed materials, 111: 246 System Master Plan (SMP), III:
105, 107, 138-142



Instructional management plan, imple- Instructional materials, validation
mentation of, IV: 1-18 of, (continued) FA

eculpment, IV: 15 revision requirements. III: 308- -
instructor's manual, reviewed 311, 332-336

and supplemented, IV: 4-5 standards and constraints for
materials, IV: 15 group trials, III: 313-314
procedures, IV: 4-15 Instructional methods and devices,
space allocation, IV: 14-15 III: 163-172
staff training, IV: 7-12 audia-only systems, III: 163
student selection, IV: 13 audio-visual systems, 11: 163-166
student manuals, reviewed and computer simulation. 111: 166-168

supplemented, IV: 6 print materials, III: 169-171
time allocation, IV: 14 special and non-standard items,
time relationships within ISD III: 171-172

process, IV: 3-4 visual-only systems, I11: 168-169
Trainer Appraisal Kit (TAK), Instructional setting(s), selection

IV: 7-12 of, 1: 230-264
Instructional materials, validation assignment of tasks, I: 233-263 4

of, III: 280-346 clustering tasks, I: 244-245
attitude measures, III: 288, cost analysis for, I: 240-242 X i

294-295 definition of instructional
data analysis plan, Il1: 295-297, setting, I: 230-231

316 documentation for, I: 262-263
data collection and recording Formal On-the-Job Training (FOJT),

system, 11: 287-293, 314-316 I: 231, 237-238, 256-258
data consolidating and analyzing, group training, I: 239

III: 304-308, 331 inputs, I: 231-232
group trial, administering, III: Installation Support Schools (ISS),

328 I: 231, 238, 258-259
group trial procedures, III: 316- Job Performance Aids (JPAs), I:

317 231, 233-235, 236, 242, 245-249
individual trials, plan for con- Job Performance Measures in, I:

ducting instruction for, III: 232
297-298 outputs, 1: 262-263

individual trials, steps in con- personnel data factor in, I: 249-
ducting, III: 298-303 250

learning objective rating, III: procedures, I: 242-263
317-327 Resident Schools (RS), I: 231, 238-

nature and purpose of, Il1: 280- 239, 259
285 revision of task assignments, I:

* outputs, II: 336-339 260-262
participant selection for group Self-Teaching Exportable Packages

trials, III: 317, 328 (STEPs), I: 231, 235, 237, 250-
plan for group trials, III: 312- 255

328 work experience, I: 239-240
plan for individual trials, III: Instructional Systems Development (ISD)

285-298 program, documentation for, I:
platform instruction, 111: 329- 83-84, 87

331 initiation of, 1: 1-5
procedures, IIl: 285-336 purpose of, I: 2, 214
revision of attitude measures, rationale for sequence of, I: 5-6

Ill. 316 Instructional television (ITV), III:
194-195
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Job Performance Measures (co~n- Learning analysis, II: 18-30Job ef a attitude category, II: 28-30

in selecting instruct'onal information category, II: 23-26
settilbgs, 1: 232, z42 mental skills category. 1I: 19-23

in system revision, V: 110-111 physical skills category, II: 26-
in testing, II: 44 28

Job Performance Measures, con- Learning categories and sub-categories,
struction of, 1: 156-212 11: 16-17, III- 11-17
checklists for, I: 196-197, 211 Learning events/activities, specifying,
conditions, I: 177-178 III: 1-105
cues, I: 179 classification of learning
cut-off scores for, I: 200-201 objectives, III: 10-17
data collection for, 1: 45, 46 conditions (active vs. passive),
documentation for, 1: 191-193, III: 4-5

209 cues or prompts, II1: 6-8
errors in measurement, 1: 201- directions for, III: 24-26

205 feedback, III: 6, 9-10
outputs, I: 209 flowcharts (algorithms), III: 18,
part-task testing, I: 185-187 20, 71-104
rhysical fidelity, I: 161-163, guidelines for eleven sub-

167 categories of learning, III:
predictive validity, I: 158-161, 17-18, 35-70

167 learning categories with sub-
procedures for, I: 165-209 categories, III: 11-17
process and product rating, I: learning guidelines (general), III:

"170-171, 195-196 3-6
rationale for, I: 1.5-157 outputs, III" 26
rating s..ales for, I: 197-200 procedures, I11: 3-26
sample list of validated JPMs, purposes, 11: 1-3

I: 210 Learnitg guidelines, functions of,
sampling plan, 1: 187-191 I11: 1-4, 208-213
scoring procedures, I: 191, general, Ill: 3-6, 10

194-204 specific, for eleven learning
simulator requirements for, I: sub-categories, III: 17-20,

163, 172-176 35-70
standards, I: 180-184 sub-category 1: rule-learning and
testing constraints, I: 166- using, II]: 35-37, 71-73

170 sub-category 2: classifying, III:
tryout procedure, 1: 207-208 38-40, 74-75
types of tasks measured, 1: sub-category 3: identifying symbols,

164-165 1II: 41-42, 76-77
validation and revision, I: sub-category 4: detecting, III:

205-209 43-45, 78-82
Job Performance Test (JPT), I: 158 sub-category 5: making decisiong,
Jury-of-Experts, I: 19-40, 41, 67 III: 46-48, 83-86

sub-category 6: recalling bodies of
knowledge, III: 49-52, 87-90

Knowledge of results (KOR), III: sub-category 7: performing gross
31, 32, 33, 48, 51 motor skills, 1I1; 53-55, 91-93

sub-category 8: steering and guid-
ing, I1I: 56-57, 94-95

Learning activities, see Learning sub-catego-y 9: positioning move-
events/activities, specifying ment, 11: 58-62, 96-99
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Learning 2uidelines (continued) Media (cuntinued)

%ub-category 10: votce €conuni- decision matrices for "•election
cating, I11: 63-65, 100-102 of, III: 172-184

sub-category 11: attitude evaluation of, see Existing
learning, II1: 66-70, 103- materials, review of
104 revision, III: 206-208

Learning objectives (LO), I1: 1. selection (for instructional
4. 4-5, 8-30, see also Objectives, management plan), III: 106-

common-factor, I--: 90-92 124, 172-184
testing, 11: 36, 38, 39, 42-45, Media-managed instruction, 111: 194

49-50, 64 Media specialist (production person-
Learning Objective Analysis Work- nel), III: 227

sheet, 1I: 7; III: 27, 109, 224- Military Occupational Specialties
225 (MOS), I: 3, 8

Learning objectives, sequencing and Misclassifications, in testing, II:
structuring, see Sequence and 52-55
structure of learning objectives, Mnemonics, III: 31, 36, 41, 50, 59
determining

Learning Rescurce Centers (LRCs),
III: 141 Non-equipment-oriented jobs, 1: 79-

Learning steps (LSs), II: 4, 5, 36, 81
38, 57

Objectives, development of, II: I-
Management decisions, see Decisions, 34

management action statement, II: 5-12
Management guidelines, II: 124-137 conditions statement, II: 5-6,
Management plan, see Instructional 9-10, 13-14

muanagement plan'and delivery criteria for Terminal Learning
syst'ri Objective and Learning Objec-

Management plans, student, I11: 185- tive statements, IT: 8-16
196 inputs, II: 1-2
combination plans, III: 196 Job Performance Measures in, II:
computer-managed instruction, 2

III: 191-194 learning analysis for each Term-
contingency-managed instruction, inal Learning Objective, II:

III: 187-189 18-30
instructor-managed instruction, learning analysis: attitude

III: 186-187 category, I: 28-30
media-managed instruction, III: learning analysis: information

194 category, II: 23-26
peer-managed instruction, III: learning 3nalysis: mental skills

190-191 category, II: 19-23
student self-managed instruction, learning analysis: physical

III: 195 skills category, II: 26-28
Marginal students, guidelines for learning categories, I: 16-17

managing, 111: 129-130 learning objectives (LOs), II:
Materials, existing--review of, 4-5, 8-30

see Existing materials, review of learning steps (LSs), II: 4-5
Matr-ices (for media selection), III: outputs, I1: 30

113, 115-118, 172-184 procedures, II: 6-30Media, comparative costs, 111: 112 standards statement, 1f: 5-6,

9-10, 14-16

n n n I I I I I
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Objectives, development of (con- Questionnaire survey (continued)
tinued) closed form, I: 38-39
terminal learning objectives for external evaluation data

(TLOs) preparation, I1: 2-5, collection, V: 73-74
6-16 for Job analysis, I: 37-39, 44-

46
for rating tasks for training,

Peer-managed instruction, III: 190- I: 133-136
191, 215 open form, 1: 38-39

Perceptual set(s), 111: 46, 63 preparation of, 1: 68-71, 134-
Performance Evaluation Plan, V: 22- 136

28 sample selection for, I: 71-72,
area of "entry skills," V: 24- 133-134

25
area of "external requirements," I

V: 23-24 Random grouping, I1I: 125
area of "tests," V: 25-26 Rank-order testing, II: 62-55
area of "time required to corn- Ratings (Navy), I: 3, 8

plete instr-ictional units," Rating scales (for Job Performance
V: 27-28 Measures), description of, I:

Performing gross motor skills: 197-198
learning sub-category 7, III: graphic, I: 198-200
53-55, 91-93 numerical, 1:197

Photographer (production personnel), Recalling bodies of knowledge:
III: 228 learning sub-category 6, III:

Physical fidelity, of Job Perform- 49-52, 87-90
ance Measures, 1: 161-163, 167 Reinforcement; reinforcer, III:

Platform lectures, III: 248 187-189
Positioning movement and recalling Resident Schools (RS), I: 238-

procedures: learning sub-category 239, 259; III: 139-141
9, Il1: 58-62, 96-99 Response biases, III: 46

Post-feedback delay, 11: 61 Revision of system, see System I
Posttest, V: 109-110 revisicn
Predictive validity of Job Per- Reuision plan format, V: 113

formance Measures, I: 158-161, Rule-learning and using: learning
167 sub-category 1, I1l: 35-37, 71-73

Predifferentl.ation of stimuli, III:
38, 41, 49

Pretest, II: 73-75
Print specialist (production per- Sampling plan for Job Performance

sonnel), III: 228 Measures, I: 187-191
Process Evaluation Plan. V: 14-22 Self-pacing instructional plan, III:
Process rating, I: 196 124, 125-126
Product rating, I: 195 Self-Teaching Exportable Packages
Program Evaluation Review Tech- (STEPs), I: 231, 235-237, 250-

nlque (PERT), V: 10 255; I1l: 140-142, 248-249
Programmed instruction, III: 246- Sequence and structure of learning

247 objectives, determing, I1: 79-96
Progress Evaluation Plan, V: 11-14 common-factor learning objc.ctives,

II: 90-92
determining relationships. II:

Questionnai . survey, administra- 81-82, 83
tion of, I: 72-73, 106-112 grouping, I1: 92-94



Sequence and structure of learntng Supplementary instruction,. III: 249- I
objectives, determnung n - 250
ued) Syste Master Plan (SMP), I11: 105.
ou'puts, I1: 94 107, 138-142; V: 10, 90-91
procedures, II: 81-93 System revision, V: 87-120
purposes of, II: 79-80, 88-89 based on changes in doctrine or
with dependent relationships, content of DOS, V: 94

II: 82-87 based on efficiency of instruc-
with independent relationships, tion, V: 96-103

11: 90 based on External Evaluation
with supportive relationships, Report, V: 95-96

II: 87-88 based on Internal Evaluation
Setting, see Instructional set- Report, V: 95

ting, selection of description of, V: 87-89
Shaping, III: 55, 57 follow-up activity, V: 115
Simulator requirements in Job for improvement of instructional

Performance Measures, 1: 163. effectiveness, V: 109-112
172-176 for operating instruction, V:

Slide-tape production, I11: 239- 105-106
244 for time reduction, V: 106-109

Soft data, V: 4 guidelines for determining revi-
Sou'ce materials, of job analysis sion needs, V: 103-112

data and job information, I: o)utputs, V: 115-116
97-98 preparation of revision plan,
of training courses and in- V: 112-144

structional materials, I: priority ratings for, V: 92
95-97 procedures for, V: 93-115

Staff training, instructional, purposes of, V: 87-90, 93
IV: 7-12 sources for, V: 90-91

Standards, Job Performan',e
Measures, 1: 180-184
task, 1: 28-33 Task(s), I: 12
terminal learning objective checklist task inventory, I:

test, II: 47-50 152-154
training, II: 47-50 clustering of, I: 244-245

State-of-the-art, III: 120 conditions statement for, I: 24-
Steering and guiding: learning 26, 89-93

sub-category 8, III: 56-57, delay tolerance, 1: 123-125, 246
9-95 g,:idelines for diagramming, T"

h Stimulus criteria (media), II1: 24
107-108 inventory, verifying and validat-

Storyboards, III: 234, 239-242, ing, I: 66-68
245-246 Job Performanc. Measures for, I:

Student management plans, see 157-211
Management plans, student and multiple, 1: 164-165I Instructional management p•an statements, 1: 13-17, 61

Student self-managed instruction, unitary, I: 164
11: 195, 215 validated task list, sample, I:

Students' Guide, 111: 269 33, 86
Students' manual, F.: 6 Task selection, I: 113-155
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs), criteria for, 1: 118-133, 152-

I: 79, 81-82, 133 154
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Task selection (ntin ) Trial report (small group), example,
data assessing anT ecision- III: 340-345

making for, I: 139-148
data collection for, I: 134-136
data consolidation for, 1: 136- Voice communicating: learning sub-

139 category 10, Il: 63-65, 100-
management constraints, I: 143- 102i! 144

outputs, I: 117, 148-149r p
procedures, 1: 117-148 Writer (production personnel), III:
rationale for, I: 115-117 229
survey sources, I: 133-134

Television producer (produwtion
personnel), III: 229

Television program production, III:
244

Terminal learning objectives (TLOs),
II: 1-31
action statement of, II: 5-12
conditions statement of, II: 5-6,

9-10, 13-14
guidelines for learner, 111: 4
learning analysis for, II: 18-30
lear-ning categories, 1I: 16-17
standards statement of, 1": 5-6,

9-10, 14-16
Test development, II: 35-61I, attitudes testing, II: 45-46

information testing, II: 42-44
inputs, II: 7
mental skills testing, II: 39-42
misclassifications, 1I1 50-52 14
outputs, II: 37, 60
physical skills testing, II: 44-45
procedures, II: 38-60
purposes, II: 35
rank-order testing, II: 52-55
scoring, II: 56-56
standards, II: 47-50
types of tests, I: 35, 38-39 4

Testing constraints in Job Perform-
ance ,4easures, I: 166-177

Trainer Appraisal Kit (TAK), IV:
7-12

Trainer Development Program (TRADEP),
IV: 9

Training Extension Course (TEC),
Army, Il1: 141-142

Tra;ning programs, selection of
tasks for, I; 114-133, 139-148

Training task cetegories, see
Learning categories
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